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1. INTRODUCTION, NOTATION, AND QUOTED RESULTS 
The purpose of this paper is to prove the following result. 
MAIN THEOREM. Let G be a finite 2-transitive permutation group of even 
degree, in which the subgroup which stabilizes a point is solvable. Then either G 
has a regular normal subgroup, or G has a normal 2-transitive subgroup isomorphic 
to PSL(2, q), PW3,q) (f or some odd prime power q), or a group of Ree type, 
in its natural 2-transitive representation. 
If G has a regular normal subgroup, then G is solvable, and by a result of 
Huppert [7], we have G C AI?L(I, 2”) f or some n (see below for definition). 
It is convenient to consider the main theorem as a special case of the problem 
of classifying 2-transitive groups G on a finite set Q, in which the point 
stabilizer G, has an abelian normal subgroup P. This problem has been 
completely solved by O’Xan [15] when the degree is odd, and so we may 
restrict our attention to the even degree case. It has also been proved by 
O’Nan [16] that if P does not act semiregularly on sz-(cr}, then G contains 
PSL(n, q) as a normal subgroup, for some prime power q and n > 3, in its 
natural 2-transitive representation. As none of these groups has even degree 
and solvable stabilizer, we may assume in the proof of the main theorem 
that any such group P acts semiregularly on Q--((Y). It has been conjectured 
that the examples in the main theorem are the only groups of even degree in 
which P is semiregular on Q-{cx~. -4schbacher [2] has proved certain proper-tics 
of a minimal counterexample to this conjecture (for example, V(P) is semi- 
regular on Q-((Y>, and P is not cyclic) which will be useful to us. 
The proof of the main theorem will begin in Section 3. WC shall be working 
with a minimal counterexample to the theorem and attempt to obtain a 
contradiction. This will enable us to apply the results of Aschbacher mentioned 
above. In a previous paper [6’J the author has shown that the examples of the 
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main theorem are the only 2-transitive groups in which O(G,J is transitive on 
Q~cY>, and so we know that this is not the case in our counterexample. Thus 
if O(G,)S CJ G, where S is a 2-subgroup of G, , then S fixes every orbit of 
O(GJ, and as S fixes at least one point of each of these orbits, we have 
! F(S)1 > 4. We shall prove that there exists such a group S such that S 
is elementary abelian, and such that N(S) acts 2-transitively on the fixed 
point set p(S) of S. We can then apply induction to the group .N(S)F(S). 
If .N-( T)9’7” were 2-transitive for all subgroups T of S, then we should have 
little difficulty in obtaining a contradiction. Unfortunately we cannot prove 
this immediately, and the best we can do is to show that for many sub- 
groups T of S, ‘+Z(TM(T) . is transitive, and inherits many of the properties 
of G. 
We formulate some of these properties in the definition of the conditions 
(*), (**), and (***) ’ Sa t’ m cc Ions 3, 4, and 5, respectively. Particularly in the 
case of (**), many of the stipulations appear artificial and unnecessarily 
complicated. Our aim is to carry out independent analyses of groups satisfying 
these conditions, and then to apply the results to the 2-transitive group G. 
These analyses are usually inductive, and so it was necessary in the formulation 
of (*), (**), and (**%) to choose conditions that are inheritied by subgroups 
and factor groups. At the same time, they must be strong enough to yield 
positive results, and it was the combination of these two requirements which 
resulted in their complexity. A disadvantage is that the large number of 
hypotheses that we make in the theorems on transitive groups probably robs 
them of their independent interest. The verification of the conditions in 
subgroups and factor groups in the course of inductive proofs is normally 
straightforward, and so we shall not always give full details. The solvability 
of the stabilizer of a point does not seem to be particularly useful in the proofs 
of these subsidiary theorems, and so we have preferred not to assume it. The 
principle use of solvability in the proof of the main theorem is to prove the 
existence of the group S (see Proposition 3. I), and to deduce that .,N(S)*-(sJ 
satisfies the conclusion of the theorem. 
If JV(SY C(s) is not solvable, then we rapidly reduce to the case S ) = .: 2, 
which is relatively easy to deal with. Sections 4-6 are devoted to the remaining 
case, in which J’(S) 9~ is solvable. Section 4 is concerned with the classifica- 
tion of a particular class of groups which satisfy (**), which we rcquirc 
frequently. It is interesting to note that the groups which arise in this classifica- 
tion are subgroups of ArL(I, 22n), and extensions of the groups PSL(2,29 
in their <-transitive representations on 2n-1(2n - 1) points. These two 
families of groups have been characterized by McDermott [14] as Q-transitive 
groups in which the stabilizer is a Frobenius group. 
In Sections 5 and 6, we deal, respectively, with the cases in which 
V,,(S) = 1 and +?JS) # 1. 
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Notation and Definitions. All groups referred to in this paper are assumed 
to be finite. If X is a set, then ; X is the order of X and 1 X lP is the highest 
power of the prime p which divides j X I. pa 11 j X j means X 19 = pa. For 
integers a and b, (a, 6) is the highest common factor of a and 6. 
If g is an element or subset of a group G, then 1 g 1 denotes the order of g. 
If G is a group, then Syl,(G), D(G), and Fit(G) denote, respectively, the set of 
Sylow p-subgroups of G, the Frattini subgroup and the Fitting subgroup of G. 
G’ or [G, G] denotes the commutator subgroup of G, and G(=) is the inter- 
section of the chain G 2 G’ 2 G” 2 .... Other group-theoretic notation, 
including xc(H), V?c(H), T’(G), Q,(P), O,(G) follows the definitions in [13]. 
In particular, O(G) --- O,(G) is the largest normal subgroup of G of odd 
order. For g c G or g C G, gc denotes the set of conjugates in G of g, and 
R N h means h EEL. A 4-group is an elementary abelian group of order 4. 
c, , Q‘P, and D,, will denote, respectively, the cyclic group of order TZ, the 
generalized quaternion group of order 2” and the dihedral group of order 2%. A 
generalized quaternion group will be referred to simply as a quaternion group. 
Let G be a permutation group on Q. If d C Q then Gcd) and GA are, 
respectively, the setwise and pointwise stabilizers of d in G. If d == 
6% 7 ad ,..., a,.> then we abbreviate Gd by Ga,aZ...a, and GQ, by G+Z...S,). 
If HC G then F(H) is the fixed point set of II in Q. We denote by Gd the 
group G(,,IC;, regarded as a permutation group on d. If, in particular, rl 
should be a group, and Gcd) induces a group of automorphisms on d, then P 
w-ill refer to the induced automorphism group. If H C G (or HE G), then H 
is said to be semiregular on Q if I .F(h)j .-: 0 for all 1 ,i h E H, and regular 
on 52 if II is semiregular and transitive. An involution t E G will, however, be 
called regular if i P(t); .:. 0. 91, and 6, are, respectively, the alternating and 
symmetric groups of degree rz, and ?Io and GJ2 are the alternating and sym- 
metric groups on the set Q. 
\Vhen we refer to a permutation group PSL(2, q), PSC(3, q) or a group of 
Kee-type R(q) (where in all cases q is odd), we shall mean the natural 2-tran- 
sitive representation of that group unless otherwise stated. WC assume that 
the reader is familiar with the definitions and elementary properties of these 
groups, and in particular, those properties which are listed in [5, 3.1-3.31. Ke 
shall often need to consider the group PSL(2, 2”) in its .:-transitive representa- 
tion on the cosets of a dihedral subgroup of order 2(2” $ I). We shall denote 
this representation by P&5*(2,2”), and develop some of its properties in 
Lemma 2.14. AC;L( 1, pn) is defined to be the group of linear transformations 
of a field of order p”, acting on the elements of that field, i.c., AGL( 1, p”) =.- 
{ T,$, : 6, a E GF( p”), a f 0}, where (x) T,& = ax -I- b for x E GF( p”). rU’L( 1, p”) 
is the group of semilinear transformations of GF(p”) acting on the same set, 
i.e., AEC.(l, pn) = {T,9, : a, h as before, v E Aut(GF(p”))), where (x)T$ = : 
atu ‘-- 6. If m ] n, then we define AZ’L(I, (P~)~~:~) to be (T$ : u E %(GF( p”)}]. 
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If ZZ C K CL C G, then H is said to be strongly closed in K with respect to 
L, if Hq n K C H for all g EL. ZZ is said to be pronormal in K with respect to 
L, if for any g EL with H, ZZu C K, H and 119 arc conjugate in (H, ZZg). 
“His pronormal in K” will mean pronormal with respect to K unless other- 
wise stated. 
In any proof, RAA (“reductio ad absurdurn”) will mean that a contradiction 
has been obtained. Regular normal subgroup will be abbreviated to RNS. In 
general, WC shall adopt the convention that a “theorem” is completely sclf- 
contained, a “proposition” deals with a minimal countcrexample to the main 
theorem, and a “lemma” occurs during the proof of a proposition or theorem, 
and inherits the hypotheses thereof. 
Quoted Results. In addition to the results already mentioned, we make use 
of the odd order theorem [4], parts of the classifications of groups with 
wreathed Sylow 2-subgroups [I] and dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups [12], and 
the classification of groups containing an abelian 2-group strongly closed in a 
Sylow 2-subgroup [I 11. We shall also assume that the reader is familiar with 
the subgroups of PSL(2, q), SL(2, q), and GL(2,q). These are listed in [3]. 
Other results that are not listed below will be quoted from either [8] or [13]. 
1. (PARKER [17]). Let B be a balanced incomplete block design, and 
G C Aut(B). Then the numbers of orbits of G on the points and blocks of B are 
equal. 
1.2 (O'Nm [16, THEOREM B]). Let G be2-transitive on!C& and for d&rut 
points 01, /I E Sz, suppose that the subgroup H is strongly closed in GOP with respect 
to G, _ Then the sets {%(Hu): g E G} f orm a block design on D with X - 1 
(i.e., any two points lie in a unique block). 
1.3 (GLEASON [lo]). Let GC W, and suppose that for a E J2 and some 
prime p, there exists a p-group P with .F(P) = {a}. If for some /3 ED there 
exists a p-group Q with s(Q) == @}, then /3 E &, and in particular, if this is 
true for all /3, then G is tranntive. 
1.4 [ 13 p. 265, Ex. 31. Let G be a group, S E Syl,(G) and T a maximal 
subgroup of S. If there exists an involution t E S-T such that tG n T is empty, 
then G has a normal subgroup H of index 2 with t $ H. 
1.5 [13, THEOREMS 5.3.16 AND 6.2.41. Let A be a noncyclic abeliangroup.of 
automorphisms of thegroup G with (1 A (, 1 G 1) 7 1. Then G = @o(x): x E A>. 
Zf G is a p-group, then G .: &A V&(x). 
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I .6 (WELANDT [ 181). Let A be a 4-group acting as Q~YOU~ of automorphisms 
on the group G of odd order. Then if A : (t, s), 
! G i j V,(A)\” = ] %‘o(t)i 1 %‘c(s)i / %?o(st)j. 
1.7. Aut(C,l), Aut(D,) and Aut($&) are 2-groups for m 2 3 and n G> 4, 
and Aut(Qs) z B, . 
1.8 [8, p. 1651. Let G c‘ Aut( V), where V is a vector space of dimension n 
over GF(p”‘), Qtd suppose A (j G with A abelian and Av irreducible. Then 
GV C ATL(1, (p”‘>“) ( as a p ermutation group on the elements of V), A is cyclic, 
and ‘go(A) C AGL(1, p*‘,). i A j 1 pmn - I, and for Jixed m, n is the least 
integer for which this is true. 
1.9 (SEE [6, LEMMA 3.101). Let G be agroup, II-=1 G, and suppose P is a 
p-subgroup of G, where pf 1 HI. Then %‘o(P)H!II :.-- %??GIH(PH/H) and 
&(P)H:‘H = J&PH,W). 
1.10 (MCDERMOTT [14]). Let G be a ~-transitive permutation group, such 
that G, is a Frobenius group acting naturally on each of its orbits. suppose also 
that the hernel of thisgroup has at least one cyclic Sylow subgroup. Then either G 
is solvable, or PSL*(2,2”) 53 G for some n. 
1 .l 1 (HOLT [6]). Let G be 2-transitive on S& and suppose that O(G,)“+) is 
transitive. Then G satisfies the conclusion of the main tlteorem. 
2. PRELlMINARY RESULTS 
LEMMA 2.1. Let G be transitive on Q, a! E Q and H C G, . Then N(H)T(H) 
is transitive if and only if K E Ha and KC G, together imply K E H”a . 
If this condition is fulfilled, we say that G, controls the fusion of conjugates 
of H with respect to G. In particular, this is the case when H is a Sylow 
subgroup of G, , or when His weakly closed in G, . 
Proof. Assume the condition is fulfilled, and let /3 E S(H). Then there 
exists g E G with (or)~ = p, and then Hg--’ <I G, , and so there exists h E G, 
with g--‘h EN(H). Then (or)h-lg = /I and so .N(H)s(H) is transitive. 
Conversely, suppose N(H) Y(H) is transitive, and Ho 2 G, for some g E G. 
Then if (z~)g-’ = /3, we have LZ C G, , and so there exists h E N(N) with 
(ar)h == 8. Thus hg E G, , where t-I hg = II”, and so the condition is fulfilled. 
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LEMMA 2.2(a). Let G be transitive on Q and suppose H is pronormal in G, 
fey some 01 E S2. Then the following are equivalent. 
(i) H is pronormal in G, with respect o G. 
(ii) JV”(H)~(~) is transitive. 
(b) If these conditions hold, and H C KC G, then JV(W)~(~~) is 
transitive, where Y = 0~~. 
Pvoof. (i) implies (ii) f 11 o ows immediately from Lemma 2.1, so suppose 
(ii) is true, and H, Hg Z G, with g E G. Then as in Lemma 2.1, there exists 
h E M(H) with hg E GE, and then His conjugate to Hg in (H, H”g) = (H, Hg) 
and (i) holds. Suppose the conditions hold and H C KC G. If Hg C G, for 
g E K, then H and Hg are conjugate in (H, Ho) and so F and (Hg)y are 
conjugate in the group they generate, and thus P is pronormal in KUY 
with respect to KY, and the result follows. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let G _C W, and suppose Ng G with 1 N j odd. If S C G is 
a 2-group, then for 01, p E g(S), 01 E lsN if and onZy if a! E fiVNCs). If NQ is 
semiregular, then the same conclusion holds for an arbitrary subgroup S of G. 
Proof. In either case 01 E /3*~(s) implies 01 E pN. Thus suppose that (a)g = p 
for g EN, 01, p E 9(S). Then [g, S] C N n G, . If N is semiregular, then 
[g,S] = 1 andsoolEp Ed. If S is a 2-group, then g-?Sg E Syl,(SN,) and 
so there exists h EN, with hg-l E J(S), and then [hg-I, S] _C S n N = 1. 
Thus (a)gh-l = /3, where gh-l E g(S), and so (Y E /3@~(~). 
LEMMA 2.4. Let NS_CW’ with Na NS and (I N 1, j S 1) = 1. Then S 
fixes every orbit of N if and only ;f (NS), contains a conjugate of S for every 
aE9. 
Proof. If S fixes every orbit of N, then for any 01 E Q, S fixes aN, and as 
(I mN I> I S I) = 1 th ere exists p E ol* with /3 E P(S). Then there exists g E N 
with (/3)g = (Y and thus a! E F(Sg). Conversely, if for 01 E Sz there exists g E G 
with a! E s(P), then Sg ~g((o1~) and hence Sg fixes aN. Thus S = SgOV1 
fixes CP. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let NS be as in Lemma 2.4 with S = (s, t) a 4-group. 
Suppose Sfixes the orbit A of N on Sz. Then 
I d I = I ~(4l I g(t”)l I ~(stql iqsqp. 
If in addition s fixes every orbit of N, and for any 01 E 9(s) we have s E %?(N,), 
then I Q 1 = 1 F(s)1 I .F(t)l I F(st)j/l F(S)l”. 
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Proof. By Lemma 2.3, PN(~)F@‘) is transitive, and similarly for t, s 
and(s,t). ThusifolEdn*(S), wehave INI =iOj]N,j, I%,(f)/ = 
1 $(sd)] 1 %?&), j, etc. Now applying 1.6 to the actions of S on N and N, and 
dividing the first equation by the second gives the required expression for 
/ d j. Let the orbits of N be d = d, , da ,..., d, , and suppose that s fixes all 
of these orbits and t fixes d, ,..., 8, only (1 < m < E). For 1 < i < m, let 
01~ E 9(S) n d, . Then if ai = / F(t”~)j/j F(Sdt)i, we have 
% = I ~?&>I I ~dS)a, Iii IN/ I ~A4hxi 1. 
By assumption, s E V(N,(), and so 
I ~rdS)a, I = I K&)oli IT 
and ai is independent of i. Similarly b, = j P(&)]/] s(Sd*)j is independent 
of i. Thus 
(where all summations are from i = 1 to m). Similarly we find that for i = 1 
to z, j d, l/l @-(sdq . IS independent of i, and from the equation for j B / it is 
equal to a$, . Thus 
4% = I Q l/l ~G($I = [i I 4 I] /[-$ I W”Y] 7 
i=l 
and the result follows. 
LEMMA 2.6. If t E Aut(V), h w ere t2 = 1 and V is an elementary abelian 
2-group, then 1 ~,(t)12 3 j V /. 
Proof. For x E V, x(x)t E +Zv(t), and clearly the map 9): V-+ V defined 
by (xk = x(x)t is a homomorphism with Kern(T) = V,(t). Thus 
i V l/l ~&)I = I Vi/l KernbI = I %dl G I ~&>I 
and the result follows. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let A be a noncyclic elementary abeliungroup of automorphisms 
of the group G, where (I A /, I G I) = 1. Then 
G = @,(B): B maximal in A). 
In particular, there exists B maximal in A with V,(B) f 1. 
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Proof. We use induction on 1 A [. Suppose A = (1, g, ,...,g,>. Then by 
1.5 we have G = (V,(g,): 1 < i < n}. If A is a p-group and / A 1 = pz, 
then we are finished. If ] A ] > p2 then let A = (gi> x Ai . We easily check 
that A C M(U,(g,)) and so by induction 9?o(gi) = (%‘o((Bi , g&): Bi max Ai) 
and as (Bi , gi) is maximal in A the result follows. 
LEMMA 2.8. .lf the group G has an abelian 2-complement A, then G is 
solvable. 
Proof. If N a G then G/N and N both have abelian 2-complements 
(AN/N and A n N, respectively), and so a minimal couterexaniple is simple. 
But if g E A, then ] gG 1 = 1 G [/I Vc(g)] is a power of 2, contradicting 
[13, Theorem 4.3.21. 
LEMMA 2.9. Let G be a p-solvable group, and P a p-subgroup of G. Then 
O&f(P)) C O,(G). 
Proof. Let G be a minimal counterexample. Then clearly O,(G) = 1, 
and so if Q is a minimal normal subgroup of G then Q is a p-group, and by 
induction O,p(Jzr(P))Q/Q C O,(G/Q). As O,(G) = 1, we must have 
(g(Q>/Q) n 0,4G/Q) = 1 and so WJV)) $ g(Q) and hence Q&W)) g 
WQ~WN')))~ BY minimality of G we have G = QPO,;(M(P)). Then 
Q n ZZ(QP) a G, and by minimality of Q we have Q C %‘(B) _C J(P). Thus 
O&‘-(P)) C g(Q), RAA. 
LEMMA 2.10. Let X be a quaternion group of order 2”” (n 2 2), and let 
t E Aut(X) with j t 1 = 2 or 4. Then we may write 
x = (x, y: xza = y4 = 1) xg =+ x-i) 
such that one of the following holds. 
(a) If 1 t [ = 2: (i) (x)t =,x, (y)t = y-l; (ii) (x)t = y2x, (y)t = y 
(n > 2); (iii) (x)t = x-l, (y)t =y (72 > 2); (iv) (x)t = y2xW1, (y)t =y (n > 2); 
(v) (x)t = x-1, (y)t = 3”; 
(b) If [ t 1 = 4: (i) (x)t = x, (y)t = y*X2”-‘; (ii) (x)t = y2x, (y)t = 
yx2+’ (72 > 2); (iii) (x)t = y2x-l, (y)t = yx (n > 2); (iv) (x)t = x52n-2f1, 
(r>t = Y (n > 3). 
We observe that if j t j = 2, then / %r(t)] = 2 only in case (v). The elements 
of X-(x) consist of two conjugacy classes ,of X, with representatives y and yx. 
In cases (i)-(iv) these classes are left fixed by t, and in case (v) they are 
interchanged. 
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Proof. Write X = (x, z: x2% = ,a4 f 1, X@ = x-l). If n > 2 then 
t E M((x>), whereas if n = 2 then we may choose x, x such that t cz x((x)). 
Thus in any case (x)t = xa and (z)t = XZ for some a, b. As t@ E A+(x)), 
we deduce from [13, Theorem 5.4.11 that when 1 t j = 2, a = j--l or 2%-r & 1, 
and when 1 t / = 4, a = -&l, 2+l + 1 or &2+2 -& 1. First suppose j t j = 2. 
If a = 1, then t2 = 1 implies (z*)” = 1 and (i) occurs withy = z. Similarly if 
a = 1 + 2%-l, then n > 2 and we find (x)t = .z*l, but if (z)t = z-i then 
(xx)t = zx, and so (ii) occurs withy = z or xx. If a = -1, then b is arbitrary. 
For b even, (iii) occurs with y = xxbj2, and for b odd, (v) occurs with 
y = z~(~--l)p. If a = 2+l - 1, then n > 2, and as ts = 1, b must be even. 
If 4 1 6 then (iv) occurs with y = XX~/~ and if 4 y b then (iv) occurs with 
y = ZX(b+2”-1 )j2. The proof for j t / = 4 is similar. 
LEMMA 2.11. Let V be an elementary abelian p-group, H _C Aut( V), where 
O(H) is nonscalar. Let N _C O(H) b e minimal subject to .iVg H and N is 
nonscalar. Then N is a q-group for some prime q, and N is either cyclic, elementary 
abelian or extra-special (as defined in 113, p. 1831). 
Proof. Let M be the subgroup of N consisting of scalar automorphisms. 
Then %I’ C Z(N), and by minimality N/M is elementary abelian. Hence N 
is nilpotent of class at most 2. Thus for some prime q with q 1 j N 1, O,(N) 
is not scalar and so O,(N) = N is a q-group. First suppose N is abelian. If 
Q1(N) is nonscalar then J&(N) = N is elementary abelian, and if Q,(N) is 
scalar, then Q1(N) and hence N is cyclic. Next suppose that -Ri is nonabelian. 
As / N / is odd, [13, Theorem 5.3.91 implies that Qr(N) has exponent q. As N 
is not cyclic, I Q,(N)] > q, and so N = &(N), Hence / M! = q. By mini- 
mality of N we have N’ = @j(N) = b(N) = lk’ and so N is extra-special. 
LEMMA 2.12. Let G be transitive on B with j Q I = 2”, and suppose there is 
a class tG of regular involutions in G, such that for any oc, fi E D and 
s E GeB) n tG, s centralizes all elements of odd order in G,, . Then t E O,(G). 
Proof. Suppose Y, s E tc. If rs is not a 2-element then there exists 
rletGn (r,s) with I srl / an odd prime, and as /Q j = 2” we have 
I =@‘h)l f 0. As s E Jlr(bJ), gfi sr J contains some transposition (y, S) of s, 
and thus s inverts the odd order element srl E GYs contrary to assumption. 
Hence sr is a %-element, and by a result of Baer [13, Theorem 3.827 
<tG> C O,(G). 
LEMMA 2.13. Let G C 6o have twice odd order, and suppose that NKJ G 
with N a p-group (p odd) and No semiregular. Let t E G with j t j = 2, and 
suppose that t fixes all orbits of O(G), and that for any such orbit A and 
CXE A n F(t), we have j Q jz, 1 j A n F(t)]. Then t E 9(N). 
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Proof. Choose d such that / d I9 is minimal. Then ] d II) 1 ] D 1, and so 
by assumption ] d 12, 1 1 d n F(t)]. Let CXEA n s(t). By Lemma 2.3, 
~odt) AnF(t) is transitive, and so 1 %7(t)], > ] d j9 ] FZ(t)U ID. By [13, 
Theorem 6.2.21 we can choose P E Syl,(G) such that t EN(P) and 
P, ~syl,(G,). As G is solvable, all Hall {2,p)-subgroups are conjugate, 
and so I QV)lZ, = I ~dt)l and I ~(0, I9 = I ~ptiWl. As I A le = I P Ill Pa I, we 
have 1 P : $?‘Jt)j < 1 P, : %Tpa(t)l. But from [13, Theorem 10.4.11 I P : gp(t)/ 
is equal to the number of elements of P inverted by t, and it follows that all 
such elements lie in P, . As N a G we have N _C P and t E N(N), and as N 
is semiregular, t inverts no nontrivial element of N, and hence t E g(N). 
LEMMA 2.14. Let G be transitive on Q, with ] D I = 2*(2”+l- 1) (n > l), 
such that Gcrn) g PSL*(2,2”+9 (as defined in the Introduction). Then 
(i) All involutions in Gcrn) are conjugate and$x 2” points. If t is szlch an 
involution, then (g(t) n G(m))p(t) is regular and elementary abelian. (Gem)), 
has a normal subgroup of order 2%+l+ 1 semiregular on &(a}. 
(ii) Gs($) = (t) and G, has a cyclic Sylow 2-subgroup. 
(iii) If u E go(t) is an involution, and US(~) E (C(t) n G(m))F(t), then 
u E Gem). 
(iv) G, = (Cm n G(“)) VG,(t). 
Proof. (i) is an easy consequence of well-known properties of PSL(2,29 
(see [8, p. 1911). If g E,G - Gem), then as F((Gtm)),) = {a} for all 01 E 9, 
g $ %(Gcm)) and so g induces an outer automorphism on Gem). Thus we have 
PSL(2,2”+“) z Gem) _C G C Aut(Gtm)), 
and it is well known that Aut(G(@) z PSL(2,2”+l)(x), where ] x / = n + 1, 
and if r I n + 1, then %(x’) n PSL(2, 2%+l) e PSL(2,27. Thus if 
S E Syl,(PSL(2, 2n+1)) with x E N(S), then Vs(x) = (y) has order 2. Also 
V(y) n PSL(2,2”+9 = S an so U(y) n Aut(PSL(2,2”+‘) = S(X). As no d 
element of (x) centralizes S it follows that V(S) n Aut(PSL(2,2”+‘)) = S. 
In fact as n > 1, no element of (x> centralizes a maximal subgroup of S, and 
so for any such maximal subgroup R, we have C(R) n Aut(PSL(2,2”+‘)) = S. 
Suppose u E G with S(t) C S(U). Then clearly u E ‘Z(t), and for any 
v I%’ n G(@, [v, U] _C Gtm) n GFct, = <t). Thus V(t) n U(u) has index 
at most 2 in g(t) n Gfm), and as ‘Z’(t) n G@) contains a Sylow 2-subgroup S 
of Gem), u centralizes a maximal subgroup of S, and as shown above this 
implies u E S and so u = t. Let T E Syl,(G,.J with t E T. Then T n Gtm) = {t), 
and so T/(t) is cyclic. Thus T is abelian, and if T is not cyclic, there exists 
an involution u E T - G(“). Then V(U) n Gc-1 G PSL(2, 2(“+l)12). In 
particular, u centralizes no nontrivial subgroup of G@) of order dividing 
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2”+l + 1, and the same applies to ut. Thus no involution of (t, u} centralizes 
any element of O((G(“)),), contradicting 1.5. Thus T is cyclic, which completes 
the proof of (ii). (iii) is an immediate consequence of (ii), and as (t)O((G(m$J C 
EzY(G,/O((G(~))J), (iv) follows from 1.9. 
LEMMA 2.15. ((2”” - 1)/(2” - l), 2n - 1) = (x, 2” - 1). I’f p is prime 
and p / 2” - 1, then j(21+ - 1)/(2” - I)\, = paa 
Proof. The first part is straightforward. In the second part put 
2” = 1 + bpc, where p f b. Then the result follows from the binomial 
expansion of (1 + !~p~)~“. 
LEMMA 2.16. Let G = ArL(I, 2%) act naturally on the set Q, and suppose 
a, /3 E B. Then G, is metacyclic, and has a normal cyclic subgroup 
C = AGL(l, 2”), , with CQ-@) regular. If H C G,e J then we have n = 1 H j m 
for some integer m, 1 F(H)] = 2”~ - 1, and M(H) = %(H) is 2-transitive on 
9(H) with V&H) S(H)-@) transitive. If the prime p 1 / C /, then there exists 
P E Syl,(GJ with 
P = (x,y: xpa = yPb = 1 (b < a), xv = $+P’“-‘\ /, 
where (x) E Syl,(C), (y) E SyJ,(G,,) and pa-’ = 1 x j/j y j = j 2” - 3 ji7, 
where n = / Pe 1 m. 
Proof. Identifying .Q with GF(2”) and (Y with 0, we have G, = (T,$) 
as in the definition in the Introduction. Define C = (T&) = AGL(1, 212), . 
Then C is isomorphic to the multiplicative group of GF(2”) and is therefore 
cyclic, and we easily calculate that Cg G, and that C*-@) is regular. Thus 
G&/C’ g G,, s Aut(GF(2”)), which is also cyclic, and so G, is metacyclic. 
Suppose H C Gap. Then j H 1 ] j Aut(GF(2”))l = n and so n = j H 1 m for 
some m. If H g (u) C Aut(GF(2”)), then g(o) g GF(2”), and a straight- 
forward calculation shows that j %JH)j = 2M - 1. By Lemma 2.3, 
V,(H)“(N) is transitive, and so I %?&?)/ = 2” - 1. As G,, is cyclic, H is 
weakly closed in GarB and by Lemma 2.1 JV(H)Y”(~) is 2-transitive, and as 
%?(H)s(H)-@) is transitive, %‘(H)F(H) is also 2-transitive. Thus j U(H)] = 
j ~(H)l(I g(H)] - 1) 1 Gas 1 = 1 N(H)). Suppose the prime p 1 / C j, and 
choose P f Syl,(G,) such that Pe E Syl,(G,,). As C is cyclic and normal in 0, , 
it has a unique Sylowp-subgroup (x), where (x) 9 G, , and so (x> a P, and 
hence P = (x, y>, where (y) E Syl,(G,,). If 1 Lit (z> _C (y) and n = 1 I j m, 
then by Lemma 2.15 we see that p j (2” - l)/(Zm - 1) and so z 6 q(X). Thus 
U(x) n (y) = 1, and so (y) is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut((x)). If 
j x j = pa, then by [13, Theorem 5.4.11, Aut((x)) is abelian of orderpa-l(p - I), 
and has a cyclic Sylow p-subgroup with generator 93, where (x)9, = x1+11. Thus 
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if j y ] = pb, then the subgroup of Aut((x)) induced by (y) is equal to 
(~a-~>, and by replacing y by a suitable power of itself, P has the required 
structure. We also have 12” - 1 j B = ( U&y) [ = pa-b = 1. x 1 /I y j. 
LEMMA 2.17. Let G, act on Y = Jz - {a> with G, D as in Lemma 2.16. 
.Suppose H C G, with I3’ transitive and Ng H. Then NY is $-transitive. Let 
the orbits of NY have length 1, and 
17 = {p : p prime and there exists a PI-element in N which does not 
centralize P n C, where P E Syl,(G,)). 
Then ;f p E II and P* E Syl,(N), wehaveP*nN’=PnC(lN.Ifp#H 
then N has a normal p-complement. If g E N, for some ,6 E Y, and n = j g 1 m, 
then <gGw) = M(g) C N, where MC N A C and j M j = (2% - 1)/(2” - 1). 
If in addition (/ g ],I) = 1, then M = [g, N]. In any case N is faithful on all of 
its orbits. 
Proof. Suppose p ~17. We can choose x E N - U(P n C) such that z 
is a q-element for some prime q # p. Let x E Q E Syl,(G,) = (x, y) (as in 
Lemma 2.16), where (x) = Q n C, and (y) = Qms for some’/3 E Y, and 
suppose z = ybxa. As C is abelian, z $ C and so b # 0. Let j yb 1 = qd, 
where n = qdm. Then by Lemma 2.16, j V&y”)/ = 2” - 1, and by 
Lemma 2.15, (2” - 1, (2% - 1)/(2” - 1)) is a power of q. If p j 2” - 1 then 
Pn C_CV(yb) d an so z E U(P n C) contrary to assumption. Thus p 7 2” - 1 
and U(yb) n P n C = 1. Then by [13, Theorem 5.2.31, P n C = 
[P n C, (yb)]. As Na H with fl transitive, and for all p E ?P GarB contains 
a unique conjugate of (yb), we deduce that for any conjugate v of yb in G, , 
there exists x0 E (x} with xcv EN. In particular, for any t E P n C, there 
exists XC E (x) with x+ybt EN. Thus 
(p n C&>/W = [p n C, <Y~>~<x>/<x> C W>/W, 
and as P n C and (x} are normal subgroups of coprime orders, this implies 
PnC_CNandhencePnC_CN’.ThusifP*ESyl,(N)thenPnC_CP* 
and as P n C = G,’ n P, we have P n C = P* n N’. 
Next suppose p $17, and let P* E Syl,(N). As N’ C G,’ C C, we have 
P n N’ 2 P n C, and by [13, Theorem 7.3.11 there exists Ma N with N/M 
a p-group, and P* n M _C C. Thus P* n Mg M, and as p $II, P* n M is 
central in its normalizer in IV. Thus by Burnside’s transfer theorem, M 
has a normal p-complement which is also a normal p-complement in N. 
Suppose g E NB for /I E Y and n = j g 1 m. As Na H with Hy transitive, 
we have (gGa) = (gH) _C N. Clearly (gG=> = ((gGa> n G,‘)(g), and as 
G,’ _C C, we have <gGa) = M(g), w h ere M _C N n C. Let p be a prime with 
p 1 2” - 1, and let P E SyIB(G,), w h ere P n (g) E Syl,((g)). First suppose 
p /( 1 g j. Then by Lemma2.16,p { ((2% - 1)/(2” - l), 2” - 1). Ifp j 2” - 1, 
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then g centralizes a Sylow p-subgroup of C and so p +’ \ M /. If 
p 1 (2” - 1)/(2m - 1), then g q! %?(P n C), and as above we have P fi C = 
[g, P n C] and so P n C C M. Thus \ M I9 = /(2” - 1)/(2” - l)l, . Next 
supposep / /g j. Ifpr2 m - 1, then there exists a prime q ( # p) with q 1 1 g j 
such that if (h) E Syl,((g)) then h $ %‘(P n C), and then we have P n C f M 
and j M 12, = l(2n - 1)/(2” - l)j, . If p / 2” - 1, then for all primes q f p 
and (h) E Syl,((g)), we have h E $?(P n C), and so P f~ M = ((P (7 (g>jp), 
which by Lemma 2.16 has order /g ID. By Lemma 2.15 /g jn = 
ien - 1)/(2” - l)l, > and so we have 1 M j = (2” - 1)/(2” - 1). If 
(/g/,E)=l,thenpj(2*- 1)/(2”- l)impliesp~/gj,andhenceP=[g,P] 
for all such primes p. Thus M = [g, M] C [g, NJ and as i[g, N]] < 
Ilk, Gil = ik, ~w;aaCII = lb Cll = (2% - M2”” - 1) = KB, WI, we have 
M = fg, Nl. 
FinallyletgEN,withjg] =p,n = jgjm.Ifp\21L- 1,then 
lPn - lmm - l)l, = I g 12, = P, 
and we easily see that (2” - 1)/(2” - 1) > p. In any case there exists a prime 
q # p with q / (2” - 1)/(2m - l), and if Q E Syl,(C) we have Q C N and 
g 4 V(Q). Thus we cannot have g E N@N, and so iV is faithful on all of its orbits. 
We define a transitive permutation group to be a ‘t.l’a-group,” if it is 
permutation-isomorphic to an orbit of any group NY as defined in 
Lemma 2.17. 
LEMMA 2.18. Let G be a $-transitive non-Frobenius group of even degree on 
9, in which every long orbit of G, is a r,-group for some $xed n, and G, acts 
faithfully on all of its orbits. Then either G C AI’L(I, 2%) or j D j = 
2n/2-1(2nlz - 1) and PSL*(2, 2”12) 4 G, where n 3 4. 
Proof. Let G be a minimal counterexample. Then G is primitive by 
[19, Theorem 10.41. First suppose G is solvable. Then 1 !Z j = 2” for some 
nz, and G has a RNS iV. Suppose the prime p 1 j GaB j for 01, /3 E Sz, and for 
fixed E let H = (g:g E Garp and \ g j = p for some /3 I.&). By Lemma 
2.16, / !&(P)j < p”, for P E Syl,(G,), and it follows from Lemma 2.17 that 
H = M(g), where M is cyclic, and M{g)Q+) is $-transitive. Thus NM(g) is 
$-transitive, and hence primitive. MD-@} is also &-transitive, and so g fixes all 
orbits of M, and it follows that MN is irreducible. By considering the ,group 
ASL(1, 2”), we deduce similarly that M acts irreducibly on an elementary 
abelian group of order 2”, and from 1.8 we have n = m, and G C ArL(1,2”). 
Thus G is not a counterexample, and so G is not solvable. 
Suppose that there is a prime p with p ] ( j G,, 1, I), where 1 is the length of 
the long orbits of G, , and that ( y) E Syl,(G,,) and ( y> C P E Syl,(G,). Then 
P E SyI,(G). 5?‘(y)*‘“’ is transitive by 1.3. Let s, t E P with sg = t for some 
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g E G. If (a)g = y E 9((t), then there exists h E g(t) with (r)h = 01, and so 
sch = f with gh E G, . Thus from the focal subgroup theorem 113, p. 2501, 
we have P n G,’ = P n G’. From Lemma 2.17 we have g #P n G,‘, and so 
G has a normal subgroup Nwith G/Nap-group, andg $ N. If Nis a Frobenius 
group, then N and hence G is solvable, RAA, whereas if N is not a 
Frobenius group, then N satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 2.18, and G is 
not a maximal counterexample. Thus (1 GLyB 1, I) = 1. 
As each long orbit of G, is a Pa-group, Lemma 2.17 implies that any 
element of G,, is central in its normalizer in G, , and so by repeated applica- 
tion of Burnside’s transfer theorem we deduce that G,, has a normal comple- 
ment C in G, with j C 1 = I, and Co-@] semiregular. Then by [13, 
Theorem 5.3.51, C = %,-(G,,)[G,, , C], where [G,, , C](l G,. From 
Lemma 2.17 we have n = ] G,& 1 m, where ][G,s , C]] = (2% - 1)/(2” - 1) 
and 1 VJG,,)] 1 2” - 1. As (I, 1 GEB ]) = 1, Lemma 2.15 gives 
((2” - 1)/(2” - I), 2” - 1) = 1, 
and so v,(G,) n [G,, C] = 1. Suppose C&G,,) # 1, and let p be the 
smallest prime dividing its order, and PE Sy&,(%?e(G,s)). Then Psz-C) is 
semiregular, and so P E Syl,(G). As Q?o(G,,) is a Frobenius complement, P is 
cyclic, and by minimality of p, it is central in its normalizer in 9?,-(Gas). As 
M(P) C G, and P C Jlr(([G,, , C], G&), we have P _C V(JtrG(P)), and so G 
has a normalp-complement, RAA as before. Thus VJG,,) = 1. 
Suppose that 1 Gas [ is odd. If there are two distinct primes p, q with 
p, q [ ] GaB 1, and P E Syl,(G,,), then we easily check that V(P)F(p) satisfies 
the hypotheses of the lemma. Thus Y(P)p(p) is solvable of degree 2” for 
some m and so P E Syl,(G) and P E %(X&P)), RAA as before. Thus 
j G,, / = pa for some prime p. If a = 1, then each orbit of G, is a Frobenius 
group. As C is isomorphic to a subgroup of AGL(l,2”), , it is cyclic and thus 
1.10 implies that G is solvable, RAA. Thus a > 1. If g E G,, with 1 g 1 = pa--l, 
then by induction $?(g)s(g) is solvable of degree 2” for some m, and thus 
) 9(Gols)l is also a power of 2, and so G,, E Syl,(G) and G has a normal 
p-complement, RAA. Thus 1 GEa j is even. 
Let / G,, I2 = 2”. First suppose a > 1 and let g E G,, with j g j = 2”, 
g2 = h. If n = 2@m, then each long orbit of %?(h)r’h’ is a r,-group, and by 
induction, we either have Y(h)F(h) C ATL( 1,2”) or PSL*(2, 2”i2) 4 Y(~z)~(“. 
Suppose the latter. If m = 4, then %?&!z)~“‘~‘-(“) is transitive, and as h fixes 
every orbit of C and (1 h /, j C I) = 1, it follows from Lemma 2.4 that 
Cgo+@) is transitive, and so G is 2-transitive. Then 1.11 applies, but none 
of the examples have a subgroup corresponding to C(g). Hence m > 4 
and PSL(2, 2”j2) has a trivial Schur multiplier. Thus the conjugates of 
[g, %?@)I (which has order 2*lz + I and acts semiregularly on s(h)) in V(h) 
generate a subgroup isomorphic to PSL(2,2”9. This subgroup must 
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contain an involution t with C@“(h) = gFth), which is impossible as G,, is 
cyclic. Thus %‘(h)F(“) C AJX(l, 29 and so j 52 / - 1 = [h, G&2” - 1) = 
2% - 1. For any odd order subgroup PC G,a , PC %(Jtr,(P)), and so if 
t E Gciua) is a regular involution then t E V(O(G,,)). Thus G has a RNS by 
Lemma 2.13, and so G is solvable, RAA. 
Hence ] G,, 1 = 2d, where d is odd. If d = 1 the result follows from 1.10. 
Otherwise let h E GRa with 1 h ] = 2. Then %‘(Jz)~‘~’ is a mm-group, and so 
@(h)F(“’ c AI-L& 29, 1 a j = 2” and we have the same contradiction as 
before. 
LEMMA 2.19. Let (G, P, S) be a triple of groups with thefollowingproperties. 
(i) P is a noncyclic elementary abelian p-group, wherep is odd, G C Aut(P) 
and S is a noncyclic elementary abelian 2-subgroup of G with O(G)&’ a G alzd 
gF(S) = 1. If T is maximal in S, then j 9Zp(T)l < p. 
(ii) Suppose T C S with j S/T i = 4 and j gp( T)] > p, and let C = Vp( T) 
and D = %‘G(T)C. Then I C j = p3, 1 O,(D)\ = p2, / gc(O,(D))i = p and 
DC/~C@~~~~~ is irreducible. 
Then Gp is reducible. 
Proof. We use induction on n, where / S 1 = 2”. We observe that for any 
T C S with I gP(T)j >p, (%‘c( T)VPcT), O,(T), S Qp(T)) satisfies the hypotheses 
of the lemma. Let P = Pr x Pz x .I. x P, , where S C N(Pi) and Sp* is 
irreducible for each i. Then gs(Pi) is maximal in S and \ Pi j = p. 
We claim that if 2 is a prime with q # 2 or p, then Q is scalar, where 
Q = Op(G)P. Th is is an easy consequence of hypothesis (ii) when a = 2, and 
so we assume n > 2. Then for any 1 < i < 1, there exists a 4-group 
T C %‘,(Pi). If 1 # t E T, then by induction %?o(t)“P”) is scalar, and so 
Q = @o(s): 1 # s E T) C N(P,). If 1 # t E T, then by 1.5 there exists 
1 # t* E S with VP(t) C Wp(t*) and (%?S(Gfp(t*)) = (t*>. Then clearly 
Q _C %‘(t*) and Q @po*) is scalar. As this is true for all 1 # t E T, this establishes 
the claim. We also claim that S $ G. This is true for n = 2, and if a > 2, 
we choose 1 # t E S with I%,(t)\ > p. Then by induction S~P’~) $ 
cik;;(t)Qp(t) and so S $ G. As O(G)S a G, O(G) must be nonscalar. Let Q 
be a minimal normal subgroup of G contained in O(G) such that Q is non- 
scalar. By the above and Lemma 2.12, Q is a p-group and so gP(Q) f 1, and 
the result follows. 
3. BEGINNING OF PROOF OF Mkx THEOREM 
From now on Go will be a counterexample to the main theorem of minimal 
order, and 01 will be a fixed point in JJR. Let P be a minimal normal subgroup of 
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G, . Then PQ-@) is +-transitive, and so P is an elementary abelian p-group for 
some odd primep. In general, if Q a G, and p E 52, then Q” will be a conjugate 
ofQinGp. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Psz-@} and %?(P)Q-{a) are se&regular, and / P / > p. 
Theve exists an elementary abelian 2-subgroup S of G, such that O(G,JS d G, , 
S jxes every orbit of 0( G,), JV(S)S(~) is 2-transitive, and W( t)Ftt) is transitive 
for all t E S. 
Proof. If P-Cl were not semiregular, then by O’Nan’s result [16], we 
would have PSL(n, q) 9 G for some n > 3. As ] D 1 is even and the degree of 
PSL(n, q) is (4” - l)/(q - l), this implies n 3 4, in which case G, involves 
PSL(n - 1, q) and cannot be solvable. Thus PQ-fa} is semiregular. From 
[2, Theorems 2 and 31, we deduce that $9(P)“-@} is semiregular and j P 1 > p. 
In particular, j V(P)\ is odd. 
First suppose that there is an involution t E G, such that t inverts P. Then 
b?(P)(t) g G, , and as V(P) _C O(G,), we have O(G,)(t) a G, and t fixes 
every orbit of O(G,J. Define S = (t>. If 01 # /3 Ed, then S = 
V(P)(t) n GaB is strongly closed in GUB with respect to G, , and by 1.2, the 
sets g(9) (g E G) form a block design on a with h = I. Let y, 6 be distinct 
points in 9(t). Then there exists g E G with (m)g = y and (fl)g = 6, and as 
/9’(9) n s(S)/ > 2, we have I = 9(S). From Lemma 2.3 we have 
gP(t”) = 1, and so t# inverts P and ttg E V(P). By semiregularity of W’(P) we 
have t = tg and so JV(S)“(~) = %?(t)Fo) is 2-transitive. 
We may therefore assume that for each involution t E G, , q,,,(t) # 1. By 
1.3, Fqt)S(t) is transitive. By 1.11, O(G,)o-(“1 is intransitive, and so j G, 1 
is even and O,(G,/O(G,)) # 1. For any f3 E fi, let A0 be the complete inverse 
image of ~r(9’(O,(G,/O(G,J))) in GB, and let SE Syl,(A@). Then S is 
elementary abelian, and A”l = O(G,JSd G,, so S fixes all orbits of O(G,). 
For g E G, , <S, S+ _C O(G,)S, and so by Sylow’s theorem S is pronormal in 
G, . By Lemma 2.2, J(S), Y(s)-@) is transitive. Let j3 E P(S) and 1 f t E S. 
Then G9(t)s(t) is transitive, and so there exists g E V(t) with (a)g = ,B. As 
(Aa)g = Aa, we have t E Ae, and hence S _C AR, and so SE Sy&(Ae). As 
S E Sy12(AdL), we have S* E Sylz(A”) and so there exists h E Gs with gh E M(S) 
and hence JV(S)~‘~) is transitive. Thus M(S)s(S) is 2-transitive. 
For subgroups T of S we cannot prove immediately ‘that J+‘“(T)~*^(~) is 
2-transitive. It may often be shown to be transitive however, and to inherit 
many of the properties of G. We formulate the following condition, which 
includes some of these properties. The sequence (H, Y, U, N) will be said 
to satisfy (*) (or moYe brie$y H satisfies (*)) z.. 
(i) His a tramitive permutation group on Y of even degree; 
(ii) for C( E Y, H, has subgroups N and U, with ] N 1 odd and N ,cJ H, , 
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and U is an elementary abelian 2-group, such that NU a H, , U $xes every 
orbit of N, and ,Ir( U)F(u) is transitive. 
Remark. We observe that condition (ii) together with Lemma 2.2(a) 
implies that U is pronormal in H, with respect to H. Usually we shall wish 
to define U = SF(A’ for subgroups A with S CM(A), and Lemma 2.2(b) 
will be used to verify the transitivity of Jfr( U)P(u). By Lemma 2.4, U fixes 
every orbit of N is equivalent to saying that for every /I E Y-(a>, H,e contains 
a conjugate of U. This will often prove useful in the verification of (ii). 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let T C G, be a 2-group with S C U(T) and 9+( T) $ F(S), 
and let H be any group with U( T)F(T) C H C &“( T)S(T). If H is transitive, then 
(H, p(T), SF(*), V(T) n O(G,)) satisfies (*). In particular, this is the case if 
TCSand%p(T) # 1. 
Proof. Set Y = F(T), etc. Suppose ,8, y E s(T) - (a> and (/3)t = y for 
some t E S. Then by Lemma 3.1, /3 E y”(G~), and so by Lemma 2.3, 
p E yOwnQ(T), and hence U fixes every orbit of N. If H is transitive, then 
JV( U)%(u) is transitive by Lemma 2.2, and the result follows. Thus we 
assume T C S with gP( T) f 1. By Lemma 3.1, G, controls the fusion of 
involutions in S with respect to G. In fact if tg E S with g E G, , then 
Sg, S E Syl,(%(tg) n O(G,)S), and so by Sylow’s theorem, t and to are 
conjugate in Jo@(S). Thus the number k of orbits of XGa(S) on S-(l) is 
equal to the number of orbits of X;,(S) on S-(l). If we call the elements of 
S-(l) points, and the maximal subgroups of S blocks, then we easily check 
that we have a balanced incomplete block design, and by 1.1 we deduce that k 
is equal to the number of orbits of Jo (S) or J$(S) on the maximal subgroups 
of S. We conclude that No (S) contrzls the fusion of maximal subgroups of S 
with respect to J&(S). B; Lemma 2.7, we can find R maximal in S with 
T C R and %fp(R) # 1. If /I E .F(S), then from Lemma 3.1 there exists 
g EM(S) with (a)g = /3, and from the above, we may choose g EN(R). 
Thus 1 # %?&R) C Vp~(T), and from 1.3 we have ,8 E c&~). As U fixes every 
orbit of N, and fixes at least one point of each such orbit, it follows that His 
transitive. 
By induction, M(S)“(S) is one of the examples of the main theorem. In 
this section we deal with the nonsolvable cases. 
Case A. .X(Sy(s) contains a group of Ree-type, or PSU(3, q) 4 
“qs)“‘~‘. 
By Lemma 3.1, S g U(P), and so by Lemma 2.7 there is a maximal sub- 
group T of S with VP(S) C qF(T), and therefore g(S) C F(T). Then 
SF(*) = (t) has order 2. If (y, 6) is a transposition oft, then as H = V(T)F”‘T) 
satisfies (*), there is a conjugate u of t in H,,8 , and as %‘((u)%@) is transitive 
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we have ut E uHv. Thus (u, u”> is dihedral of twice odd order, and so we may 
choose u such that 21 E V(t). If i, q E s(u) n 9((t), then again by transitivity 
of %?‘(u)~(~) and %‘(t)s(t) we have (u, t} C O(G,)(u), which is absurd, and so 
1 g(u) n g((t)J = 0. We have u E H(stt)) , and by pronormality of S, there 
exists v E G with T?(S) = 11SZ’o) such that z1 E X(S). As vF(~) is regular, and 
no extension of a group of Ree-type or a Unitary group contains a regular 
involution, this is impossible. 
Case B. PSL(2, q) a JV(S)~(~), where q > 3. 
Let N = J”(S)“(S). Then Ncrn) is 2-transitive. 
LEMMA 1. If 1 # T is a 2-group with F(S) C 9(T) and S C JV( T), 
then A’“( T)*cT) is not 2-transitive. 1 S 1 = 2. 
Proof, Suppose ,Y‘( T)fl(=) is a-transitive. Then by induction it satisfies 
the conclusion of the main theorem. By Lemma 2.2(b), (M(S) n M( T))F(T) 
is 2-transitive, and contains PSL(2, q), and so (JV(T)~(~))(~) g PSL(2, q2), 
PSU(3, q) or a group of Ree-type. (O(G,) n 9?(T))~(T)-{~l has at most q 
orbits, and from the structure of these groups it follows that 1 # (O(G,) n 
+Z(S))F(S)-@l is transitive. Thus O(G,) P(S)-taJ is transitive, contrary to 1.11. 
Suppose ] S 1 > 2. As in Case A, we can find a maximal subgroup T of S 
such that g(S) C F(T) and FP(S) C gp(T). By Lemma 3.2 (V(T) n 
Jv-(S))“(S) is transitive. As we saw in Case A, G$s,‘,, g J$‘“(S)~(~) and so 
(V(T) n JV(S))%(~) C iV. From the structure of PrL(2, q), (%‘(T) n JV(S))“(~) 
cannot be an elementary abelian 2-group. On the other hand, Aut(S) n U(p) 
is an elementary abelian 2-group, and so (V(S) n N(“))F(W # 1, and there- 
fore N(m) Z V(S)g(s) and %( T)stT) is 2-transitive, RAA. 
Let S = (t> and t E R E Syl,(Gp(,,). Then by the Frattini argument, 
%qt)F(t) s Jtr(R)F(R). By simplicity of N(m), W(R)“(R) is either trivial or 
2-transitive. 
LEMMA 2. V(R) -+W) = 1. If Y is a 2-grozrp with F(t) C F( Y), then 
U(( Y, t))“(t) is transitive but not 2-transitive. 
Proof. As Ntrn) is simple and 2-transitive, %‘(R)FtR) # 1 implies g(R)9(R) 
is 2-transitive. If this is the case, then there exists M with Gyo) _C M such 
that &j-s(t) = gM(R)s(t) is the RNS of %(t)rct)-@). As R E Syl,(M), all 
elements of odd order in %7,&R) lie in O(gM(R)) C O@&(R)), and as G, is 
solvable, Lemma2.9 implies O(gM(R)) _C O(G,). Then (O(G,) n Y(S))yfs)-@} 
is transitive, RAA as in Lemma 1. Thus V(R)y(R) = 1. (We observe that 
we do not really need to assume solvability of G, at this point. If V(R)S(R) 
is 2-transitive, then by Lemma 1, RD-F(t) is semiregular, and by Lemma 2.5, 
R has 2-rank 1. As R E Syl,(M), we can apply the Gorenstein-Walter theorem 
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[12] to M, and it follows easily that all elements of odd order in V,(R) lie 
in O(M) C O(G,)). By 1.3 we have 5$(t) = 1, and so g(P)(t) 4 G, , and t 
fixes exactly one point of each orbit of g(P). By Lemma 3.1, V(P>Q-{~~ is 
semiregular, and by Lemma 2.3 we deduce that for any group Y with 
S(t) C .F( Y), we have 
I ~~,,W/ = (I ~W)I - lY(l @(t)/ - 1). 
In particular, / %?V(Py~(Y)y 1 is constant for all y E S(Y), and so by 1.3, 
%7(Y)--) is transitive. [t, Y] C%?(P)(t) I? Y = 1, and using Lemma 2.2, 
we find that V((t, Y))s@) is transitive. If Y is a 2-group and %((t, Y))9(t) is 
2-transitive, then %?( Y)F(r) is 2-transitive, contradicting Lemma 1. 
If R were cyclic or quaternion, then by 1.7 Aut(R) would be solvable, and 
as PSL(2,q) is insolvable, we would have %‘(RycR) # 1, RAA. Let 
(t) = R, C R, C ... Rj = R be maximal with each Ri a A”(R), and let K 
be minimal such that Rk is neither cyclic nor quaternion. We choose the 
sequence so as to make j RR, j as small as possible. If [ R,/R,-l j < 4, then 
Aut(R& and Aut(RL/Rk& and hence Aut(RJ are solvable, and so V(R,)T(t) 
is 2-transitive. There exists an involution (t #) u E RI, , and then (t, u) is a 
4-group, and so gP(u) and ?ZP(ut) are not both trivial. Assume (without loss) 
that VP(u) # 1. Then P(t) C P(U) and V((U, t))Fc*) is 2-transitive, contrary 
to Lemma 2. Thus j R,/R,-, 1 > 4. 
LEMMA 3. R, is either elementary abelian, extra-special, or a central 
product of a cyclicgroup of order 4 with an extra-specialgroup. 
Proof. We recall that if C is a cyclic 2-group, then Am(C) contains no 
elementary abelian subgroup of order 8. First suppose R,-, is cyclic. Then 
R,-, C %(R,-,) n R,, and by maximality of the series, we have R,-, C f(R,). 
From [13, Theorem 2.2.21 we deduce that for x, y E R, , [x, ylz = [x2, y] = 1, 
and so / R,G’ j < 2. By minimality of [ R, /, we have Rk/R,’ = Ql(Rrc/Rle’), 
and so RR/(t) is elementary abelian. Either R, is elementary abelian, or 
T(R,) = R,-, is cyclic. In the second case, we either have 1 Z(RK)j = 2 
and R, is extra-special, or I %(R,J] = 4 and RIG is the central product of 
Z(R,) with an extra-special group. 
Next suppose R,-, is quaternion, If j RkpI j > 8, then R,-, has a charac- 
teristic cyclic subgroup C, and by minimality of R, , we have R, = W(C), 
RAA. Thus I R,-, / = 8. By 1.7, Aut(R& z 6, and so again %Y(R,-,) n 
% g -%-, , but then by minimality of the series, R, = R,,%(R,-,) and 
V(R,-,) is not cyclic or quaternion, contrary to the minimality of j R, j. 
LEMMA 4. R, is not a central product ,O, * C, , D, * C, , OY Q8 * D, . 
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Proof. Suppose false. There exists an involution u E R, with S(t) C S(U), 
and as %?(<u, t)) p(t) is not 2-transitive, %‘(Rk)fl(t) cannot be 2-transitive, and 
so V(R,)F(t) = 1. In the first two cases, Aut(Rk) is solvable, RAA, and so 
wehaveR,rQ,*D,, and we easily calculate that exactly five cosets of (t} 
in R,(t) contain involutions. The only nonsolvable group that can be 
involved in Aut(R,) is PSL(2, 5), and so Q = 5. We can define a map 
P: J’W) - G, where for g E Jlr(R& (g)v is the permutation induced on 
these five cosets of (t). As %., C Jlr(R,)/G,-(,, , we have Kern(v) = GF~) . 
If u is as above, then %(<u, t))F(t) must be cyclic or dihedral, whereas 
c#T(u)) s V(U)~(~) z 5& or Gj4, RAA. 
LEMMA 5. R, contains an elementary abelian group of ordm 8 containing t. 
If X1 and Xa are any two such groups, then there exists, a third, X, , with 
1 Xl n X3 j 3 4 and j X, n X, 1 3 4. 
Proof. As / R,/R,C, 1 > 4, this is immediate if R, is abelian. First suppose 
R, is extra-special. Then by [13, Theorem 5.5.21 R, is a central product of n 
(>I) groups Ei (1 G i G n), where either each Ei & D, , or El g Qs and 
Ei g D, for i > 1. By Lemma 4, we have n > 2 in the second case, and so in 
any case there exist groups ET , Ek (j # K) which are dihedral. Choose 
(tf) YEE~ and (tf) zeEk with ly] = Ix] =2. Then (t,y,x) is 
elementary abelian of order 8. Let Xi = (t, w, x) and X, = (t, y, x) be two 
such groups. If I X, n Xa 1 > 2 then the result is trivial, so assume 
jX,nXa]==2. ThenyW=yorytandzO=xorxt.IfyW=ytand 
P = xt, then (yx)” = yz and so there exists (I #) v E (y, x) with 
vw = v, and then (t, w, v) is the required group X, . The proof is 
similar if R, is a central product of an extra-special group with a cyclic 
group. 
We can now complete the analysis in Case B. For any subgroup Y of R 
with S(t) C P(Y), define Yt = Q?((t, Y))F(t) n (g(t)F(t))(m). By Lemma 2, 
u((t, Y))p(t) is transitive but not 2-transitive, and from the known list of 
subgroups of PSL(2, p), we deduce that Yt is cyclic or dihedral, and 
j Y, / 1 q + 1. We may choose a fixed number Y depending only on q, such 
that either r is an odd prime or Y = 4, and Yt has a characteristic subgroup 
Yt* of order Y. Let <t, u, v} = X, C R, with X1 elementary abelian of order 8. 
By Lemma 2.7, we may assume %‘?((a, v}) r> qP(X,), and so @((a v)) 3 
g(X,) = S(t). We must have (u, v)$ = (u): = (v): = <~v)f. There 
exists g EN(R) with (u, v): # <ug, vg):, and hence Xig + X1 . By 
Lemma 5, there exists Xs with / Xa n X1 I >, 4 and I X, n Xf 1 2 4, and 
without loss we may assume Xa = (t, u, u”). Then (u, v>T = <~)f = 
<u, uQ)z; =*<ug),* = (u”, v”)?, %%!I. 
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4. THE CONDITION(**) 
It remains to deal with the case in which JV(S)~(~) is solvable, in which 
case 19(S)] = 2” for some n, and JV(S)~(~) C A.Z?L(l, 2”). If 1 F(S)] = 2, 
then O(G,)o-@I is transitive, contrary to 1.11. Thus T(S)1 >, 4. 
We shall say that (H, Y, U, N, W) satisJies (**), if (H, U, U, N) satis$es 
conditions (i) and (ii) of ( *), and in addition. 
(iii) 1 .F(U)i = 2”, where n > 2; 
(iv) W is a 2-group with WC Jr/-(U), such that WF(u) is an elementary 
abelian semiregular normal subgroup of ~+‘“(lJ)~c~), a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
&/jr{ U)“W)/W9m is cyclic, and W is a maximal subgroup having these properties; 
(v) if v E Ug n N(U) for some g E H, then TY(~) E W9(v); 
(vi) for any 01, /3 E 9( U), J( U)$(“) is cyclic; 
(vii) if n > 2, then the group generated by all conjugates of VN( U) in 
q(U) has a Sylow 2-subgroup M with Mpfu) = 1 and MF(u) C WF(u). 
PROPOSITION 4.1. (a) Let T C S with F(S) C 9(T), and suppose 
%?(T)s(T) C H C X(T) F(*). If H satisjies (*), then for suitabZe W, (If, S(T), 
Sg(T), (0( G,) n V( T))“cT), W) satisfies (**). 
(b) Let H = U( T)*cT). If 1 # g E %( U)r(u1 with / g / odd, then W9(u) 
is transitive, and O(V( U)r(‘)-{‘}) is a nontrivial Pm-group (see Lemma 2.8). 
If T is maximal in S, then either %‘( U)r(u’-@) is a I’a-group, or (J(T) n 
M(S))F(s) has orbits of lengths (2% - 1)/3 and 2(2” - 1)/3. 
Proof. (a) Set Y = F(T), etc., let R be the RNS of X(S)F(S), and let 
WC J&( U) be a maximal 2-group subject to WFcu) = R n JV(U)~~U). 
Then conditions (iii), (iv), and (vi) of (**) follow immediately from the 
corresponding properties of AFL( 1, 212). Let ~1 E U” n Jlr( U) for some g E H, 
and suppose V@(U) # 1. If y E @((zJ, U)), then as JV’(U)~(~) is transitive, 
Lemma 2.5 implies v E Uh for some h E H,, , and as O(H,,) U a H, , we have 
v E O(H,,)U, RAA, because UC (U, v). Thus / F({z), U>)/ = 0, and as R 
contains all regular involutions in JV(S)~(~), we have TF^(~) E R and so 
am E WFtu), and condition (v) of (**) is satisfied. 
Before proving condition (vii), we prove Proposition 4.1(b). Suppose 
1 #gE%Y(Up with j g j odd. Then there exists h E G with \ h odd, so 
thathEM nV(T)n%Z(S/T)andh F(S) = g@(u). By 1.9 we have h E %(S), 
and so O(%?(~)~‘U’) = O(%‘(S)~‘s’) is nontrivial, and as O(%(S)~‘“‘) 4 
N(s)y’, O(‘iff( u)~‘“‘-@)) . 1s a rR-group. As R lies in any nontrivial normal 
subgroup of +,V(S)@cs), R = Wrc”) is transitive. Assume T is maximal in S, 
and suppose %?( U)r(“‘-{a) is not a S,-group. Then there exists a 2-element 
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x E J”(S) n %?(T) with / #fc)/ = 2z (f or some I > l), such that x does not 
fix all orbits of O(%‘( U)r’U’), and clearly x$%‘(S). Thus gs(x> = T. Let 
S _C YE Syl,(G,-(r)), where x E Jlr( Y). By the Frattini argument, Jr/-( Y)*(s) = 
&‘(S)“(S). Let n = 21~2, where / 9(x)1 = 2” - 1. Then there exists 
y E@-(Y) such that /(~y)~(~) j = (2” - 1)/(2” - 1). Again by the Frattini 
argument, we may assume that x and y are chosen such that x E &‘(<xy)) 
and j xy / is odd. If y E V(T) then xy E V(S), and then x fixes all orbits of 
O(%?(U)~“‘) contrary to assumption. Thus C,(y) = T* - T, and 
j S/T n T* j = 4. Clearly T n T* = Vs((y, x)), and (y, x)~ s D, . First 
suppose es(Y) # S, and let C be a Hall 2-complement in J(Y), with 
xy E C. (Then C9(n-tol) is t ransitive.) C normalizes gs( Y), and by Maschke’s 
theorem, we have S = Vs( Y) x D, where C _C J’(D) and Vs( Y) and D are 
nontrivial proper subgroups of S. As ) S/‘iR,(xy)l = 4, we either have 
Vs( Y) _C Vs(xy) or D _C gs(xy). Assume the former. Then if 
A = N(Ws( Y))s(wsty)), 
A satisfies (*) by Proposition 3.2, and as CT(‘)-{‘) is transitive, A is 
2-transitive, and by induction it satisfies the conclusion of the main theorem. 
But A, contains the group Sfl(Q~(Y)), which has order at least 4, and fixes 
more than two points, RAA. We get the same contradiction in the other case, 
and we conclude that S 5 9’(Y), and so T = S n %“(<x, Y}). 
By the Frattini argument, (C n J’((x, Y)))r(@*‘)) is transitive, and 
C n N((x, Y)) C C n d’“(S n Z((X, Y))) = C n N(T). 
If D = (xy, JV((X, Y})), then Dr’s’-{“} is transitive, and / D: ND(T)1 = 
](xy): &‘&JT)I = 3. Thus O(N(T) n JV(S),)“‘~‘-{“) has three orbits of 
length (2” - 1)/3. Th is completes the proof of Proposition 4.1(b). 
We now prove condition (vii) of (**). We may assume 71 > 2, and we let K 
be the group generated by conjugates of VN(U) in U(U). If L is the group 
generated by the conjugates of O(G,) n q(S) in %7(S), then L9cs) = ICsczi), 
and so the result is a consequence of the following proposition: 
PROPOSITION 4.2. If j &(S)l > 4, and L is the group generated by the 
conjugates of O(G,) n V(S) in V(S), then I L,-e, [ is odd. 
Proof. Assume the result is false. ThenLFcS) + 1, and so if XE SyI,(L,-(,)), 
and X 2 2 E Syl,(L), then X # 1 and Z9(s) = R is the RNS of JV(S)“‘~‘. 
We have 
and so L/O(G,-(,I) _C C(GFcs,/O(G~e))). Thus O(G,)X 4 G,, and if 
X C Y E Syl,(Gp(,,) with 2 C J+‘( Y), then L”(S) c 9?(Y)%fs), and 2 c g(Y). 
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Let S* = r;2,(X). Then as (N(S) n JV(S*))~(“) is 2-transitive, it follows 
from Proposition 3.2 that JV(S*)~(~*) is 2-transitive, and as g(S) C 9(S*) 
and / g(S)J > 4, JV(S * *(S*) ) has an RNS by induction. As G?(S*)s(s*j is 
transitive, Proposition 3.1 is satisfied with S* in place of S, and clearly 
Proposition 4.2 is still false when we replace S by S*. Thus we may assume 
S” = s. 
Let 1 # t E S. By Lemma 2.7, there exists a maximal subgroup T of 
S such that gp( T) $ gp(t) and thus t 9(T) i: 1. Let T* be maximal subject 
to T C T* C X and 9(S) C 9( T*), and let H = x( T*)F(T*). Then H is 
transitive, and by Proposition 3.2, H satisfies (*), where U = (u) = 
(pw-*,) = smT*), etc. Let E = (L n JV( T*))9(T*), etc. (bars denote action 
on F( T*)). Then z9(U) = L9cs) and P E Syl,(H,-(,J). As X fixes all orbits of 
O(H,) and ~FW*)-~(Ul is semiregular, we deduce from Lemma 2.5 that 
1 is cyclic. As Z/X 1s elementary abelian, and X_C S(z), we deduce from 
[13, Theorem 22.21 that 1 z’ j < 2, and so z’ C (u). ,5, n %‘(y) centralizes 
I/,??‘, and from the definition of X it can normalize no complement of X/Z,, 
in z/‘izl. It follows that X = .J? = (u), and as t was an arbitrary involution 
in S, we have X = S and so T = T”. Thus by Proposition 4.1(a), H 
satisfies conditions (i)-(vi) of (**), where IV(u) = ZF(u) is transitive. 
z has exponent 4, and is a central product B . C, where B = S(z) and 
1 # C is extra-special, and e F(u) C N(B-) n N(C,F(u)). As M(B) CI r;, 
acts $-transitively on B/(u)-(l) and centralizes u, B must be elementary 
abelian. If (y, 8) is a transposition of u, then there exists u E z$f /7 %?(u)~~ . 
Then by condition (v) of (**), ZIP E z, and we may assume (for suitable 
choice of y, 6) that v E Zy. Thus we either have v E ,Z, or v = wx, where 
w E Z, x E P and 1 w j = j x / < 4, and in the second case, %2(v) = %‘Z(w), 
gz(v) is isomorphic to a subgroup of V(ZI)~(U), and by condition (iv) of (**) 
it contains no quaternion group. From the structure of extra-special groups 
this implies that C s Qs or D, , and as J(B) n E, acts &transitively on 
C/(u)-(l), we must have C s Qs . 
v(v)-) and hence %?(u)~(u) contains an element of order 4, and so 
j ‘Z(U)&“(~)/ is even. By Proposition 4.1(b), O(‘&(~~~‘) has orbits of length 
greater than 3. By the Frattini argument, O(JV(Z)~(~)) e O(W(U)~(~‘), but 
O(Jtrc~)~@‘)) normalizes a subgroup of .Z isomorphic to Qs , RAA. 
The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of the following 
result of which we shall make frequent use later. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let (H, Y, U, N, W) satisfy (**). Assume also that for 
all p E F( U)--(ol} we have U C %‘(N,,). Then either 
(i) Hem) gg PSL*(2,2n+l) or 
(ii) 1 Y I = 2a” and H has an RNS R. For any /3 E P4a], H,, is cyclic, 
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U = (u) has order 2, and if j3 E 9(u), Ho,e n UH = (u} = Hstod) , v E Vi(u) 
implies vu - u. 
Proof. Let H be a counterexample of minimal order. As NU 4 H, , the 
condition U _C %‘(N,,) implies U a Hap for all /3 E ~(U)-(U). 
LEMMA 1. 1 Y j - 1 = (2” - 1) a, where a = 1 N j/l VN(U)I, andfor any 
p ES(U)-{cc), a = 1 flN [/I /3*NN(“) 1. 
Proof. 1 YI - 1 =C/3iN, where the & are representatives of the orbits of 
Y&U) on F( U)-(E). Now j PiN 1 = I N l/l NBi 1 and as UC %‘(Nal), we have 
No< = VN( U),, . Thus 
1 Y 1 - 1 = a: C / gN( U)l/l gN( U)e, I = a C I /3?(o) I = a(2” - 1). 
LEMMA 2. H cannot contain an elementary abelian 2-subgroup A, such that 
A c dv( U), AF’U’ is transitive, 1 A IT U 1 f 1, A intersects at most two 
conjzcgacy classes of involutions in H nontrivially, and A is strongly closed in a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of H. 
Proof. Suppose such an A exists. First suppose Ma H with 1 M ] odd. 
Then each orbit of M on !P has the same length b. Similarly, each orbit of 
gM( U) on 9(U) has the same length. c. As c is odd and c 1 1 9(U)/, we have 
c = 1. From Lemma 2.3, we deduce that U fixes at most one point of each 
orbit of M. Now & is the union of {a} with some orbits of N, and from 
Lemma 1, each of these orbits is a multiple of a. Thus b = 1 + pa for some 
p and so j ?P j >, 2%(1 + e). F rom Lemma 1 we deduce p = 0, and so 
O(H) = 1. 1Tf (a> Cg(N), then UC%(N) which is impossible, and so 
9(N) = {a} and hence ZF(H,J = {/3} for all ,B E Y, and thus Z(H) = 1. We 
now apply Goldschmidt’s classification of groups with a strongly closed 
abelian 2-subgroup [l 11. As H is a minimal counterexample to Theorem 4.3 
and A intersects at most two of the classes of involutions of H, we deduce that 
H is simple, and that H is isomorphic to one of the following groups: (i) 
PSL(2, q) (q = 3 or 5 mod g), (ii) a group of type Janko-Ree, (iii) PSL(2,2"),, 
(iv) Sz(2, 22m+l), (v) PSU(3, 29. As I F(U) > 2,] A 1 > 4, which eliminates 
case (i). If case (ii) occurs then A E Syl,(H) and [ A 1 = 8. Thus j 9(U)/ = 4, 
and if (u) = A n U, then (u) = U, and g(u) is solvable, which is not the 
case in groups of type Janko-Ree. In the other three cases, %(zc) is a 2-group 
for all 1 # u E A. If 1 A n U I > 2, then there exists 1 f u E A with 
VN(u) # 1, RAA, and so / A n ?Y j = 2. Let A C B E Syl,(H). Then 
A = 9(B) = Qn,(B), and I B j = I A I, 1 A I2 and / A I3 in cases (iii), (iv), 
and (v), respectively. All involutions in B lies in A, and so Bscu) is cyclic or 
quaternion, and UC A. As B/A is elementary abelian, we have 1 Bs("j‘ 1 < 8, 
and so 1 BFcu) I 2 [ B l/S. On the other hand, by assumptioti (vi) of (**), 
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BScrJ)/AF(v) is cyclic, and so ] B ] 4 8 ] A j. This rules out ] B \ = j A j3, 
and ] B j = ] A j2 would only be possible if ] A ] = 8 = ] B,-(,j 1, but as 
the Sylow 2-subgroups of the Suzuki groups contain no quaternion groups, 
this is impossible. Thus Hs PSL(2,2”+7. A Sylow 2-subgroup of & has 
order 2, and so 2”1]W], and as 2”-ll]Y]--1, we have ]Y] = 
2n + p2”(2” - 1) f or some p. As 212+1(2n+1 - 1)(2”+l + 1) = ] N ] 3 
j Y ](] Y ] - 1)/(2” - l), we must have p = 1, and then Hz PSL*(2,2”9, 
contrary to assumption. 
LEMMA 3. Let 1 # A be a subgroup of V(U), with / 9(A)/ > 
j 9((A, U))/ > 2, and suppose that either g(U) C F(A), or A z’s a 2-group. 
Then %(A)F(A) (and JV(A)~(A)) satisfies the hypothesis and conclusion of 
Theorem 4.3. 
Proof. We shall show that (%?(A)F(A), 9(A), UFcA), @N(A)F(d), V) 
satisfies (* *), where I/ is chosen such that %&A)F(A) C V, and V satisfies the 
maximality condition in (iv) of (**). Suppose /? E S(A)+a}. There exists 
U~EU~~H,,, and by hypothesis, 
[ug, A] C Ug n [UgN, A] = Ug n [UN, A] C Ug n N = 1. 
Thus by Lemma 2.4, UgcA) fixes all orbits of gN(A)F(A). Let 
As I~(4 > I F(@, WI we have b > 1, and by the same argument as in 
Lemma 1, b divides the length of every orbit of QYN(A) on F(A)-(+ Thus if 
the prime p ] b and P E Syl,(%‘(A),), then F(P) = (a), and by 1.3, %?(A)Rc”) 
is transitive. By Lemma 2.2(b), (M(U) n %(A))Y(<UJ)) is transitive, and 
so conditions (i) and (ii) of (*) are satisfied. If A is not a 2-group, then by 
assumption, ] F(( U, A))] = 2%. If A is a 2-group, then let A”cU) C B”(u) E 
Syl,(J’( U)F(V)). Then Bs(U) is transitive, and as Br@” has a cyclic Sylow 
2-subgroup (by assumption (vi) of (**)), (R(Ascu)) n Bs(u))F((A*U’) is 
transitive, and so ] fl(((A, U))j = 2”, where by assumption m > 1. Thus 
condition (iii) of (**) is satisfied. If fl(<U,A>) E J( U9’A))F(<U*A)) for some 
g E W(A), then as JV( U)s(u) is transitive and NU d H, , we have [g, U] C 
UN,-(A) , and so gNycA)/N,FiA) E N(UNY(~))/NF(~) , and by 1.9 there 
exists h E M( U).n W(A) with hS(A) = F(a). Thus M( U9”(A))9”((U,A>) = 
JV~(~)(U)~(<~*~>). In particular if gs(<UpA,) is conjugate to an element in 
UF(A), then we may choose h such that h is conjugate to an element in U. 
Conditions (iv)-(vii) of (**) now follow, and as H is a minimal caunter- 
example to Theorem 4.3, the result follows. 
LEMMA 4. O(H~(v~)y-F(u) is semiregular. 
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Proof. We have [O(H~(,)), U] _C U n O(H&,l) = 1, and so Lemma 3 
may be applied to subgroups A of O(H,-co)) with F(U) CF(A). Let 
1 C 2, C ... 2, = O(H9(,)) be a maximal series with each Zi 9 J(u), 
and suppose r is minimal such that 2, is not semiregular on Y-F(U). Let 
M _C 2, have maximal order subject to 9(U) C F(M). As M n Z,-, = 1, 
and 2,./Z,, is an elementary abelian p-group for some prime p, M is also an 
elementary abelian p-group. Applying induction to JV(M)~~M), we deduce 
from Lemma 2.14(ii), that ) Jfr(M)~~$~ ] = 2, and so ME s~l,(Hp(~)). 
Suppose <u, 4 _C am is elementary abelian of order 4. We may 
assume that 9(M) _C I. As (zr, w) fixes all orbits of N, Lemma 2.5 implies 
F(U) # ~(uuv), and so for at least one of u, UZ, (say u) we have 9(u) g F(M), 
and hence O(H%‘“) 9tU,) # 1. On the other hand, applying induction to Ye 
gives 1 @?(u)$$$: ( = 2, RAA. Thus %?:(M)s(~) has 2-rank 1, and in particular, 
U = {u} has order 2, and %(M)F(~) is odd. As U a H,-(,) this implies 
u E Tfmu,>- 
If (u +) n E V(U) n uH, then Vz~-l(~)B(v) is semiregular, and as 1 F(V)/ = 2”, 
we have %z~-,(~) = 1. Sylow 2-subgroups of V(M) and %(M)F(M) are isomor- 
phic, and from the structure of Y(M)S(M), we deduce that V(M) has an 
elementary abelian subgroup E of order 8 with u E E, such that each coset of 
(u) in E contains a conjugate of u, which must invert 2,-i . As u E U(Z,.-,) 
we deduce that .Z,-, = 1, and so M = 2, g %‘(a). Let (y, 8) be a transposi- 
tion of u with y, 6 q! F(M). There exists u E uN n V(U),,~ , and v E N(M). 
By hypothesis, ZJ~(U) E FVF(u). If PSL*(2,29 C Jlr(M)9(M), then by 
Lemma 2.14(iii), rFtU) E (JV(M)~(~))(~), and as ) 9((z), M))] < 2”, this 
contradicts Lemma 2.14(i). Thus 1 F(M)1 = 2”“. The conjugates of u in 
V(M) generate a subgroup containing an elementary abelian 2-group acting 
regularly on 9(M). In fact as u E V(H,-(,j), this subgroup lies in %‘(Hs&. 
Thus for any y E 9(u)-{cx}, th ere is an involution o E %(M)(,,,) with 77:(M) 
regular, and w E %(HTcM)). If n1 E N(M) with ~7~~) = wstM), then z, E %(wl), 
and as 1 HFIM) [ is odd, v = oi . Let (y, 8) be a transposition of u with 
y, S $3(M), and let z, E uH n Vet. Then as [ $((o, M))] < 2”, the 
inductive hypothesis implies that vgtM) is regular, and from the above 
remarks, v E V(M). Then Mg(@ is regular, and sop 1 1 F(o)], RAA. 
LEMMA 5. Let Y = Wpcv) E Syl,(Hp-(,,). Then Yy-p(u) is semiregular, Y
is cyclic or quaternion, and U = (u) has order 2. u tz %‘(H(ars)) for all 
B E =w4-~4* 
Proof. Clearly it suffices to show that Y has 2-rank 1, so we assume 
<u, v) 2 Y is a 4-group. We choose (u, v) such that <u, v) n U is maximal, 
and this clearly implies (u, V) 2 U(U). We may assume that 1 g(u)1 < 
) g(n)/ < 1 F(un)l. By Lemma 2.5, F(u), 9(w), and F(uv) are all different, 
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and so Us -+ 1 # Us. As we saw in Lemma 3, induction applies to 
%(V)F’“’ and %‘(u~)F(u”), and to Ye if S(U) 3 g(U). 
Suppose H, contains an elementary abelian subgroup E of order 8. By 
assumption E/Ep(,, is cyclic, and so 1 E,-(,I 1 > 4, and we may assume 
{u, u) C I&-,,, . Then Es,,, = (ua), and so 1 Ep(uO) j = 4, contrary to the 
known structure of ~(zcco)~(~@). Thus no such E exists, and it follows that 
@((u, u)) = 9(U). Thus by induction, j g(v)/ = 22” or 2”(2*+l - I), and 
similarly for j P((u~)l. W e now list all possibilities for I F(U)/, j F(zl)l, and 
/ So), and using Lemma 2.5, we calculate j Y j. 
I ~(4 I *t4i I ~GI(4il jY/-1 
(i) 2” 22” 22” (22n - 1)(2” + 1) 
6) 2” 2”(2”+1- 1) 2%(2n+r - 1) (2n+1+ 1)2(2” - 1) 
(iii) 2” 22” 2n(2”+l- 1) (2”fl + 1)(22” - 1) 
(iv) 22% 22” 22” (2” + 1)2(22” - 1) 
t-4 22” 22” 2%(2”+r - 1) (22, - 1)(2” + 1)(2,,1 + 1) 
(4 22n 2”(2”+1- 1) 2n(Z”+r - 1) (2*n - 1)(2”+1 + 1)s 
(vii) 2”(2+” - 1) Zn(2”+r - 1) 2@(2%+l- 1) (2” - l)(zn+r + J.)3 
We deal separately with these seven possibilities. 
Cases (i) and (v). U(V) has a 2-subgroup B of order 22n I %(v)~(~) j2, 
where B/%?(v)~(,) is elementary abelian. As 2” f I Y I, there exist points 
y, S with j B,, / = 1 B //2% = 2” ] V(V)~(,) I2 . Then clearly y, 15 $ P(V). As u 
is the unique involution in OF , we have BY6 n Us = 1 and so 
B,,, is elementary abelian of order at least 2”+l > 8, RAA. 
Case (ii). Let B = ( w: w E V(v) n uH). Then BIB,-(,) z PSL(2, 29, 
and B9to) C B(B). As the Schur-multiplier of PSL(2,2”f1) is trivial (n > 2), 
we have B G PSL(2,2n+l) x B~I(*) . Thus there exists w E uH n U((u, v)) 
with w~(<~**>) # 1, and w9tV) E (%‘(v)~(@)(~)* As j 9(w)/ = 2”, we have 
g(w) C 9(v). From Lemma 2.14(iii), we deduce We= E (@(z1~)~(~~))(00), 
and so P(w) Z F( uz1 ) , and hence s(w) C P((u, v)), RAA. 
Case [iii). There exists no w E VG n %?(s),-(v), or else (u, V, w} would be 
elementary abelian of order 8. Thus by Glauberman’s Z*-theorem [9j, v is 
central in a Sylow 2-subgroup of H, , and so 2% 1 H, j2 1 / H j, which is 
false, as n 3 2. 
Case #(iv). Without loss, u E 9’(X), where XE Sy&(H,), but then 
22” j X8/ 1 I F(U)\, whereas 22n I X / f I H /, RAA. 
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Case (vi). As 2n+2 1 1 Y [, we get the same contradiction as in case (iv) 
unless n = 2. In this case j Y 1 = 5 (mod 7). As 7 1 1 %(~)~-(v) /, 7 1 j H 1 and 
hence 7 1 1 H, j. By Lemma 4, O(H&+))y-y--~(~) is semiregular. From the 
structure of the groups %?(U)?(U), Q?(v)~(*), and %‘(uv)~(u~), we deduce that u, 
V, and uo all invert O(H,(,,) which is consequently trivial. By 1.11, O(H,) is 
intransitive, and so 1 O(H,)I = (d - 1)/3 = 81.5. Thus a 7-element g E H, 
centralizes O(HJ and hence g(g) = !P, RAA. 
Case (vii). We may assume u E Z(X), where X E Syl,(H,), and as 2” 1 ] !P 1, 
I contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of H. As in Case (ii), we have B = 
(08: ZJ~ E U(u)) g PSL(2,Z”fr) x B,-(,) , and so %‘((u, v)) has an elementary 
abelian subgroup E of order 2 *+s in which every involution is conjugate to u, 
v or uv. We may choose V E Syl,(@(zk)) with E C V, such that V = (E, V,}. 
Then from the structure of %?(u)~(~), (u, v) G 9(V). Suppose w E V n 
(zP u vH u (a~)“). By (**), w9(u) E W9(LI), and by Lemma 2.14(iii), 
w9-L%(u) 6 (gpqmuy, and hence w E E. Thus E is strongly closed in V with 
respect to H. Under the action of U(u), the involutions of E are split into three 
classes, one of which is {u>. Under the action of U(v), u is conjugate to some 
other involution in E, and so the elements of E-(l) lie in at most two classes in 
H, and now Lemma 2 gives a contradiction. This completes the proof of 
Lemma 5. 
We deduce from Lemma 5 that Y has 2-rank 1, and in particular that 
U = (ZJ) has order 2. Let /3 E ~(u)-(N>. As (u} a H,, by assumption, and 
Ye is transitive, we have u E %“(HQ)). 
LEMMA 6. Let X E Syl,(H,) with Y 6 X. Then either 
(i) X is cyclic 0~ quaternion, of 
(ii) There exists a 4-group <u, u) Z X with 1 F(<u, v))] = 2”” 
(1 < m < n), and 1 Y 1 - 1 = (2” - l)&, where qne of the following holds. 
(a) n = an + 2, X = EL. = 2”“+l A- 1; (b) n = m + 1, X = 1, P = 2”+i + 1; 
(c) n = m + 1, h = p = 2” + 1; (d) n = m + 1, X = E.G = 2m+1 + 1; (e) 
m = 1, and either X = 1, TV = pi or X = pa , ,u = p1 , whwe p1 , pz are odd 
prime powers. In cases (a)-(d) we have m > 1. 
Proof. If (i) does not occur, then there is a 4-group <u, v} _C X, and as 
Y has 2-rank 1, Z?(U) # 1. By Lemma 3, we have ] g((u, v))[ = 2”, where 
1 < m < n. We may assume 1 PI < 1 ~((uv)], and if A1 = /9(v)/ - 1 
and h, = j s(uv)/ - 1, then Lemma 2.5 yields 
IY]-1 =(2”-l)h,&2”“-l)s. 
If wz > 1, then Lemma 3 applies to %(u~)fl(uu), and to Ye if @((u, ZJ}) C 
9(a). Thus if X = X,/(2” - 1) and p = ~~/(2~ - l), we have h = 1,2” + 1 
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or 2m+r + 1 and p = 2” $ 1 or 2”+f + 1. As u E s(X), we have 2% / d, and 
we easily check that cases (a)-(d) are the only possibilities. If m = 1, then 
Gquv)~(U”) is 2-transitive and satisfies the hypothesis of 1.11. As 
j 9(249”‘““‘)1 = 2, we must have PSL(2, pr) I! ~(wJ)~~~“~ for some odd prime 
power p1 . Similarly, we have either j F(U)\ = 2, or PSL(2, p4) =cJ %(zJ)~(~~ 
for some pz , and (e) holds. 
LEMMA 7. Hs;$(U) is semiregular. 
Proof. By Lemmas 4 and 5, (O(HF(~J)Y)~-~(U) is semiregular. As Y has 
2-rank 1, we either have H,-(,) = O(HF(,,)Y, in which case we are finished, 
or Y is quaternion, and by [9, 121 we have %, or PSL(2, q) (q odd) Q 
fbwIO~H~(,,)(~)~ A ssume that H,-(,) is not semiregular in the latter case. 
Then there exists 1 # A C Hs-(,, with / A 1 odd and a(u) C s(A), and 
from the structure of %Ql)F(A) (given by Lemma 3), there exists an elementary 
abelian group E C Q?(A) of order 2”+r, such that u E EC g(u), and for any 
v E E-(u), either ~1 N u or vu N u. If v N u, then v centralizes no nontrivial 
element in O(HF-(,,), but as u E V(H,-(,, , ) the same applies to VU. As j E j >, 8, 
this implies O(H,-(,j) = 1. Thus there exists K (I H,-(,, such that u E K and 
K/(u) z ‘L1, or PSL(2, Q). If possible, choose A such that A C K, and then 
choose A to be maximal. From the structure of JV(A)“(~), we have 
\(&(A) n HP(,))g(A)] = 2, and so A is a maximal odd order subgroup of K. 
If o is as above with v N u, then by condition (iv) of (**), Vy(u) cannot be 
quaternion, and so v $ e(K). Thus we have E = (u) x F, where F >< A 
faithfully induces a group of automorphisms of K. As j F / > 4, this is 
contrary to the known structure of Aut(K). Thus KYvgcec) is semiregular, and 
no element of F-(l) centralizes any nontrivial element of odd order in K. 
Thus ! F 1 = 4, and so / F(u)1 = 4 an d no element of F-Q} centralizes an 
element of order 8 in K. Thus Kg SL(2,3) or SL(2,5), and so K = Z&Z(,) 
and we are finished. 
LEMMA 8. ) HP(,) / = qrl with q odd, and r = j Y j a power of 2. Let 
s-(u) = (a, CL1 ,..., azn-l}, and let qr be the number of conjugates of u which 
contain the t+ansposition (01, ai). Then 
FP-1 
I y I = 2y1 f 6), where E = c qi . 
Z==l 
If ui is such a conjugate of u with ui E N(Y), then 
qi = pi, where ri = j uH n ((ui , Y)-Y)/. 
Proof. Let ui be a conjugate of u containing the transposition (01, CQ). 
By Lemma 1, USE%?. Thus if E =Cqi, then ]%‘((u)nzFj = t+l. 
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~(uJ is a union of transpositions of u, and for any such transposition (y, S), 
@4YS contains a unique conjugate of u. Thus the fixed point sets of the 
elements of U(u) n &partition !P, and so ] Y j = 2”( 1 + 8). As j F((u$ = 2% 
and (‘+?(z&(~))~(~~) is semiregular, %‘(zli)=pcU) must be a 2-group, and the 
result follows. 
We define K to be the number of values of i (1 < i < 2% - 1) for which 
qi # 0. Let V E Syl@(u)) with Y C (IV, X) C V. In general, if qi # 0 for 
some i, ui will be an arbitrary element of W n ZlH containing the transposition 
(01, LXJ. Yy(uJ gg 5??y‘r(zQ-) 3 is isomorphic to a subgroup of VF(*), and so, by 
assumption, it has an elementary abelian normal subgroup with a cyclic 
factor group. Hence we have 
LEMMA 9. %‘,(u,) is lzot quaternion, and %(uJ~(~~) contains no subgroup 
D, for n > 4. If A C U(u,) with A E AFcU) E D, , then the involutions of A 
cannot all lie in uH. 
Proof. From the above remarks, and conditions (iv) and (v) of (**). 
LEMMA 10. 2” - 1 1 Cf;’ ri . 
Proof. By Lemmas 1 and 8 we have 1 + 2’“f/(2” - 1) = 1 N I/] U,(u)1 = 
] jP I/] pc&Ncw) 1 for any /I E S(U)-(a}. Th e result is immediate if q = 1, so we 
assume q # 1. 
2” - 11 c yi I P 
By Lemma 3, we have q 1 1 flN 1 - J pVNtU) /, and so 
+&V(~) 1, If the result is false, then there exists a prime p such 
that p 1 1 pq~(u) I for all ,6? E F(U)-(a>. Let K be the subgroup generated by 
the conjugates of U,(U) in V(u). Then KPCU) is transitive by 1.3, and so if 
ME Syl,(K), then MF(u) is transitive, and by condition (vii) of (**), 
M,(,, = 1. K/0(&+-,,,) C%‘(H~(,)/O(H,-,,))), and so we may choose M 
such that M _C G?(Y) n W, and thus J4 x (u> = Qr( W). As q # 1, there 
exists a nontrivial odd order Sylow subgroup R of E&Z(,) . Let 
2 = (v: v E UH n %&) n “K(R)). 
Then as any v E (u” n U(U))-{ u inverts R, we have j 2 : %Tz(R)I = 2. By the > 
Frattini argument, (g(u) n N(Z) n J#‘-(R))~(~) > %?N(~)s(U), and so G?(U) n 
J’(Z) n N(R) acts fixed point freely on Z/(U), and normalizes vz(R), which 
is impossible. 
LEMMA 11. E is eve71. 
Proof. Suppose f is odd. Then V(u) does not contain a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of El, and so there exists u1 E u -K(Y) n Z(V) with ur # u. Then by Lemma 9, 
Y = (y) is cyclic. r, < 2, and so by Lemma 10 there exists j # 1 *with 
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rj =# 0. By Lemma 9,.an involution uj cannot invert y2 if j Y / > 8, and if 
j Y j = 4 and uj inverts y, then ujy 4 zP. Thus Ye < 2, and from Lemma 10, 
we deduce K 3 2”-l. Hence PI’ F(~) is transitive. As [ is odd, we must have 
c Yi = 2” - 1. 
If there exists a 4-group in V-(u,) having all of its involutions in uH, then 
there exists a conjugate 4-group in V-(U), and as all of its involutions invert 
O(f&((,)), we have CJ = 1. 
If there exists no such 4-group, then uIu + u for any j f 1, and so rj < 1 
(j # 1), and then K > 2% - 2. Then W has a subgroup 2 such that 
j lVfl(u) i/l ZP(u) j = 2, and every coset of ZFcU) in Z contains a unique 
conjugate of ZJ. This clearly implies that Z is abelian, and so we may assume 
that Z9cU, = (g). If 1 S(U)\ > 4, th en 1 Z j 3 8, and again we deduce 
p = 1. 
Suppose Lemma 6(ii) occurs. If 2~ > 4, then 4 = 1 and so 1 Y j = 
271 + E) = 22m. As j WF(U) j = 2*, Lemma 2.6 gives 1 %‘(zF(~)) n W7(U) j > 2, 
and so 1 g((ru, u))\ > 2, and Lemma 6(e) cannot occur. Thus, as &L = 2” + 1, 
case (b) is the only possibility, in which case / P(U)! = P-r, 1 @-(VU)/ = 
272” - 1). Th en there exists x E U(VU) with 1 # I #(Vu) j / 2% - 1 and 
j x 1 odd, and as j Y / = 2an, we may assume 1 g{x)\ + 0. Thus there exist 
y, S E s(z), where (y, S) is a transposition of UUU, and there exists w E ZP n & 
with w E %‘((uu, 2,)). Then from the structure of %?(TJu)~(~~), there exists 
x E z.P n U(vu) with P(“a) E (%(~Iu)~(~~))~~), and ZU~^(~~) E %(x*(“*~)), and 
then w E U(x). By assumption (v) of (**), w lies in a conjugate of W in V(x), 
and by Lemma 2.14(iii), this implies We E (%(Du)~(~~~))(~)> which is 
impossible, as #(QU) E qg-?“U) ). Thus / fl(l(u)I = 4, and if n%(u) = 
01,~1,(OS,,013),wehaver2=r,,andsor,=~,=r,=1.Thusagainq=1, 
d = 16, and Lemma 6(e) occurs, with 1 F(u)/ = 2 and / P(uv)] = 6. There 
exists x E %‘(TJu) with j z I = 3 and / F(z)] >, 2, and so there exists 
z1 E zH n U(u) with j g((s, , u))] 2 2, but then z, E E&c,, and q # 1, RAA. 
We conclude that Lemma 6(i) occurs, and as u, E G?(X), X = <x) is cyclic. 
Let 1 x5(“) j = 2”. As WF(U) is regular, we have V = (IV, X), and so 
2-elements in V(U)“(“) have order at most 2=-r1. Thus j x / = 2n+1, and so 
Y = <a). Thus / W / = 2”“, and as W/(u) and W/(ur> are both elementary 
abelian, W itself must be elementary abelian. Thus i W n uH / = 2”, and if 
v E W PI r.P, then W is clearly the unique maximal elementary abelian sub- 
group in a Sylow 2-subgroup of U(V). Thus the elements of W R uH are all 
conjugate in JV( W), and hence in a Sylow 2-subgroup T of N(W). Thus if 
W* has index 2 in W, and T C N(W*), then W - W* = W n uH. As 
u 6 W”, (w*yQ) is transitive, and so yi = 1 for all i. Thus Q = 1 and 
d = 22n. Let z, E HQ,) be a regular involution. Then if w = us, where 
WE&, we have v E U(w), and clearly v E Wg. Thus v is the unique regular 
involution in HcNs) , and so v ~%?(ffol,& and by Lemma 2.12, v E O,(H). As 
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2n+l( j p% j for every /3 E Y-(a), H must be primitive, and so H has an 
RNS, and H satisfies the conditions of the second example of Theorem 4.3, 
RAA. 
COROLLARY 12. 2(2” - 1)l Cfz~~ri; VESY~~(H). 
LEMMA 13. 1 g(u)/ > 4. 
Proof. We assume that j S(U)] = 4. First suppose K = 1. Then, without 
loss, 6 1 r1 and rs = r, = 0. r, = I((%, Y>-Y),n uH I, and so Y cannot be 
cyclic. Hence 
is quaternion. By Lemma 9, u, $ U( Y), and we can apply Lemma 2.10(a) 
to the action of ur on Y. The condition 6 I rr eliminates case (v), and as 
+?r(u,) cannot be quaternion, case (ii) is also impossible. In case (iv), 6 j or 
implies 24yP N u, but %r(~ry~~~-“) is quaternion, RAA. As j 9((u)] = 4, 
j V,(u,)l G 4, and so in case (i) we have a = 2. In case (iii), 6 j rr forces 
~ryx~‘-~ E uH, and as u,yx P’ E V(X), we again have a = 2, RAA (in case (iii), 
a>2).Thus Y~Qs,xUr=x,yU~=y-1,r1=6andIYj==4(1+6p). 
As ur E @(CC), there exists x E xH n U(U) with .z2 = “1. Thus VFtU) z C, or 
D, and I V ) = 32 or 64. As r1 # r2 , we have VP(%) = C(U)“(~). If / V j = 32, 
then V(U)~(~) ‘p is regular, and H, - {ml has exactly three orbits, each of which is 
a sharply 2-transitive group, which is impossible by a result of Manning [20]. 
Thus j VI =64.1fXrQ2,,, then using Lemma 2.10, we find that Vr(ur) 
contains either a cyclic or a quaternion group of order 8, which is impossible. 
Thus of Lemma 6(ii) occurs, and V-<z, Y} contains an involution V. All 
involutions in (z, Y) lies in uH, and so by 1.4, H has a normal subgroup of 
index 2 not containing w, and so H cannot be a minimal counterexample to 
Theorem 4.3. 
We conclude that K > 1, and so I Ws(U) I = 4 and I Vp(u) j = 4 or 8. 
First suppose I VF(u) 1 = 4. Then Yy(~i)P(u~) is elementary abelian, and so 
Q,(uJ = <Us) for all i. If Y is quaternion, then the action of ui on Y must be 
given by case (v) of Lemma 2.10(a), and then if 1 Y [ = 2a+1, we have ri = 2” 
and so K = 3. But then ulu2 fixes each of the three conjugacy classes of 
elements of order 4 in Y, and so the same applies to any element of (u1u2 , Y), 
which is impossible as us E (qu, , Y). Thus Y = (x) is cyclic. If / Y / = 2, 
themas 6 /rr + r2 + r8 , W must be elementary abelian of order 8, where all 
involutions in W lies in UN, contrary to Lemma 2. Thus 1 Y 1 > 2. Without 
loss, we have r, , r2 > 0. As Vr(ur) = gr(~J = (z&we have 1 V,(U,U,)/ > 2, 
and thus j %?~(v)J > 2 for all o E (~rz+, Y). Thus ra = 0, and if I Y j = 2”, 
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then we may assume r1 = 2~ and rs = 2”-l. Thus u1 inverts x, and Z+X N u 
whereas usx + u. As ulua E %(x2), (alus , Y) is not quaternion, and as 
u, E JV((%U~ , Y)) and u2x + u, it cannot be cyclic. Thus there is an involu- 
tion w E (ulus , Y)-Y, and as every element of (z~r , Y)-(ul> is an involution, 
wus is an involution, and without loss, wu2 = u1 . Thus uius + u, but for any 
(u f) v E uH A W(u), we have u.v N u, RAA. 
Thus / I@-(U) 1 = 8 and / U,(u,)\ < 4 for each i. If C&r(ui) = (u) for all i, 
then we get the same contradictions as in the previous case, so we assume 
1 %?,(zl,)\ = 4. If (z) is a conjugate of gy(u,) in g(u) with j zF(,) j = 4, 
then .z2 E uH, and as 1 U,(zz)l > 4, we may assume x2 = ur . In fact in all 
cases j %?y(x”)i >, j Y i/2. (This is clear if Y is cyclic, and follows from 
Lemma 2.10(b) if Y is quaternion). Thus j Y / < 8. As j V@(21) j = 8, we 
have rs = ra and so K = 3. First suppose Y = (x) is cyclic. Then as 
us E z$(‘) and Aut(Y) is abelian, we have uzus E U(Y), and so (ur , Y) is 
abelian and j Y / = 4. Then clearly rr = rs = rs = 2. All involutions in 
(x, x) lie in u*, and so V-(2, x} contains no involution not in uH, or else N 
would have a normal subgroup of index 2 by 1.4, and then H would not be a 
minimal counterexample to Theorem 4.3. Thus us , us E U(Y), and Lemma 
6(i) must occur. If X were quaternion, then H would necessarily contain odd 
permutations and would again have a subgroup of index 2, and so X is cyclic 
and Y C S(V). If u1 E U(uJ, then <ul , a2, u) is strongly closed in V with 
respect to El, contrary to Lemma 2, and so we must have $2 = ulu, and 
without loss, ,z+ = x-lx. Thus V = ((z) x (x-lx), z+) is a Wreath product, 
and we deduce from [l, Sect. 1, Proposition 2; Sect. 2, Proposition 11, that 
%‘(u) has a normal subgroup Z of index 4, such that Z has a quaternion 
Sylow 2-subgroup, and no normal subgroup of index 2. As Y is cyclic, HE 
is solvable, and by [9, 121, we have Z/O(Z) s SL(2,3). There exists t E 2, 
with / t 1 = 3, and as Z $ H,-(,) , t $ H,-(,) . Thus / tp(w) 1 = 3, and t E g(Y). 
By Lemma 2.9, we have t E O(H,), and so O(H,)*-@j is transitive, contrary 
to 1.11. 
We conclude that Y s Qs . If Lemma 6(i) occurs, then H contains an odd 
permutation, RAA as above, so case (ii) occurs, and there exists an involutian 
v~f&, withu,” =u,.As41 jY1, and v must be an even permutation, we 
have 4l1 1 F(v)\, and so there exists no z E Y with / z j = 4 and v E g’(z). 
Thus j %?y(v>l = 2. Using Lemma 2.10, we may assume Y = (x, y> with 
(x> a V, where x” = x-l, y* = yx. As I U,(z2)l = 4, we may assume 
(replacing z by z8 if necessary) that x2 = x, y2 = yx. As G N wu, Lemma 
6(ii)(e) yields / Y / = 3p2 + 1 for some odd prime power p, where 
PsL(2, p) 4 Ye s %(vu)~(“~) and similarly PSL(2, p) 4 ~(zIx)~(~~) s
%yvux)~( zluz). Then %7(v) contains some conjugate t of u that interchanges a: 
and 01~. As I %?r(v)/ = 2 we have p = 3 (mod 4) and so t and hence tw 
inverts an odd order subgroup of HF(,j of order (p - I)/2 As tptu) is regular, 
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j q(tv)“q = 2 and so tv E vH u (vx)“. Thus tv also centralizes a sub- 
group of H,(,) of’order (p - 1)/2. By 1.11, O(H,)y-{“) is intransitive, and 
so O(H,)Hs-(,) is a Frobenius group with complement HP(,) . Thus all odd 
order Sylow subgroups of HF(,, are cyclic, which forces (p - 1)/2 = 1. 
Thus j R(v)] = 4, 1 Y j = 28, q = 1, and r1 = r, = rs = 2. If urua = ~au, 
then (u, u, , ua) would be strongly closed in V, contradicting Lemma 2. 
As u2 E u:(~), ua and us either both invert or both centralize X. In the former 
case, u*ur inverts x and so uzul E (ua , x), and hence uaur is an involution, 
RAA. Thus xUz = xU3 = X, and U,(x) = ((z} x (x), ~a). As ua $%(z”), 
we have xu2 = z+c or x-lx-r, and so U,(x) is a Wreath product C, 1 C,. We 
find that all involutions in U,(x) are conjugates of u, and as v E V-V,(k) with 
v 6 uH, 1.4 gives a contradiction. This completes the proof of Lemma 13. 
In general, we let (x) be a maximal cyclic subgroup of Y with (x) a V. 
Suppose J x 1 = a. We define x* to be x if a < 4, and x2 if a > 4. 
LEMMA 14. It is not the case that all elements of U(u) n uH centralize x*. 
Proof. Assume the contrary. If Y is cyclic, then rr < 2 for each i, and if Y 
is quaternion, then the action of ui on Y is given by case (i) or (ii) of Lemma 
2.10(a). Thus all involutions in <ui , Y)-(ui , u) invert x*, and by assumption 
none of them lie in uH. Thus in any case yi < 2 for all i, and by Corollary 12, 
yi = 2 for 1 < i < 2% - 1, and so ] WFcU) 1 = 2”. For any i, j < 2” - 1, 
we have u> E(u<, Y) n uH_C(ui, u>, and so [ui, ~$1 E(U). Thus if 
2 = (v : v E U(u) n IS), we have g2 E (u) for any g E 2. If .ZS(~, = (u), 
then as each coset of (u) in Z contains two involutions, Z is elementary 
abelian, and clearly 2 is strongly closed in V, contradicting Lemma 2. Thus 
1 29(u) / = 4, and 2 is nonabelian. As Z/(a) is elementary abelian, we have 
2 = B . C is a central product, where B = Z(Z) and 1 # C is extra- 
special. If 1 C j > 8, then there exists v E uH n C such that %‘o(v) contains a 
quaternion group, and we contradict Lemma 9. Thus 1 C I = 8, and as 
1 s(u)/ > 4, there exists v E uH n B with v # u. Then C centralizes v and 
acts faithfully on S(V), and we again contradict Lemma 9. 
LEMMA 15. It is not the case that all elements of U(u) n uH invert x*. 
Proof. Suppose the contrary. Then for any i < 2% - 1 with ri # 0, 
we have yi = 2” or 2a-1, and from Corollary 12 we deduce K > 2+l, and 
1 w%%d I = 2”. First suppose Y is cyclic. Then as each ui lies outside of 
9,(x*), we must have K = 2”-l and 1 W: g&x*)1 = 2. We may assume 
rr = 2a-1 and ri = 2” for 1 < i < 2”-1. The elements ui (2 < i < 2%-l) all 
invert x*, and as n > 2, they generate W, and so j W : U,(x)] = 2. Let 
z E %?,(x)-(x). {z, x) cannot be cyclic, or (ur , z} would be dihedral or 
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semidihedral, giving r, = 2”, RAA. Thus we may assume j x 1 = 2. All 
elements in (qz, x)-(x) lie in uH, and hence %x = ua - u. By considering 
q’(u) we see that the product of any two commuting elements in ZJH lies in &, 
and so u,u, = z E zP, RAA. Thus Y is quaternion. If for some i, ] V,(U~)/ = 2, 
then (ui, Y>-Y contains exactly 2a involutions, all lying in uH, and so 
ri = 2”. If this were true for all i, then we would have K = 2” - 1, and so all 
elements of W - Y would interchange the two classes of elements of order 4 
in Y-(x), which is impossible. Hence we may assume that 1 U,(u& > 4, 
and as ui - ZJ, there exists z E U(u) with 1 x j = j .z~(~)[ = 4, x2 N 2~. But 
x2 cannot invert x*, RAA. 
Using Lemmas 14 and 15, we may assume that u, centralizes, and ~a 
inverts x*. 
LEMMA 16. Y is quaternion. 
Proof. Suppose Y = (x) is cyclic. By Lemma 14, j Y / > 2. First 
suppose / Y 1 = 4. If uiu $21 H, then r, = 1 and ui E S(W), but then by 
Lemma 9, uix $ uH and so ri < 2 for all i, contrary to Corollary 12. Thus 
uiu - u, and so ri = 0, 2 or 4 for all i, and the product of any two com- 
muting elements of uH lies in uH. Thus K > 2e-1 and j Wsc^(u) 1= 2”. Suppose 
that ri = 2 for all i, and let 1 < j rf k < 2% - 1. If uj centralizes and uk 
inverts x, then all elements in (ujuk , x>-(x) are involutions, and hence 
ujuk - u. It follows that if uj and uk invert x then z+u, - u. If uj , ZJ~ E g(x), 
then zlj , uk E g(u2), and as %‘(uJ n (uluk , x> is a &group, ujuK is an involution, 
and hence ujulc N u. Thus the elements of U(u) n uH generate an abelian 
subgroup strongly closed in V, contrary to Lemma 2. Thus there exists k 
with Y& = 4, and for any such K, ukx -u, and by Lemma 9, u, 4 V(+). 
Thus / %u, I = 4, and so if ui E (tiruk, x), then rz # 4. Thus rk = 4 for 
at most 2*-2 values of k, and as n > 2, Corollary 12 implies K > 2+1. Thus 
if rk = 4, then there exist 1, m such that rI , Y, > 0 and uzzl,, E (ua , x). Thus 
U+J, - u, and either uz or u, lies in U(x), contradicting Lemma 9. 
We conclude that ) x 1 > 4. If ui inverts x*, then by Lemma 9, ui Ff: V(uJ, 
and so u;“i = uiu. If u, (1 # j) E %7(x*), then j u,z+ / > 2, or else we would 
have uluj N u, and then u2 would centralize at least one of u, , uj , quj . 
Thus $1 = uju, and so u, E %‘(u,zJ~). But ] ‘usuz / = 4, and uj@e inverts x*, 
so G@y(“1’ contains a quatemion group, RAA. Thus if j > 1 and rj J: 5, 
then uj inverts xx. 
Suppose 1 WF(u) j < 2”, and suppose rj = 2+i for X values of j, and 
y’i = 2” for p values of j. Then K = 1 + h + p < 2n-2 + 1, and 
zg ri = 2 + X2a-1 + ~2~ = 2~(2” - 1) for some integer Y. 
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A s zc, E %(x*), we must have a - 1 < n, and so Y = -1 (mod2a-2), i.e., 
1 + X2a-a + p2a-1 = (,2,-Z - 1)(2” - 1) for some 7. 
We know that a 3 3, and we find that the only solution is 7 = 1, a = 3, 
h=l,p= 2%-a - 1. Assume without loss that rs = 2@l. Then as h + p = 
2%-a, all elements of <pus , x)-(x) lie in uH. Thus urua - U, and so u1 E %?(u& 
contrary to what was proved above. Thus ] WY(u) j = 2%. 
We have VP(u) = (WX)P(~), and by condition (iv) of (**) no element of 
V*(U) has order greater than 2 1 XgtU) f. As U, E %?(x*) and 1 x* 1 >, 4, we 
have 1 X9(u) 1 > 1. As rj # 2 for j > 1, c”‘) E S’(%?(U)~(“)) C %(X9(“)). 
First suppose Lemma 6(ii) occurs. As n > 3, Lemma 2.6 implies 
1 %?(u~(~)) n WS(U) / > 4, and so 1 F((v, u>)l > 2, and %(uzJ)~(~~) satisfies 
the conclusion of Theorem 4.3. Hence there exists Us (j > 1) such that 
(~1, z+)~--(““) is a 4-group, but then [ur , uj] C (u) n Ii&(,,) = 1, RAA. 
Thus Lemma 6(i) occurs. If Xis cyclic, then ] gx(ul)j >, ) X l/2 > 2 ] X9(u) 1, 
RAA. Thus X is quaternion, and the action of zcr on X is given by case (i) or 
(ii) of Lemma 2.10(a). In the first case we again have 1 %?x(u,)l > 2 1 XScU) 1, 
and in the second case %‘z(~r) is quaternion, contrary to Lemma 9. 
The action of u, on Y E (x, y) must be given by case (i) of Lemma 2.10(a), 
i.e., xu1 = x, ~“1 = y-r, for otherwise %?~(uJ would be quaternion, contrary 
to Lemma 9. We observe that the product of any two commuting elements of 
uH lies in uH. 
LEMMA 17. If j > 1 and rj # 0, then uj does not centralize x*. 
Proof. Assume (~*)“a = x *. Then as above, we have xu3 = x, ye = y-r, 
and so qu, E U(Y). Hence U, 6 V(?c,) and so z& = uau. Thus us E %(z+y). 
u,y + u, for otherwise usury N u, and (ur , ~ry)~(~3~1~) is nonabelian, 
contrary to condition (v) of (**). Th us Y, = 2, and similarly ri = 2 whenever 
ui E V(x*). If [us , ur] # 1 and [us , us] # 1, then [ur , uau,] = 1, and 
<u,us , GV*)~(~~) is quaternion, RAA. Thus we may assume [us, ur] = 1. 
From Lemma 9 we deduce 1 x 1 = 4 and uax + U. Thus the action of us 
on Y is given by case (i) of Lemma 2.10(a), and without loss us E U(y). If 
U, N uzxy, then as usxy E G?(x), we deduce by applying the same proof as for 
ury, that asp + u, which is false. Thus z(s + uaxy, and so r, = 2. Thus 
ri = 2 for all i (1 < i < 2” - l), and ) WP(u) / = 2”. Thus qus = U~X for 
some x E Y. We know that $a = uu, , and similarly uul = z@ = u:@ = 
u@, and SO z E g(ur). Thus x E (x> and uq E q(z). Hence those UT@‘) for 
which Ui E g’(x) form a subgroup of W y(U). Thus each urfU) lies in exactly one 
of these subgroups, which is clearly impossible, as I WF(u) 1 > 4. 
It follows from Lemma 17 that if j > 1 and ri # 0, then u, inverts x*, 
and uj + ujx”y for any xi E (x), and so rj = 2a-1 or 2”. We have rl = 2, 
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2 + 2a-1 or 2 + 2”, if uIy + u + uryx, ury N u +J uryx or u,y N u N ulyx, 
respectively. ,If 1 WP(U) 1 < 212-2, then K < 2”-s - 1, and 
2%-l 
2X(2” - 1) = c Yi < 2 + (2”-2 - 1) 2”, 
i=l 
where X = -1 (mod 2a-2), which is impossible. Thus 1 WP(u) / 2 2+l. 
First suppose j X9(u) 1 > 1 and Lemma 6(ii) occurs. If m = 1, then from 
Lemma 2.6 we deduce n = 3 and j K’s(U) j = 4. Then clearly X9(%) = 
<Z?(U)) and 1 VP(u) 1 = 16. If V*(U) has no elements of order 8, then as 
VP(u)/lVg@) is cyclic, we have VScUf = WP(U)<x), where 1 x 1 = 4, and 
thus (IV+), x2> is elementary abelian. As j P((u, v})] = 2, j ‘S(~S(U)) n 
V~(U) j = 4, and so ZJ~(U) $ <We, zs), and 1 S?(V”@)) n (IMP, ,~a)/ = 2, 
contrary to Lemma 2.6. On the other hand, if x E VScU) with 1 z ] = 8, then 
x4 E W and V%(U) = (x, US(U)). Clearly 1 V+)(#(U))\ = 2, and VFf”) 
contains no 4-group as a normal subgroup, RAA. Thus nz > I, and %(~a)~(~*) 
satisfies the conclusion of Theorem 4.3. Thus %((u, u}) contains an elementary 
abelian subgroup 2 of order 2 m+l, where Z n Y = (u) and each involution 
in 2 lies in uH. Then by Lemma 17 we deduce m = 2, and without loss 
2 = (u, ui , us). Applying Lemma 9 to u, , we deduce j .x j = 4 and 
u2 + usx. Without loss ua E g(y) an d similarly we deduce u, + ury, etc., and 
so 2 contains all conjugates of u in <ur , z1a , Y). From the structure of 
%quw)~(~“) we have j V,(UV) j = 2 and so uo N ZIX, and thus U(VX) n U(U) 
contains a conjugate of 2, which must be 2 itself. Thus up E G?(v~) n %(uw) C 
V(x), RAA. 
We conclude that if j X*(U) 1 > 1, then Lemma 6(i) occurs, and so X is 
quaternion and j XScU) 1 = 2. As (x) a X, we have X = (z, y), where 
.e2 = x. By Lemma 17, we have u, E N(X), and as %r(ui) cannot be 
quaternion, we have Vr(u,) = (x). As 1 IJV~(U) / > 2%-l, we have 
\ l?yWs”(~) 1 < 4, and so 1 z j & 8, and hence 1 z / = 8 = I Y j. As 
u1 - u, there exists x* N z with z* E F(U), ](x*)~(~)J = 8 and (z*)* N U. 
By 1.7, Aut(Qs),z G’4 , and so (z*)” E U(Y), RAA. 
Thus we must have I XS@) \ = 1, and so VS(U) is regular, and as u, E U(x), 
we have \ Y ] = 8 and I WF(pG) ] = 2+l. Thus K < 2”~~. - 1 and Corollary 12 
forces K = 2”-l - 1, y1 = 6, and Y( ,= 4 (2 < i < 2”-l - 1). If n > 4, 
then as 1 W : Jlr((y))l < 2, there exists (ul , uk) E N((y>) with k > 1. 
Then without loss xU” = x-l, yUk = y. Thus xU1?k = x-1, and as the only 
elements of (uluk , V)-(Y) that invert x are conjugates of u, we have uluk w 2c, 
But as U, w ukx N u, and (uk: , u k x) C U(%), we contradict Lemma 9. Thus 
n = 3 and u2 6 x((y)), and without loss xUs = x-l and yU2 = yx. Thus 
(Y, uz> = (u,y, ua) is semidihedral, with the characteristic subgroup (uay); 
Hence ur E &‘((z+y)). As (~~y)~ 7 x E V(ur), and %?(~r)~(~lj contains no 
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element of order 8, we have (uay)ul = uayu. As yUl = ye, we have 
<~a , uzx) Z g(u,) contradicting Lemma 9. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 4.3. 
5. THE CASE %Y~(S) = 1 
In this section, we shall handle the case in which JV”(S)“(~) is solvable, 
with ] F(S)1 = 2” (n > l), and VP(S) = 1. By Proposition 3.1, / P 1 = pa, 
where a > 1. Suppose that for all maximal subgroups T of S we have 
] Fp(T)j < p. Then 1 S 1 > 4, and by Lemma 2.7 there exists T C S with 
1 S/T I = 4 such that 1 qp(T)I > ps. By applying 1.6 to the action of S/T on 
VP(T), we deduce that 1 gp( T)I < p3. Hence we have 
PROPOSITION 5.1. If (%zp(S) = 1, then there exists T C S such that one of the 
following three possibilities occurs. 
(a) I SIT I = 4, I ~AT)l = P”, and Igp(G”, $>)I = I %ACC t>)l = 
1 Vp((T, St))] = p, where S = (s, t, T). 
(b) I S/T I = 4, I ~G”)l = pz, I ~A(T, s>)l = 1, and I ~A<T, t>)l = 
I FACT> sOI = P- 
(c) 1 S/T 1 = 2 and 1 qp(T)I > p2. 
We shall say that (H, Y, U, N, W, Q) satis$es (***), if(H, Y’, U, N, W) 
satisfies (**), and in addition 
(viii) Q 4 I& with Q _C N and Qy-(@ semiregular. 
(ix) Either JV( U)F(u) is a a-group, or W3(“) is transitive. 
We put H = F( T)Y(T), Y = g(T), / Q = VP(T), etc., with T as in 
Proposition 5.1. Then H satisfies (**) by Proposition 4.1(a). Clearly H 
satisfies (viii) and by Proposition 4.1(b) it satisfies (ix), except possibly in 
5.1(a), when %‘(S)F(s) = 1, and j O(N( U):(o) I = 3. Assume that this 
is the case, and that W9(u) is not transitive. Let Y = (M(S) n ~F?(T))~(~) G 
A--( UpJ), and 2 = Y n Q(S/T)9(s) G U( UjF(u). A.s ~F?(S)~(~) = 1, 2 is 
an elementary abelian 2-group [S, p. 201, and V/ZC Aut(S/T) g D, . Thus 
] 2 1 > 2”-l. As WF’u’ is intransitive, and 3 1 I V j, we must have n > 2, and 
as 2 2 AX(l,2”), Z must be semiregular, and so 2 = WF(u), j Z I = 2+l, 
and V,/Zr D, . Let g E V, with 1 g 1 = 3. As g E M(Z), g centralizes a 
complement of 2 in the RNS of JV(S)~(~), and so 1 F(g)/ 2 2, and by 
Lemma 2.16, &“((g>) = U(g), RAA. Thus H satisfies (***). We also remark 
that Proposition 4.1(b) implies that O(‘%?( U)~(u)-@l) is &transitive. 
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The bulk of this section will be devoted to the proofs of the following 
three theorems. For groups H satifying (***), we define r, = c~(o~o’> for 
/3 E Y--(Lx]. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let H satisfy (***), and suppose Q is not cyclic. Then none 
of the following thee conditions are satis$ed. 
(a) (Q$ v /3Q C r, for all /I, qQ( U) = 1 and U??(Q) (j H, . 
(b) Q is an elementary abelian p-group for so4yle prime p, q z 1 (mod 4) 
where q = j Q 1, U = (u> has order 2, and u invepts Q. 
(c) U = (u, v) has order 4, where u invuts Q arzd 1 gQ(v)l = p, Q is 
elementary abelian of order $9, and H satisjies the followirzg condition. 
(I-) If w, w* are conjugates of eleaents of U with w E N(U), w* E V(U) 
and wFcu) = (w*)~,-(~), then w E U( U). 
THEOREM 5.3. Let H satisfy (***), and suppose Q is a noncyclic elementary 
abelian p-group, q = -1 (mod 4), where q = j Q 1, U = (u} has order 2, 
and u inverts Q. Suppose also that if O(%( U)~(“) f 1 then 
Then 
-+I ” BQ c re for all 13. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let H satisfy (***), and suppose Q is elementary abelian of 
order ~3, U = (u, v) has order 4 and j %‘,(zu)l = p for all w E U-(l). Then Q 
is not a minimal normal subgroup of H, . 
Before proving these theorems, we shall show that they are sufficient to rule 
out the case VP(S) = I. In Proposition 5.1(c), U = (u}, where u inverts Q, 
and as Q is not cyclic, this contradicts Theorem 5.2(a) and (b), and Theorem 
5.3. (As O(%y u)y+{a) ) is &transitive, the last assumption in Theorem 5.3 is 
satisfied by H.) We next wish to show that in Proposition 5.1(a) and (b), the 
condition ($) is satisfied by H. Suppose not. Then we may choose w, w* such 
that w*~(Y,w), where Ug YES~I,(HF(~)) and WEA’( Thus 
U $ Z(Y), and it follows that there exists 2 E Syl,(Gg(,~) with S 9 2, such 
that if R = S n 9(Z), then RF(r) # SFtT). Suppose first that F(R) = F(S). 
Let U* = RF(r). Then fl(U*) = 9(U), and U* has order 2 and inverts Q. 
We have &“(U*)F(u*) - dv( up”), and so (H, Y, lJ*, .N, IV, Q) satisfies 
(***), and then Theorez52(a) and (b) and Theorem 5.3 yield a contradiction. 
Thus we may suppose s(S) C 9((R). By the Frattini argument, JV(Z)“(~~ G 
N(s)-, and as M(Z) CM(R), JV(R)~(~) is 2-transitive. Applying 
induction, we deduce that j SY”cR) j = 2, and so S has a maximal subgroup S” 
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with g(R) = F(S*), and JV(S*~(~*) is 2-transitive. Thus there is a 
subgroup C of odd order in JV(S*) n X(S) with C~(s)-{ol) transitive, and 
by Maschke’s theorem, C normalizes a complement (t} of S* in S. If 
Fp(t) = 1, then as we saw in the proof of Proposition 3.1, we may assume 
S = (t) and there is nothing to prove. ‘Thus qp(t) # 1, and %?(t)g(t) is 
%-transitive. By induction 1 gp(t)l = p, and there is a maximal subgroup T* of 
S with $(T*) = g((t), and hence C _C &( T*). Thus C normalizes a 
complement (s) of T* in S, and we find similarly that ] gp(s)l = / %‘&)I =p, 
and by 1.6 we have 1 P j = pa and 1 S j = 4. Applying Theorem 5.4 to G 
gives a contradiction, and so H must satisfy (“)I 
Proposition 5.1(b) is now ruled out by Theorem 5.2(c). Thus Proposition 
5.1(a) occurs, and by Theorem 5.4, H,Q is reducible. By Theorem 5.2(c), Q 
has no subgroup of order pa that is normal in H,, and so there exists C -CQ with 
I Cl =P, Cs!f&, where Hyc is irreducible, and H,Q is not completely 
reducible. Let M 4 H, be mmrmal such that MQ is not scalar. We may choose 
M _C UN, and by Lemma 2.11, M is a q-group for some prime q. Suppose 
q # p. Then MQ is completely reducible, andQ = C x D, where MC X(D). 
If MD is irreducible then H; _C X(D), RAA, so D = Dl x D, , where 
MC Jlr(D,) n Jtr(D,). As MQ is not scalar, C, D, and D, cannot all be 
isomorphic as M-modules, and so at least one of D, , D, and D, x D, must 
be normal in H, , RAA. Thus q = p and M is elementary abelian. Clearly 
M _C U(C), and as H:” is irreducible, M _C %(Q/C), 1 M 1 = p2, M = O,(H,Q) 
and U,(M) = C. 
As Proposition 51(b) an d( .),h c ave been ruled out, every maximal subgroup T 
of S must satisfy 1 gp(21)/ < p, and for every p _C S with j S/T j = 4 and 
I gP(T)l > P, wY”^cT must have the above properties. Hence we can 
apply Lemma 2.19 to (G, P, S), and we deduce that P is not a minimal 
normal subgroup of G, , contrary to assumption. We turn now to the proofs of 
the three theorems. 
Proof of Theorem 5.2. Assume H is a counterexample of minimal order. 
LEMMA 1. Let y E F(U)-{,}. If for every P,E .?-(a} we have {LX> U /3Q C r,, 
then r, = Y. 
Proof. If not, then choose p E r,,-{a} such that / r, I is minimal, and let 
r=J’,.~EUhforsomehEH,,andwemayassume Uh= U.AsrCIY,, 
we have rC Y. Let H* = JV((Q, Qs>). We shall show that ((H*)r, r, Ur, 
(N n H*)r, W*, Qr) is a smaller counterexample to Theorem 5.2 than H, 
where W* is chosen such that (H* n W)r Z W*, and W* satisfies the 
maximality condition in (iv) of (**). We first show that (***) is satisfied. If 
gF E Jr/-(V) for some g E H*, then as Jzr( U)-sG(“) is transitive and NU 4 H, , 
we have gN,/N, E JV”( UNJNr) and by 1.9, there exists h E NH,(U) with 
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S hr =,g’. Thus J’-( U ) F(ur) = NH,( LF)s(V)RP-,In particular, ifgn is conjugate 
to an element in UT, we may choose h such that h is conjugate to an element in 
U. Conditions (iv)-(viii) of (***) now follow. By choice of 6, we have r, = r 
forall8E.&( }, d 01 an so H* = H((Q, Qa)). Thus (gz)r contains a conjugate 
of Up, and by Lemma 2.4, (H*)r fixes every orbit of (N c1 H*jf. Lemma 2.2 
implies that JV( U r g(ur) ) is transitive, and so condition (ii) is satisfied. If 
/ .F( Ur)\ = 2, then (H*)r is 2-transitive, and by 1.11 we have (H*)r s 
PSL(2, j Q 1) or PSU(3, 1 Q I). In the first case r = (a> v fi*, RAA, and in 
the second case hypothesis (a) must apply, but %?(Q)U $ H, , RAA. Thus 
/ q U’)l > 2. If %(u)+-(o) is a 2-group, then so is w(Ur)9(u’) and hence 
1 g( UT)1 = 2m (where m > 1). Otherwise @‘p(O) is transitive, and so for 
any 6 E P( Ur), there exists w E W(as)-Wns and by the above w E H”. Thus 
/ r j is even, and (i), (iii), and (ix) of (***) are satisfied. Thus (***) is satisfied. 
We see easily that the hypotheses (a), (b) and (c) are inherited by H*, and so 
H* is indeed a counterexample to Theorem 5.2, RAA. 
LEMMA 2. In cases (b) and(c), j V(Q)pyu) [ is odd. 
Proof. Let I’ E Syl,(%‘( U)) with WC V, U 4 V, and let I”gtu) = Y. If 
the lemma is false, then there exists an involution z E CF&Q). Choose Z 
to be minimal such that x E 2 C G,(9?‘( Y)) and 2 a V. Then there exists 
Z* a V with Z* C 2, I Z/Z* j = 2 and z $Z*, and we may assume 
%Tz*(Q) = 1. Supp ose w E Y with (E)W = y. Then if go(x”) J; 1, 1.3 implies 
y E OF’Z), and so xw E gs(Q) = (2). Otherwise zz” = zy, where y E 2” and y 
inverts Q. There exists at most one such elementy E Z*, and so j V/qV(z)\ < 2, 
and hence / $v@)l = 2+1 or 2%. V, E Syl,(J$) and V, C U(s), and so 
,P(v)n*(z) = 8~(~). If 1 E~Y(~) j = 2, then n = 2, and we may assume 
~~(~)~~(u) = (a, /3}, where 9(U) = (01, /3, y, S}. Then (Q, Q4>r g 
PSL(2, / Q I). Using Lemma 2.3, we can show that @(z)y”” satisfies (*), and as 
\9(U)nyv(*) j = 2, 1.11 im pl ies PSL(2, r) or PSU(3, rr> 4 %?~~“” for 
some odd prime power P. As Q”li) is regular, p ‘I r, but (Q, 96)~ involves 
PSL(2, j Q I), RAA. Thus I $v(z) j > 2, and it is straightforward to check 
that %?(z)r is a smaller counterexample to Theorem 5.2 than H, where 
r = ($(a). 
Let y E 9( U)-{cx}, and let 2 = U in case (a) and (ti) in cases (b) and (c) 
Then U(Q)Zg H, , and so [Z, N,,,] _C N,, n SiT((Q, 8’)). If Lemma 1 
applies to y, then r, = Y and so [Z, .iV,,] = 1. Otherwise there exists 
/I E r,,-{a} with F, = (al u flQ, and so hypothesis (b) or (c) must hold. In 
this case let I’ = r, . We have (Q, Qs)‘s PSL(2, q), where q = / Q / E 1 
(mod 4). There exists Zg C H,, for some g E H, . We wish ‘to show that 
Z, Zg c V(N,, n U((Q, Q)). As Z, 29 are conjugate in (2, Zg), we may 
assume Zg = Z = (u). By 1.12, we have (Q, QB} g PSL(2, q) or SL(2, q>, 
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and clearly (Q, Qfl) _C %?(H,). As 4 = 1 (mod 4), we have z1z E (Q, Qs) for 
some 2-element x E Hr. Let (t, u)~ be a 4-group in (Q, Qs)“. Then 
tr N ur N (tu)r in (Q, QB)r, and so we may assume t E u<Q*Q~>, and hence 
tz E (Q, 8”). As <Q, QB> G u( x , > we have [tx, UZ] = [t, a]. As [tz, uz] is a 
2-element in Hr and [t, U] C (u)N,, , we have [tx, UZ] = 1, and so {Q, 8s) s 
PSL(2, q), and thus tx ru txux = tu, and tux N u. In case (c), we have 
v E%(U) n U(UZ), and so [t, V] = [tx, w] = 1, and in any case t EV(U). By 
condition (v) of (**), (tux)S(U) E IVF(u), and so z E %?(Q)scU) . By Lemma 2, 
z = 1, and so II E (Q,Qs) C %(H,) 2 %‘(N,,, n U((Q, Q”})). By 1.9 it 
follows that [Z, N,,,] = 1, which is consequently true in all cases. 
In cases (a) and (b), we may apply Theorem 4.3 to H, and so either H has 
a RNS, or PSL*(2,2*+r) g H, and in both cases we have U = {u), and so u 
inverts Q. In the first case Q is an abelian Frobenius complement, and hence 
cyclic, and in the second case Q 2 (uH) _C Hem), and again Q is cyclic, contrary 
to assumption. 
Thus case (c) must hold. We may apply Theorem 4.3 to %?(zJ)~(~) and 
%?(uz))~(~“). From the structure of these groups, IVFtU) is transitive. Let 
/3 E s( U)--(a}, and r = pN. Then as U fixes r, Lemma 2.5 yields 
By Lemma 2.3 we have r n S(v) = PC&N(*) and I’ n F(U) = /3%~(~). As 
Us E V(~F?~(ZI)$(“)), we have 
The same applies to VU, and so we have 
I st(4 I m4lil ~uw 1 I y I - 1. 09 
Clearly u + cu and u + uv. Suppose ZJ + uv and PSL*(2,2”+9 a W(v)*(“). 
If u contains the transposition (y, S), then z, normalizes a conjugate {eo, x) of 
U in Hys , and as no pair of involutions in <zu, x) are conjugate, this implies 
v E U((w, x)). By condition (v) of (**), v~((~*“>) lies in the RNS of 
Jlr((w, x))~-((~*“>). We may assume v N x, and applying Lemma 2.14(iii) 
to %qx)~(=‘, we deduce I s((v, x))/ = 2n. Thus if 5,~ EF((w, x)), then 
Hc, contains the conjugate <v, x) of U, where v N x, RAA. We conclude that 
if v + UV, then / s(v)] = ) PI = 2212, and in any case I Y(n)1 = j g(uv)/. 
We now deal separately with the two possible cases. 
Case (i). .j fl(~)I = j s(z~r~)I = 2”(2”+l - 1). 
As we saw above, we have v N uv. We shall count the number m of 
conjugates of v in V(U). For every y, 6 E S(V), there is a conjugate 
<v, w) of U in Hv8, where w N u and VW N v. We know that 
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w E %?(.N~(,)), and as (w)N~~~) a Us: we have w f V(V(w)y(,)), and so 
(zi, w) is the unique such conjugate. As V(V)~(~) contains (2n+1 - 1)(2”+l+ 1) 
conjugates of We, we have m = 1 + (2%+l- 1)(2n+1 + 1). Suppose (y, 8) 
is a transposition of v. Then there exists U” E Hvs with U” N U and 
zi E .&‘(U*), and by condition (v) of (**), ZIP lies in the RNS of 
&‘+(U*)“(“*‘. Thus there exists o* E U( U*) with z, N vu* and (v*)~(~*) = 
@fU*), and by hypothesis (T) we have v E %( U*). If v E V( U**) for some 
UN U”*EH ,+, then (U*, U**) = O((U*, U**))U*, and from the 
structure of %?(v)~(~) we have O((U*, U**>) _C V(v)g(,) C 9(V), and so 
U* = U** is unique. Thus v centralizes exactly two conjugates of itself in 
H,,, , and so m = 1 + 2(1 Y j-l 9(v)\)/(\ g(~)l--\ g(U)]), and hence / Y / = 
2”(2”+1 - l)(l + (2% - 1)(2”+l + 1)). But (E) gives (2m+1 + I>” / d - I, 
RAA. 
Case (ii). / F(V)\ = 1 Al = 22n. 
Define V and Y as in Lemma 2, and let X = V, E Syls(H,). As 
U,(Q)~(v~ = 1, U,(V)~,~) is cyclic. Let Yq Z*, where (Z*}i*^(9) is the 
RNS of ca(+Q), and let R _C FN( Y) n .k”(Z*) with RF(B)--{@ semiregular of 
order 2” + 1. Then (Z*)P(e) C ((Rg)F(21): g E M(Y)) Z q(Y), and SO 
Y C 3’(2*). Thus Z* has class < 2, and so if Z = Q,(Z*), then 2 has 
exponent at most 4. For any y, 6 E @‘(a), there exist conjugates ur I ua of u in 
U(V>,,~ and @(v)~,,+?(u),, , respectively, with u, E %?(u2), and (u,zJ,)~@‘) E ZPo’). 
Thus each coset of Yin Z contains an involution, and as RFtv) acts irreducibly 
on Z9(e), Z is either abelian or a central product ZJ, , where 2, is extra- 
special and 2, C Y with / Z, j = 4. If l(Z - Y) n (rP u (w)” 1 # 0 (i.e., 
p f 0 in the notation below), then as $?(v)~(~) contains no quaternion group, 
2 must be elementary abelian. In this case, 2 char U(V), and 2 contains all 
involutions of V(V) that act regularly on g(u). 
As in case (i), if y, 6 E Y, and either y, 6 E F(V) or (y, 6) is a transposition 
of v, then w centralizes a unique conjugate of U in H,,, . In the latter case, let 
this conjugate be (w, x) with w N u and x - FU. Then x-“(*) and (xw)$(~) 
cannot both be regular, for otherwise we should have (w, X) C Z, and as 
\ $((w, x))\ = 2”, this would imply Z C W((zu, x}) and 22fi+1 = 1 2 1 < 2’n+2, 
RAA. 
We can now count the number m of elements of (v” v (uv)“) n g(v) that 
fix exactly 2” points of g(a). For y, 6 E 9(n), V(V),, contains a unique such 
conjugate, and so m = 2”(2n + 1). If (y, 8) is a transposition of v, then 
1 %?(zJ),~ n (vH u (uv)~)] = 2. Let X/2 be the number of transpositions of ZI 
for which both of these conjugates fix 2” points of S(Q), and p/2 the 
number for which only one of them fixes 2” points of’ F(v). Then 
m i: (2h + ~.)/(2~” - 29, and so 2X + p = 22~(2~~ 1 l), where 1 Y 1 = 
22n + h + p Thus 2zn-1(22a + 1) 6 / Y / < 2*“. From Eq. (E) we have 
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(2”+1)~Jl~l---1, and as g(v) has index at most 2 in a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of Ha , we have 22*-1 1 ] Y I. Let 1 Y / = 2’“~4. Then 
(2” + 1)” ] 22%~4 - 1 * (2” + 1)” I 22”C - 2 
3 (2” + 1)” 1 (2sn - 1)c + (c - 2) * 2” + 1 I c - 2. 
Let c - 2 = (2” + 1)b. Then 
2” + 1 1 (2” - 1)(2 + (2” + 1)b) + b * 2” + 1 I 2(2” - 1) + b 
=+- 2” + 1 j 2(2” + 1) + (b - 4). 
Thus if b - 4 = (2” + 1)~~ we have 
1 Y 1 = 22”-“[2 + (2” + 1)(4 + a(2” + l))]. 
Using the inequality above, we find that the only two solutions are a = 1, and 
a = 0, 12 = 2. In the first case we find X = 22n-1(2* + 1)(2” - 7) and 
p = 22*(2” + 1)6. Let 1 = 2 n (G u (a~)“). Then / I ) = 1 + ,t~/2”” = 
1 + 6(2” + 1). In fact 22” ‘( I Y j, and so v is not central in a Sylow 2-sub- 
group of Ha, and hence v N uv. By the uniqueness of 2, the elements of I 
are all conjugate in M(Z). We consider the group 8 = &‘(Z)I as a permuta- 
tion group on I. 8, G (@u)~(““)‘h as an abelian semiregular normal subgroup 
of order 2” + 1 which is inverted by the involution uI. As &fixes every 
orbit of this subgroup, we have 1 F(zJ~)/ = 1 + (I 1 j - 1)/(2” + 1) = 7. If 
Q were imprimitive, then we would have e(2” + 1) + 1 1 6(2” + 1) + 1 for 
some e with 1 < e < 6, which is impossible, and so 8 is primitive. Also, Q 
has a cyclic Sylow 2-subgroup, and so it is solvable and has an elementary 
abelian RNS ‘$3. By 1.8 we have Q C ArL(1, j ‘@ I), but then I g((u’)/ = 7 
implies 1 I j = 49 = 6(2” + 1) + 1, which is impossible. 
In the other case (a = 0, 72 = 2), we find c = 176, h = p = 80, and then 
we must have [ Q 1 = 25. If 1 and 0 are as before, then j I j = 6 and’ 8:--(“) 
has a -RNS, so PSL(2,5) d 8. From the structure of (ti, we have 
2 / %(a)/ 1 j H j, and so v $2(X), and as / @r(~)~(“) = ] %?~(z~zI)~(~~) j = 2, 
we have a,(U) = U. If for any /3 E g( U)-(ol) we had r, = {CZ} U pQ, then 
$qv)-- would involve PSL(2, 5), which is not the case, and so by Theorem 
5.2(a), we have UQ $ H, Q. By considering the subgroups of GL(2,5) (see 
[3]), this implies H,Q s D, and Xg D, . Thus j H I = 176 . 25 * 24e, 
where 25e = j ‘Z’(Q)] and e is odd. Suppose e # 1. Then there exists 
z G U(Q)-Q such that zQ/Q has odd prime order, and as 125 +’ 1 Y 1 - 1, we 
may assume that j z ) is prime. Using 1.11 we see that O(HJy--ja) cannot be 
transitive, and so z fixes at least one of the seven orbits of Qyc@), and we may 
assume that x fixes it pointwise. In fact if 1 z 1 ,f 5, and x fixes any orbit of 
Qy, then it fixes it pointwise, and so j z j = 3 or 5, and no primes other than 
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3 or 5 divide e. Thus / T(z)1 > 26, and it is clear that for any y E 9((x) we 
have z E g(Q), and so %(a) 9(.z) is transitive. As [ s(z)\ = 1 + 25f for some 
1 < f < 6, there is always a prime dividing / 9@)\ but not j H /, RAA. 
Thus e = 1. As O(H,)Y-{a) has three orbits, an element x of order 3 in 
O(H,) must permute the seven orbits of %(Q)Y+’ with two cycles of length 3 
and one of length 1, and as U,(.z) = 1, we have / 9((z)/ = 2. We may assume 
9’(z) C F( U), and then HF-(,, g HtiQ E D,, . Thus the involutions in 
X-(U) invert z, and so they fix 6 or 16 points. In particular, if E E Syl,,(H), 
then (\ q(E)\, 15) = 1 and gx(E) = 1. As 3 f j k”(E) and 257 / N(E)\ 
Sylow’s theorem implies j J(E)\ = 88 and so there exists an involution 
t E%‘(E), and t must be regular. From the structure of Q we see that all 
involutions y in H satisfy 16 1 / V(y)l, and so j 97(t)] = 2@3111, where e >/ 4 
and f < 1. Thus E $9?(t), and Sylow’s theorem implies that g(t) has 12 
Sylow 11-subgroups, and then 1.11 implies that the action of V(t) on its 
Sylow 1 l-subgroups contains PSL(2, 1 l), RAA. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 5.2. 
Proof of Theorem 5.3. Let H be a minimal counterexample, and suppose 
j3 E F(U)-(~) with r, = {a} u /3Q. From 1.12 we have (Q, Qfl) s SL(2, q) or 
PSL(2,q). In the former case there exists t N u with trfi E U(ur~) and 
t E (u, Q, Qa). Then j tu I = 4, and so j [t, u]l = 2, RAA, as [t, U] EN. Thus 
(Q, Q@> = J’W2,g). Th ere is an odd order subgroup E 6 (Q, QB) with 
I E I = fq - 1)/Z and there exists t E S?(u) n u(Q*Q'j such that t inverts E. 
By condition (v) of (**), we have tptu) E WFtU), and so tptu) E V(%(u)$@‘)), 
and thus 9(u) 6 g(E). W e may choose W such that t E W. We have 
tu E (Q, QB>, and from the structure of {Q, Q@> we see that E consists of 
all elements of odd order in V?(U)~~~) that are inverted by tu, or equivalently 
by t. As Q = -1 (mod 4), all 2-elements in Has centralize E. 
Let g E %?(z& and suppose tg = s. For x E E, we have xst = (~-l)~s* L=_- 
(x-l)s(stP~ As st E W, (St)” E WFc,, C g(E”), and so xSt = (xs)-I, and as we 
saw above, this implies xs E: E, and hence s E M(E). If (p)g = y, then 
(Q, Q> s PSL(2, q). We have E C H,, , and from the action of E on Q and 
the structure of (Q, Q> we see that s inverts E. As 
(h : h E %7(u),-(,) , 1 h j odd, s inverts h) = Eg, 
we have Eo = E. Thus %(u)~ C N(E), and in particular, if C is an odd order 
subgroup of F(U) with C C JV( W) and P(u) = O(%‘(u)~o‘)), then (C, t> C 
d”(E). If F E Syl,(E) for some prime r, then (C, t)/(C, t} n %7(F) is cyclic. 
Let 2 = W n (C, t>. As Zs(,) _C %7(F) and Z$ ‘G?‘(F), we have 
j z~(u)/%?z(F)- j = 2. 
As C+(u) C JV-(~?~(F)~(U)), CF(u) centralizes a complement of %7z(F)@c;(u) in 
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Z9(u), and by assumption this implies C’~(U) = 1. Thus V?(U)~(~) is a 
2-group. 
We shall next show that H is primitive. Suppose not, and let 23 be a non- 
trivial block of imprimitivity with (y. E 2% Then ?J3 is the union of {a} with 
some orbits of Ar, and as u fixes a point of each such orbit, we have 
1 S(U) n !.l3 1 > 2. By Lemma 2.2, ‘%(u)~~~(~) is transitive, and must be a 
2-group. Thus 1 % n .F((u)l is a power of 2, and 1 B 1 is even. If 
] B n 9((zc>l > 2, then we easily check that HB is a counterexample to 
Theorem 5.3, contrary to the minimality of H. Thus / !Z3 n 9(u)/ = 2, 
1 11J 1 = q + 1 and PSL(2, q) 4 HB. For subgroups K _C H, we write a for 
the action of K on the set 6 of blocks of imprimitivity with B E a. Then there 
exists & _C B C go with w z PSL(2, q), and R = @: y E 23) a RB . As 
g(Q) = {a} and (q, / !-?3 1) = 1, we have 9(Q) = {S}, and so 9((a) = {%33). 
Let r2f, E (X with y E ?B3, # 8. Then there exists u* N u with zc* E H,, , 
and E* E EH= with F(u*) C F(E*). Then E* _C & . As Q n & = 1, we 
deduce from the list of subgroups of PSL(2, q), that’ 1 i;B 1 = (q “!- 1)/2 or 
q - 1. In any case we have (q + I)/2 1 1 ?&,R j, and so (q’+ 1)/2 / I 6 / - 1. 
Thus I 6 / is odd, and so j 9((a)/ is odd. For any y E F(U) we have 
1 F(U) n !I$, I = 2, and as 1 S(u)//2 is even, there exists !B* E K with 
23* E 9(u) and j F(u@*)/ = 0. The conjugates t of u in U(Y) with t E gB* and 
j S(t) n %* 1 = 2 g enerate a dihedral subgroup D of V(U) of order q + 1, 
and as DYcu) C W is elementary abelian, we have j Ds(,,I > (q + 1)/4. If 
q = p”, then 1 HeQ 1 1 m(p” - 1). (p” + l)/(p + 1) is odd, and as 
(pm + l)/(p + 1) > m (m > l), GsD(Q)stU) is not a 2-group, and so there is 
an odd prime I with Y 1 1 VD(Q)F(U, I. Let L be an r-subgroup of U(Q) maximal 
subject to 23 C F(L). ThenL # 1, and as (r, q - 1) = 1, we have WQT(L) # 1 
for all y ES(L), and by 1.3, V(L)*(L) is transitive. If y GS(L)-23, then 
L E Syl,(%‘(Q),,), and so th ere exists u* E uH n N(L),,, . From the structure of 
Rs, , we see that for any y E F(L)-(a) there exists u* E uH n N(L),, , and so 
by Lemma 2.5, ~~(~1 fixes all orbits of JV~(L)~(~), By Lemma 2.2, 
%~(&)--~U)) is transitive, and it must be a 2-group, so 1 S((L, u))j is a 
power of 2. By choice ofL, j 9(L)/ > I B 1, and we easily check that JV(L)“(~) 
is a smaller counterexample to Theorem 5.3 then H. 
We conclude that His primitive. If U,(Q) = Q, then Theorem 4.3 gives an 
immediate contradiction. Let M be minima1 with Q C M C U,(Q) and 
Iclg H, . Then M/Q is an elementary abelian r-group for some prime Y. If 
MY-@} is semiregular, then as Vet’) is a 2-group, we have %YM(u) = 1. AS 
M is not minimal normal in H we cannot have <M, My) g (P) SL(2, I M I) 
for any y E Y, and so we always have {a} u yM C &aMY>, contradicting 5.2(a). 
Thus Mv-@} is not semiregular. First suppose r # p. Then M = Q x L, 
where L 4 H, . If &**MY) = (a] u YQ for some y, then r, c F(L), and then 
HE C h’(L) C H, contrary to the primitivity of H. By induction (as in Lemma 1 
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of Theorem 5.2), we may suppose that any two conjugates of M generate a 
transitive group. There exists y E g(u)-(a) with M,, # 1. If 1 # x E M, 
with V&X) # 1, then by 1.3, y E a*(“), and so (n/r, My> C Y(X), RAA. Thus 
ME, acts semiregularly on Q, and so [a, ME,] C U(Q) n J&, = 1, and as 
(Ed is a 2-group, g(u) C g(M,,,). But then /3 E %(&&,), and as .l’, = 
(a} u /3Q, we have Q _C %(i&,), RAA. Thus Y = p. 
Choose y E U/-(E> such that 1 M,, j is maximal. Then we may suppose 
y E s(u). LetL = M,, . AsL is ap-group, JV(L)~(~) is transitive by 1.3, and 
if j P((u,L))I > 2, then we can show that JV(L)~(~) is a smaller counter- 
example to Theorem 5.3 than H. Thus 1 g((u,L))/ = 2, and so P(L) = 
TV = (a> v yQ. We shall show that La H, , and then we shall have 
Ha C N(L) C H, contrary to the primitivity of H. Suppose L $ M. Then M 
is not abelian. From the structure of (Q, Qa>, Q is minimal normal in lib, , 
and by minimality of M/Q in HJQ we have a(M) = Q. For subgroups 
KC M we write E = K(Q x L)/(Q x L). Then M = ail x ma, where t 
inverts iI;ir and u E U(za). By [13, p. 3411, we have M1 = (x: x E M, u inverts 
z), and by 1.9, ik?a = (E x E %YM(u)). We can also write L = L, x L, , where w 
inverts L, and u E V(L,). As j S((L, u))/ = 2 and F(U) 2 F(L,), we have 
L, # 1. If u inverts x, for some x E n/r, then u inverts (z, L, x Q), which is 
therefore abelian. If u E U(X), then F(U) C F(z), and so z E ME,, = L. Thus 
L, c SqM), RAA. 
We conclude that L 9 M, and so M = L x Q. We next show that 
%TN(Q)C~(L). Let 1 aQaM = Z,aZ,a-..aZ, =gN(Q) be a 
maximal series such that each Zi KJ Ha , and suppose Zj C N(L) for j < i, 
but Z,,r 9 N(L) for some i. If Z,+,/Z, is an r-group for Y f p, then 
EC N(K) for some Hall p-complement, K of Zi,, , and EK normalizes a 
complement of Q in M. As L = V,(E), L is the only complement of Q 
-. 
normalized by E, and so K C N(L), RAA. Thus Z&Z, = Z,,, LS a p-group, 
By minimality of M we have T(Z,+l) n M = Q. If a(Zi) n M = Q, then 
Zi cannot be ap-group, and ifjis minima1 such that Z&Zj is a$‘-group, then 
M C %(Zj), but %“(Z,+r) n M = Q. Thus a Hall p-complement C of Z? acts 
fixed point freely on L, and so L = [C, M] is the only complement of Q in M 
normalized by C. Hence Z,,, n N(C) C N(L), but then Z,,, = Z&‘-(C) C 
J’-(L), RAA. Thus MC %(Z,), and by minimality of M, M/Q _C S!“(Z,+,/Q) ~-- 
Write Zail = Za+l 1 x Zi, a , where u inverts G1 and centralizes Zi+, a , 
and L = L, x L, as before. Then Zi C Jlr(L,), and arguing as above, we have 
zi+l,l (complete inverse image) C N(L,). We have 9(L) C ~(‘+F?~~+~(u)), 
and so Vzi+,(~) C N(L). Thus V?zi+,(~) C Jlr(L,) and so Z,,, C N(L1), RAA. 
Thus g.,q(Q) C X(L). 
As we saw above, %‘(u)= C M(E), and as L = @TM(E), we have %(u)~ _C J(Z). 
As (u>$?,(Q) a HE, we have Ha = U(U)>,%,(Q) C N(L) which completes 
the proof of Theorem 5.3. 
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Proof of Theorem 5.4. We assume that Q is a minimal normal subgroup of 
HEI in which case H,Q is irreducible. Suppose /I E S( U)-{a} and 
r, = {a} v /?Q. Then (Q, Q”jrp g PSL(2, pa), which is incompatible with 
the assumed properties of (u, u)Q. Thus by Theorem 5.2(a), U%?(Q) 2 H, , 
I.e., 7JQ $ H,Q. In particular, UQ is not scalar. Let M be a minimal normal 
subgroup of H,Q such that Mis not scalar, where MC (NU)Q. By Lemma 2.11, 
M is an r-group for some prime r, and M is either elementary abelian, or 
S(M) is scalar and M/S(M) is elementary abelian. As H,Q is irreducible, 
r#pandIMj>2.Thusasj UQI =4andUQ$HxQ,r#2.1fMhasthree 
Wedderburn components, then these must be fixed by a nontrivial subgroup 
of UQ and hence by all of UQ, which is then normal in Ho,Q, R.&k Thus M 
has one component, and as M is not scalar, it must be irreducible on Q. Now 
let L be a minimal normal subgroup of MUQ such that L is not scalar, and 
L CM. Then 1 L [ < r2, and so L is abelian. If L has three Wedderburn 
components with respect to MUQ, then these are permuted transitively by M, 
and then M $ MU Q, RAA. Thus L is irreducible, and by 1.8 we have 
QMUQ _C ArL( 1, p”). Th us all involutions in U invert Q, RAA. 
6. THE CASE V,(S) # 1 
In this section, we complete the proof of the main theorem by dealing with 
the case in which JV(S)“(~) is solvable and Y?(S) # 1. We shah prove the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let H be a group satisfying ( * * *), together with the followkkg 
properties. 
(a) Q is an elementary abelian p-group, U = <u> has order 2, and 
IRI =p,whereR=VQ(u)CQ. 
(b) G?(u) has an elementary abelialz normal 2-subgroup X, such that 
X9(u) = W9fu) is transitive, and Xs(lL) = 1. 
(c) One of the following holds. 
(i) squ)p+(~J is a r,-group, and %?(zA)~(~) _C Al?L( 1,2”); 
(ii) O(%?(ZC)~@‘)-@}) has three orbits of length (2” - I)/3 which are 
not all fixed by a(u):; 
(iii) %?(~4)~(~) is a FTobenius group; 
(iv) g(u)014 2 V(R) for all p E S(u)-(a), all involution in X are 
regular, and if K = <Rg: g E N(<X, u))), then K = O,(K)R. 
(d) If R d H, and 1 Q 1 > pz, then R is not the only normal subgroup of 
H, of order p which lies in Q. 
Then 1 F(u)/ = 4, 1 Y 1 = 28 andH= PrL(2, 8). 
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PROPOSITION 6.2. If n > 2, then there exists. a maximal subgroup T of S 
such that (H, F(T), SFcTf, Vo~ca~(T)F(T), W, %p(T)g(T)) (for suitable W) 
satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 6.1, for some H with V(T)F(T) C H C 
v@(T)--). 
Proof. G??*(S) h as p rime order, and by Proposition 3.1 we have qp(S) C P, 
and so there is a maximal subgroup T of S with qp(S) C VP(T). By Proposi- 
tion 4.1, H satisfies (**), where N = %‘( T)F(T) or JV( T)F(T), and either 
%(T)g”^‘T’ satisfies Theorem 6.1(c)(i) or JV( T)F(T) satisfies Theorem 6.l(c)(ii). 
Clearly H satisfies Theorem 6.1(a) and condition (viii) of (***). Let 2 be the 
subgroup of U(U) in H generated by the conjugates of go(~) in g(u). Then 
clearly ZFtu) has a RNS, and so IVgcU) is transitive, and (ix) of (***) is 
satisfied. By condition (vii) of (**), 2 has a Sylow 2-subgroup X with 
X 9~~) = 1, and thus 1 X 1 = 2”, and as 2 C %(H,-(,)) we have Xa V?(G). 
Thus Theorem 6.1(b) is satisfied. Suppose Theorem 6.1(d) is false for all 
choice of T. Then for all subgroups T of S with j S/T j = 2 (whether or not 
@P(S) = ~G”)), we have VP(S) 9 %?o(oQ,(T), and then Lemma 2.7 implies 
Vp( T) a O(G,). Then G, = O(G,) J(S), C A”(V~(S)), contrary to the 
minimality of P. Thus we may choose T such that Theorem 6.1(d) is satisfied, 
which completes the proof of Proposition 6.2. 
If n = 2, then O(G,)“-tat is transitive, and by 1.11, G is not a counter- 
example to the main theorem. Hence in order to rule out the case ~F?~(S) f 1 
it suffices to prove Theorem 6.1. 
We have in fact proved that H satisfies stronger conditions than the 
hypotheses of Theorem 6.1, i.e., that R $ HE and that either (i) or (ii) of 
hypothesis (c) is satisfied. It is necessary to include the other possibilities for 
inductive purposes, as will become clear in the course of the proof of 
Theorem 6.1. 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. If n = 2 then O(H,)Y-@I is transitive, and the 
result follows from 1.11, so we assume n > 2. We choose H to be a counter- 
example of minimal order, and we suppose also that Q is chosen to have the 
smallest possible order for this choice of H and p. 
LEMMA 1. If H,Q is irreducible, then either 
(9 I Q I = P’, or 
(ii) / Q / = p3 and there exists A 4 l&Q with H,Q/A G B, and UQ $ A, 
such that A is abelian, and has three Wedderburn components, permuted naturally 
under the action of H,Q. 
If H,Q is reducible, then there exists Q* L Q with Q* 9 HN and 1 Q2” ! = p, 
such that either 
(iii) 1 Q I = pz, 
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(iv) Q* # R, 1 Q j = p3 and HzJQ’ is irreducible, or 
(v) Q* # R, j Q 1 = p* and H,Q’Q * is iwedwible and satis$es the same 
conditions that H,Q satisfies in case (ii). 
In any case H,Q is solvable. 
Proof. Suppose first that H,Q is irreducible. If NQ were scalar, then as 
Nqu)a = Ha 3 we would have R g H, , RAA. Choose M_C NQ with 
,!Vq H,Q to be minimal such that M is not scalar. By Lemma 2.11, M is a 
q-group for some prime q, and as H, Q is irreducible we have q # p. Let 
Q = Ql x Q2 x *A- x Qr , where the Qi are the Wedderburn components of 
M. First suppose that u fixes each Q% . We may assume %?Q(u) CQr , and so 
%‘(z(J, fixes Qr and hence H, fixes Qr and Q = Qr . Then Q = Qri x 
Qn x ... x Qu, where the Qri are isomorphic irreducible M-modules. As 
M is not scalar, 1 Qri 1 > p. If u does not fix every Qn , then we may define the 
Qn such that u interchanges Qrr and Qr2, and then ] U,(u)] 3 1 Qrr 1 > p, 
RAA. Thus all conjugates of u in H, fix every Qri, and if U,(U) _C Qrr , then 
H, fixes Qu , and so Q = Qrr is an irreducible M-module. If M is abelian, 
then by 1.8 we have H,Q cArL(I, j Q I), and as 1 U,(U)] = p, this implies 
j Q j = pa, and condition (i) holds. If ll4 is nonabelian then by Lemma 2.11 it 
is extra-special. Let L be minimal such that L _C M, L 4 M<uQ) and L is not 
scalar. Then repreating the arguments above with (L, M(uQ)) in place of 
(M, H=Q), we deduce that L is irreducible, and as L is abelian, we again have 
1 Q 1 = p2. Now suppose that u does not fix every Qi . Then we may assume u 
interchanges Q1 and Qs , and then 1 U,(U)] 3 1 Q1 I and so / Qr j = p, and u 
must fix Qi for all i > 2. For K _C H, , let .%? denote the action of K as a 
permutation of the components Qi . Then z is transitive, and a is a trans- 
position. As (c) is pronormal in z , %?(G)~~‘) is transitive by Lemma 2.2. 
Thus if z is imprimitive, then the blocks have order 2, and then {Qr , Qa>” 
must be a union of blocks for any subgroup K of H, . As / S(G)] = r - 2, 
J must fix all orbits of N, so I(Qr , Qs}” 1 is odd. Thus g is primitive, and so 
z is the symmetric group (see [21, Theorem 5.6.21). As N<u) a KS this 
implies Y < 3, and then H,Q satisfies Lemma l(i) or (ii). 
Next suppose that H,Q is reducible. Then there exists 1 # Q* C Q with 
Q* a H, . If j Q* I > p, then either VQ*(u) = R, and by replacing Q by 
Q* we contradict our choice of Q, or gQ*(u) = 1, and Theorems 5.2(a) and (b) 
and 5.3 yield a contradiction. Thus ] Q* I_ z p and Hz’Q* is irreducible. If 
1 Q/Q* I > p, then by hypothesis (d), we may choose Q* such that Q* f R. 
We may then apply the same arguments to H:IQ* as we applied above to 
Ho,Q, and the result follows. From the proof it is clear that H,Q is always 
solvable. (N.B. For convenience, we define Q* = 1 in Lemma l(i) and (ii)). 
LEMMA 2. H has no solvable normal subgroup. 
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Proof. Suppose 1 # Ma H with iU minimal and solvable. Then M is 
abelian, and hence regular on 0~~. Then (MQ)aM is a Frobenius group having a 
noncyclic p-group as a complement, RAA. 
LEMMA 3. Let u E YE SyI,(H,-(,,). Then U,(Q) = 1, alad if j Q/Q* / > p 
then %?y(Q/Q*) = 1. Y has 2-rank 1 and H, is solvable. 
Proof. Let Z = %r(Q/Q*) if / Q/Q* j > p, and Z = *r(Q) otherwise, 
and suppose 2 f Y. Then it is straightforward to verify that JV(Z)~(~) 
satisfies (***) and Theorem 5.1(a)-(c). If (d) is not satisfied, then we must 
have ] Q/Q* j = p3. By Maschke’s theorem p 1 1 HflQ* j, and from Lemma 1 
we deduce p = 3, and so iVQiQ* = 1. Thus RQ* g H, , RAA. Thus 
Jv(z)fl(=J is a smaller counterexample to Theorem 6.1 than H, and so Z = 1. 
Then Y s YQlQ* or YQ, and it follows from Lemma 1 that Y has 2-rank 
1. j %(Q)~u 1 is odd, and as H,/O(H,)&(,) is solvable, it follows from 
Lemma 1 that H, is solvable. 
LEMMA 4. Let I = {v: v E uH n U(u)}. Then I is a subset of (X, u), and ;f 
6 is the pemzutation group M((X, u))‘, then 8 is transitive, 1 Y / = 2” j I j and 
/ I j < 2”+l - 1. (X, u) is not strongly closed in a Sylow 2-subgroup of H. 
Proof. Suppose v ~1. Then by (v) of (**), TJ~(~) E XFtU). Thus 
ZI E (X, Y@) for someg E %?(u)F~J , but as X C %‘( Yg), we have &‘i((X, Yg)) = 
(X, U) and so ZI E (X, u}. Let (y, 8) be a transposition of U. Then there exists 
v E qu))va n u*, and as any such element v lies in (X, u), ZJ is unique. Thus 
/ Y 1 = 2” / I 1. For any s 6 XF(U), there are at most two elements in I with 
image s, and so / I j < 2(2” - 1) + 1 = 2”+l - 1. We claim that for any 
involution w E g(u) with wFcU) # 1, / ~((zu, u))l < Znn-i. We may assume 
w E He . If Theorem 6.1(c)(i) holds, then j 9((w, u))/ = 2”P < 2n-l as n > 2, 
and clearly (c)(iii) does not hold. If (c)(iv) holds, we havep I (I g(<w, u))j - 1) 
and p i 2” - 1, and so I @((w, u))/ f 2”-l. If (c)(ii) holds and 
! s((w, u))i = 2”, then either ZU~(~) fixes all orbits of O(g(u)J and 
(2-U - 1)/3 / (212 - 1)/3, or wscU) fixes a unique orbit of O(%?(u)J and 
2” - 1 / (2’” - 1)/3. In either case we have a j n, which establishes the claim. 
Thus (X, u} is the unique maximal elementary abelian subgroup of g(u), 
and so 8 is transitive. Suppose (X, u) is strongly closed in a Sylow 2-sub- 
group of H. Then from Goldschmidt’s theorem [11] and Lemma 2, N has 
a normal subgroup Hl x H2 x **. X El, containing (X, u), where each 
Hi is a known nonabelian simple group. We have u = u1 .*. u, , where 
ui E (X, u) n Hi for 1 < i < Y, and as U(u) is solvable, each ‘ui # 1. As 
~m.o(R) = (u>, we have R C &“(HJ f or all i, and so R C U(U,) and + = 1. 
Thus I = (X, u)-{l). As (X, U} a V(U), g( u contains no dihedral subgroup ) 
of order 4m (m > l), in which all involutions lie in uH, and so Hi CC& PSL(z q), 
48 I/44/ I-6 
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where q is odd and q > 5, and HI is not of type Janko-Ree. A Sylow a-sub- 
group of U((u, X))/(u, X) has 2-rank 1, and so HI g PSU(3,27 or a 
Suzuki group. Thus HI s PSL(2,2”+9. Then clearly HI = H(*) g 
PSL*(2,2”+9. Then R g Hem), and as all p-elements in H,R have solvable 
centralizers, and H,R a PrL(2,2%+9, we must have n + 1 = p and 
F(R) n HI z PSL(2,2) s D, , which implies p = 3 and n = 2, RAA. 
LEMMA 5. 111 is even. 
Proof. If Theorem 6.l(c)(iv) holds, then as &‘((X, u)) is transitive, 1.3 
implies that K is transitive, and so 1 Y 1 is a power of 2, and we are finished. 
Thus we assume that (c)(i), (ii), or (iii) holds. Suppose [ I [ is odd and 
V E Syl,(%?(u)). Th en V E SyI,(H). Suppose there is an involution z E V- 
(X, u) with zg = v for some g E H and v E (X, u). Suppose z is regular. 
If (c)(i) or (iii) holds, then this clearly implies F(u) E XFtU) in which case 
x E (X, u), RAA. If (c)(ii) holds and x$(X, u), then there existsyF(U) E X9(U) 
such that 2” > 1 ~((Yz)~(~))/ 3 2, an d as we saw in the proof of Lemma 4, 
this implies j g((yz)F”cU) )I = 2”, where a 1 n. By Lemma 2.6, a 3 n/2, and 
so a = n/2. Now (X,YZ)~(~) contains exactly 22n/2fi = 2” nonregular 
involutions, and these all have the form (x~z)~(u) for x E X. Thus for each of 
the 2n12 - 1 elements x E X, for which #c”) E ??((y,z~)F’~)), (xYz)~(~) must 
be nonregular, and in particular, 8tU) = (yy~)~(~) is nonregular, RAA. 
Thus x9(u) is not regular, and so there exist y, 6 E F(v). By Lemma 4, 
x + u, and so v + U. There exists w E (X, u&, n uH, and then (X, u& = 
(w), RAA. Thus (X, u) is strongly closed in V, RAA. 
LEMMA 6. Theorem 6.l(c)(ii) does not arise. 
Proof. Assume (c)(ii) holds. Then (2” - 1)/3 ] (I I j - l), and so 
1 I 1 = 1 + h(2” - 1)/3, where h = I,3 or 5. Let M be a group of odd order, 
such that iVl C %‘(u)~ , MS@) = O(%(U)~(~)), and let L = NM. Then 
u E N(L), and L has three orbits on !P-(a}. Let d be such an orbit, with 
1 d Ia = pa minimal. Then pa 1 1 Y) - 1, and as p j 2” - 1, this implies 
pa / (2” - 1)/3, except possibly when p = h = 3, in which case pa’ 1 2” - 1. 
Thus if we do not have p = ;\ = 3, then applying Lemma 2.13 to (L, u) 
yields u E g(Q), RAA. Thus p = h = 3 and 1 I j = 22”. As N(U) g H, , 
we easily see thatp = 3 implies that Lemma l(iii) occurs, and 1 NQ 1 = 1 or 3. 
Let Q = R x R*, where u inverts R*. Suppose there is a 2-element 
x E V((Q, u})~ . Then by Lemma 3, z$tcU) + 1, and we may assume s2 = 1. 
Then 3 1 1 F((x, u>)l - 1 = 2n/2 - 1, and so 2%i2 - 1~ (2” - 1)/3, and z 
fixes the three orbits of L. We easily check that Ye satisfies the hypo- 
theses of Theorem 6.1, and assumption (c)(ii), but then by induction ~F?(z)T*I(~) 
is 2-transitive, RAA. Thus a Sylow 2-subgroup of H, is isomorphic to a 
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subgroup af E&Q, and ‘as 1 V(U)= 1 is even under hypothesis (c)(ii), it has the 
form (u) x (x}, where x E V(R*) and ux inverts Q. By (c)(ii), x fixes only 
one orbit d of L, arid so Ye is 2-transitive. Thus 1 S({U, x))] - 1 = 
2+ - 1 1 (2” - 1)/3, and so 3 r 2n/2 - 1, and then 1.11 implies ??(a)~(*~ C 
ArL(1, 2n), Similarly, we have either 1 g(u.z)l = 2fl/2 - 1, or %?(uz)~(~~) C 
ArL(l,2*), and then Lemma 2.5 yields ! d j = (2% - 1)(2%i2 + I)/3 or 
(2” - 1)(2”/” + 1)2/3, respectively. We claim next that +?N(Q)y-(a} is semi- 
regular. If not, then choose fi E F(u)-{a> such that M = %‘N(Q)p is maximaI. 
Then from the known structure of&Q, we have V&M) # 1 for all y E F(M), 
and so JV(M~(~) is transitive, and we easily check that it satisfies the hypo- 
theses of Theorem 6.J. Thus JV(M)~(~) G PrL*(2,8), and so there exists 
v E U(U) with v N u N uv. As V(g), p(U)-@) has two orbits of lengths (2” - 1)/3 
and 2(2” - 1)/3 and 111 = 2”, it follows that for each x E X, exactly one of 
the involutions z and zu lies in I, RAA. Thus %‘N(Q)y-@) is semiregular, but 
from Proposition 4.3, NY-@) is not semiregular. Thus 1 N/U,(Q)/ = 3, 
UN(Q)y-{a} has th ree, five, or seven orbits, and the orbits of NY-@) have 
lengths (22n - 1)/3, (2 2n - 1)/S, (22n - 1)/7, 3(2zn - I)/5 or (22a - 1)3/7, 
none of which can equa! j d 1, RAA. 
LEMMA 7. Either Theorem G.l(c)(iii) OY (c)(iv) is satisfied. 
Proof. We assume that H satisfies (c)(i) but not (c)(iii), and we aim to 
show that (c)(’ ) rv is satisfied. We wish to show first that 0 satisfies the hypo- 
theses of Lemma 2.18. As we are assuming %?((u)~(~) is not a Frobenius group, 
it is sufficient to show that each orbit of 6, is permutation isomorphic to an 
orbit of U(u):(%). As V(U) C J(X), an orbit d (f(u)) of 6, consists either of 
elements of X, or of elements of XU-@>, and so if we define v: d -+F(u)-+) 
by v(v) = (dv, th en v is an injection. Then for /3 E &I), the action of 6, on 
d is clearly permutation isomorphic to the action of U(u) on pQ(U). 
From Lemma 2.18, we deduce that either j I j = 2’T/2-1(2n/2 - I), where 
PSL”(2,2”/2) a Q (n 3 4), or 8 2 AFL(I, 2%). In the first case we have 
1 !P / - 1 = 2372m - 1) - 1 = (2m + 1)(23m--1 - 22m + 2m - 1) 
(where n = 2m). As RI a 8,) we have 1 R j = p 12” $ 1. We calculate 
(2m + 1, 23”“-1 - 2”m +2%-l) =(2~+1,7)=1,andsopa/~~~-l 
implies pa j 2” + 1. Let MC %?(u)~ have odd order, where MFCu) = 
O(%?(ZC)~(~)), and L = NM. Then u E M(L), and each orbit of V,(u):‘“’ has 
order divisible by 2” + 1, and then Lemma 2.13 gives u E q(Q), RAA. Thus 
/ 11 = 22n, and from the structure of Q we have K = O,(K)R, where 
K = <Rg:g E N(<X, u})). Let 2 = %(0,(K)). Then R CM(Z), and as 
u 4 2, ! 2 j > 2 and so 2 n X # 1. As %‘(u)~(u) is $-transitive, but not a 
Frobenius group, it is primitive (see [19; Theorem 10.4]), and so U(u), acts 
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irreducibly on X, and thus X = 2. Thus X n I is empty. We saw before that 
for any y E Y, (X, u),, = (v}, where v E I, and so all involutions in X are 
regular. If R g U(%(u),)) f or some /I E g(u)-(a}, then there exists x E %‘(~)),a 
of prime power order q” (4 # p) with x $ V(R). Then if (2n - l)$ = pa, 
Lemma 2.17 implies that pa divides the length of every orbit of %‘(zc)~~‘-{~}, 
and then Lemma 2.13 gives a contradiction as before. Thus R C %‘($T?(u),,)) 
and (c)(iv) is satisfied. 
LEMMA 8. j y/I = 2m+n, where m < n. 
Proof. This is immediate under hypothesis (c)(iv), so we assume Ye 
and hence 8 is a Frobenius group. Let % be the Frobenius kernel of 8. Then 
1% 1 = j I j and as 1 Y / < 2n(2”+l- I), it suffices to prove that 1 I / is a 
power of 2. Define M such that <X, u} C M and MI = 111. Then the result 
follows from the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let (X, u) 4 Ma (M, R) be groups, where 1 R / = p 
is an odd prirrte, (X, u> is elementary abelian of order 2n+l, U(u) = (X, u, Ii>, 
and XR and MR/V((X, u)) are Frobenius groups with kernels X and 
M/‘Z((X, u)), respectively.,If / M/g((X, u))j is even, then it is a power of 2. 
Proof. We let bars denote images in %((X, u}). We can regard subgroups 
of (M, R) as subgroups of Aut((X, u)). If the result is false, then icT = S x K, 
where 1 # S is a 2-group, and 1 # K = O(M). Let L C K be minimal such 
that L 4 KR. Then L is elementary abelian. Let 2 C (X, u) be minimal 
subject to u E 2 and LR _C N(Z). Then (L@z is irreducible, for if 
Z = 2, x Zs with LR C JV(Z,) n N(ZJ, then as %‘,,,,,(R) = (u), we have 
UFZ, or ~~2s. Let Z=Z, ~2, x ... x2,, where the .Zi are the 
Wedderburn components of L. As L e U(u), we have / Z, 1 > 2, and as 
I R I = P and I ~LW(R)/ = 2, w h ere R permutes the Zi transitively, this 
implies Y = 1. Then 2 = Z,, x ... x Z,, , where the Z,$ are isomorphic 
irreducible L-modules, and as L is abelian this implies L is cyclic, and so 
1 L [ = q is a prime. Let (X, U) = 2 x Y, where Li? CM(Y). Suppose 
L _C V(Y). Then 2 = [Z, L] is the unique L-invariant complement of Y in 
(X, u), and so S C JV(Z). Thus qz(S) # 1 and by minimality of 2, S C U(Z), 
RAA, as S g U(U). Thus L g U(Y). Let 1 # Y* C Y be such that Li? C 
N(Y*), and (LR))* is irreducible, where Ly* # 1. Then V,,(L) = 1. For 
any conjugate i?Q of a in LE, we have 9?Cx,U)(i?Q) C Z, and so V&i@) = 1. 
Thus LR acts semiregularly on Y*<l), and Liz is a noncyclic Frobenius 
complement of order pq, RAA. This completes the proof of Theorem 6.3, and 
we return now to the proof of Theorem 6.1. 
LEMMA 9. U(Q)“@} is semiregular. 
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Proof. Suppose not. First suppose ] Q 1 = 9. Let 2 C %(u) be a a-group. 
Then / g((Z, u))\ > 2, and by Lemma 7, Z C V(R). As 21 is central in a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of H, , it follows that all 2-subgroups Z of E?& satisfy 
go(Z) # 1. Clearly all 3-subgroups of H, have the same property, and as no 
prime other than 2 or 3 divides 1 Aut(Q)l, it follows that all p-subgroups Z of 
Hz satisfy U,(Z) + 1, for any prime q. Let Mg H, be minima1 such that 
MZ V(Q), and My+) is not semiregular, and choose p ~s(~)-(ol> such 
that M,, is maximal, and let L = M,, . Then L is a q-group for some 
prime q, and so by 1.3, JV(L)~(~) is transitive. It is straightforward 
to verify (using Lemma 7) that JV(L)~-I(~) satisfies all hypotheses of 
Theorem 6.1, and so M(L)*cL) g PrL*(2, 8). Thus t( E%?(L), and as 
i F(U)] > 4, (c)(iii) d oes not hold. From the structure of JV(L)~(~), 
the involutions of X cannot all be regular, and so (c)(iv) does not hold, 
RAA. 
Thus j Q 1 > 9. Let p E P(U)-(~) be such that 1 &Q,Q’) / is minimal, and 
let P = .(Q.o’). Then we can check that N((Q, QB))’ satisfies the hypotheses 
of Theorem 6.1, and as j Q J > 9, minimality of N implies that I’ = Y. 
Choose M, L as before. Then h’“(L) _C HE and L must act semiregularly on QS 
for dl p E F(L)-(w.j. Thus j L 1 = q is prime. Choose /3 E F((L, u))-(ol), and 
fet w E Xl,,) . First suppose u E 9(L). Then zx E %((L, Lw)), and so g(g) c 
9-((L, Lw)). Thus 9(L) contains a representative of every orbit of Ha , and it 
follows that 1 Mu, 1 = q for all 6 E !?--(a}. Suppose y E F(L)-@>, and let 
L*===M;. Then as Mw 4 H, , we have L* a H,, and so L _C Jfr(L*). 
As j L j = ) L* I = q, we have L* _C N(L) _C H, , and so L* = (ICfw)e, = L”. 
Thus y E S(Lw), and F(L) = F(L*). Then (Q, Qfi) _C .Hc~(~)), MA.. Thus u 
inverts (L, Lw) and q is odd. If Q* # 1 in Lemma 1, then (u, Lw) is a dihedral 
group of automorphisms of Q*, which is impossible, as / Q* j = p. Thus 
H,Q is irreducible. If Lemma l(ii) holds, then we find that those elements of 
O(iYtiQ) which are inverted by u, do not act semiregularly on Q. Thus 
j Q [ = pz. Let (y, S) be a transposition of zt in F(L), and let zi E UH n %‘(u>,,~ . 
From Theorem 6.1(c) we have V(U),~ _C %Y(%or(w)), and so U;, contains no 
nontrivial scalar elements in its action on Q, and so the action is isomorphic 
to a subgroup of PGL(2,p). A s u inverts L, the subgroup of PGL(2,p) 
induced by H,Q is dihedral, and conjugates of zl are inverting involutions. 
Thus O(H,,,)/O(H,,) n U(Q) is cyclic and inverted by V. As O(Hv,) n ‘S’(p) 
acts semiregularly on QS, it is also inverted by v, and so 21 inverts Q(H,,,), and 
UEJV-(L)CH,, RAA. 
COROLLARY 10. Let C = (h: h E O(H,), hQ is scalar). Then Cy+) is 
semiregular. 
Proof. This is immediate, because %‘(w)~~ C g(R) for all ,!3 E F(u)<a). 
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LEMMA 11. Let /3 E Y-(a>. Then Ho,e has the following structurt+, where the 
jive cases correspond to the cases in Lemma 1. 
s 
(i> 4, , wheremfph 1 andmisodd. 
(ii) De OY D,, , where m 1 p - 1 a&m is odd. 
(iii) I O,(H,,)I = 1 or p. H,,/O,(H,,) g C, , where m.1 p - 1. 
(iv) I %Wae)I 1 P”, &IWLd G D2, (m odd) and W&4 C g(Q*>- 
If I %K,)I = P, then W%J = WL& 
(4 I O,(&)I 1 p3. &I%(%) = Q 0~ D,, (m odd), wh@e m I P - 1. 
Proof. We may assume /3 E F(U). By Corollary 10, Ha8 is isomorphic 
to a subgroup of PGL(2, 1 Q I), and as U(u),._C V(R), the result follows easily 
in cases (i) and (iii). In case (ii) it suffices to show that M = %?(~)~a = 1. 
If not, then as MZ %‘(R), we have / V&V)J ==.p2, and by Corollary 10 and 
1.3, Jv(M)%(M) is transitive. We wish to show that .YV(M)~~M) satisfies the 
hypotheses of Theorem 6.1, which will contradict the minimality of H. The 
verification is straightforward if we can show that for all y E F(A!+(a}, there 
exists v E 2P n h”(M),, . But if ‘u E uH n H,, and v $ N(M), then we 
easily check from the structure of H,Q that U(v), & U,(V), Rti. The proofs 
in cases (iv) and (v) are similar. 
LEMMA 12. Let /3 E F(u)-(a}. IfMr H,, , / %Q(M)I # 1 and JV(M)~(~) 
satisfies (*), then either 1 F((u, n/l))] > 2, OY JV(M)~(~) g PGL(2,3) OY 
PSL(2, 5). 
Proof. If [ S((U, M))l = 2, then by 1.11, PSL(2, Y) ~JV(M)~(~), where 
Y is a power of p. If JV(M)“(~) g PGL(2,3) or PSL(2, 5), then H,, has a 
cyclic subgroup L of order divisible by (r - 1)/2, where 1 L 1 > 2 and u EL. 
This can only occur in Lemma 1 l( iii ), in which case L is clearly central in its 
normalizer in H, . As L _C V(R), Y(L)s”(L) is transitive, and so L C %‘(Jtr,(L)), 
contrary to the structure of JV(M)~(~). 
If we can show that there is a class & of regular involutions such that for 
my B E ~Wb4~ and any w E H(,e) n vH, w E %‘(H,e), then by Lemmas 2 
and 8, and 2.12, we have a contradiction. This will be our general aim from 
now on. 
LEMMA 13. Lemma l(iii) does not occur. 
Proof. We assume the contrary. Let 2 5 Syl,JI’((X, u)) with R Z M(Z). 
Then u 6 S’(Z), and as R C N(9’(Z) n (X, u)), we have 1 S’(Z) n (X, u>\ > 2, 
and so there exists an involution .z, E X n S?‘(Z). Then v $ uH, and so v is 
regular. We wish to show that for any transposition, (y, W) of.v, v E %‘(Hvs), 
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and as V(v)’ is transitive, we may assume ‘)c, 8 E F(g). If L is a Hall p-comple- 
ment in N,,, with z, E J”(L), then as we saw’ in the proof of Lemma 12, 
L C %(X((L)), and so z, E%?(L). Thus we may assume p ( / Hvs j. Let 
ME Syl,(H,,). Then j M j = p. First assume M !$ V(Rv). Then JV(M)“(~J 
satisfies (*). If 1 %({u, M>)\ = 2, then by Lemma 13 we have j Hvs I= 2p, and 
from the structure of JV(M)~(M), v E %‘(HJ. Otherwise, as U%-(M) E C(H$@Q) 
for any P fz g(@, JO)+), we can apply Theorem 4.3 to JV(.M)~(~). As 
u $ U(M), we cannot have PSL*(2,2”) g JV(M)“(~), and so JV(&‘)~~~) 
has an RNS A. By Theorem 4.3 we have j 9(M)/ = 22m, where 
I =q<% M))I = 2”s and by the counting argument that we used in Lemma 5, 
this implies that all regular involutions in JP”(IM)~(~) lie in A. Thus ~~(~1 EA, 
and as HstM) = iV2 and A C V(M) P(Mf, this implies z, E V(M). Next suppose 
M C %‘(Iiy). Then as XRy a %9(u), the conjugates of R in @?((u, M)) generate 
a subgroup of g(M) containing U, and so again z! E V(l&J. Ciearly the same is 
true for all conjugates of V, RAA.. 
We divide Lemma l(i) into two subcases. 
Case (i)A. For all p EF(u)--(ol) we have F&O(HJ) g Q?(a). 
Case (i)B. There exists a p EF(u)--jol) with Vc(O(H,&) _C U(u). 
We shall first deal with cases (i)A, (ii), (iv), and (v), and postpone the 
treatment of (i)B. From Lemma 11, 1 Hop / has twice odd order for all fl, and 
so / H, j has twice odd order. If y E ~‘(U)-{(Y), we shall say that y is ma.ximaZ 
if O(H,,) is not properly contained in O(H,,) for any 6 E F((u, O(H,,)))-(Al). 
LEMMA 14. Assume that case (i)B does not OCCW, and that O,(H,,) C 
MC O(H,,)for some g E F(u)--(a], where 1 S((M, u))] > 2. Then 
(i) UFtM) # 1, and&(M) 9”wf) satisjies (**). If{ Y, u) = (X, u) n N(M) 
and J = In (Y, u), then ] g(M)/ = ] S((M, u>)/ ] J j and (S((Y, u)) n 
Jlr(M)jJ is transitive. 
(ii) If M = O(H,,), where /3 is maximal, then Jlr(M)g(M) sati.$es the 
conclusion of Theorem 4.3. 
(iii) 1f M = O,(H,,), then 1 S(M)1 is a power of 2. 
Proof. In cases (ii), (iv), and (v), V,(O(H,,)) g V(u). In case (i)A choose y 
maximal, and let q be a prime dividing j %,-(O(H,,))l. Then q 1 1 %,-(O(H,,))j 
for any 6 E Y+,). In any case $z?(M)“(~) is transitive, and as U~(~) 4 
~WWF”‘), we have SCM) # 1. By choice of it!& Md Has for all 
8 E P’(M)-{cz}, and so there exists v E uH n JV(&Q,, . As 1 g((M, u>)/ > 2, 
it is now straightforward to verify that &“(M)fl(M) satisfies (**). ‘In fact 
Ma H(Ds, , and so (Y, u)~((~*~)) is transitive, and we ,prove as in Lemma 4 
that JV((Y, u))~ is transitive, where ) F(M)/ = ) J 1 / s(((.M, u>)/. This 
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proves (i), and [ii) is immediate. Assume M = O,(H,,) and 1 g(M)] is not 
a power of 2. Then as %?(M)9(M) is transitive, there exists a q-group L C V(M) 
with L9cM) regular (q # 2, p). By Lemma 8, I g(L)] # 0 and sop 1 ] p(L)/. 
Let K be a conjugate of L in H, . We may assume 1 # M, and so case (i)A 
does not arise. K lies in O(H,,) for some p E !P<Q$>, and as @?,(O(H,,)) # 1, 
we have p 1 1 g(K)/ - 1, RAA. 
LEMMA 15. Assume that (i)B dues not OCCUY. Tlzen 1 ~(O(H,,)) j is a power 
of 2 fey all /I E !P4a}. 
Proof. Without loss p E S(U). We first consider case (v). Let M be a 
maximal p’-group that fixes two points, with zl EN(M), and suppose 
y E S((U, M))-(a). Suppose M # 1. Then u inverts M, and so MC %‘(Q*), 
and from the structure of H:IQ*, we have 1 %‘Q,Q*(M)j = p. Thus 
1 VQ(M))l = p2 and u inverts %‘Q(M). We easily check that JV(M)~(M) 
satisfies (***), and Theorem 5.2(a) and (b) yield a contradiction. Thus 
O(H,,) is a p-group, and the result follows from Lemma 14. 
We next consider cases (i)A and (ii). Suppose /3 is maximal. Then from 
Lemma 12 and 14, j 9(O(H,,))I is either a power of 2, or PSL*(2,29 d 
J’-C WLN 9(o(H*s)) (for some m > 2). In the latter case, simplicity of 
PSL(2,, 2”) implies u E %‘(O(Hx,)), and so O(H,,) = 1. In any case, the result 
follows if /3 is maximal, so we assume p is not maximal, and then 
I @-C<u> O(%)))l > 2. 
Let O(H,,) = R, x R, x *.a x R, , where the Ri are Sylow subgroups, 
and-let U,, = 1 and Ui = RI x **. x Ri for 1 < i < K. Then 1 F( U,,)l is a 
power of 2, and we assume that j g(UJl is a power of 2 for 0 <j < i - 1, 
but 19(Ui)l is not, for some 1 < i < K. Suppose Ri is an r-group, and let 
q be an odd ,prime with q 1 j 9(Ui)l. Let U E Syl,(,N( U,)). V(Ui)*(ui) is 
transitive, and as O(H,,) is cyclic for all y # 01, we have U _C U( Vi). Thus 
y 1 I S(<U, Ui>)l and so q # Y. Set D = C n 9?( U,-J (C defined as in 
Corollary 10). First suppose (q, 1 D I) = (T, / D 1) = 1. If 1 Ri 1 = 3 in case (ii), 
where Ri is not diagonal, then from Lemma 11, /3 must be maximal, RAA. 
Thus DR, _a X( Ui-& , and by the Frattini argument, Jlr(RJ contains a 
Sylow q-subgroup V of JIT( Ui& . Then I V j < 1 U 1, but 
1 -q< u, ui-l>)I > 0, 
RAA. Thus r 1 j D j or q/lDI. Let l_CD,C *.. DL = D be a maximal 
series with each Di a Jlr( 7.Ji-& , and suppose j is minimal such that either 
P 1 I Di 1 or q 1 ) Dj I. First suppose Y I I Dj I, and let U* be a conjugate of 
U in .N( Ui& . Then Y I I 9( U*)l, and so U* acts fixed point freely 
on Di/Dj-l . Let DilDjel = E1 x **. x Em , where U* acts irreducibly on 
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each Ei . Let v E ZP n J(T( U& n JV( U*). Then (v, U*> is dihedral. If 
v fixes El, then as U* g V(EJ, v cannot invert El , and as ~nj,oj-,(~) is 
cyclic, we have / gE1(v)J = Y, D,/DjP1 = El, and from 1.8, 1 El 1 = ~8. If 21 
interchanges El and Es, then / %?o,,oj-l(z))l > j El / and so j El / = Y and 
m = 2. In any case we have 1 %??D,,Df-l(~~)I = Yand 1 Dj/DJ-l j = 9. Suppose 
that U, C %T(Dj/Djml). Set M = Ui , and define (Y, u} and J as in Lemma 14. 
In cases (i) and (ii), %‘(u)~(u) must be a Frobenius group, so $?(zP(~~))~((u,~~>) 
is a Frobenius group, and hence .N(( Y, u})” is a Frobenius group. If we can 
show that j J 1 is even, then Theorem 6.3 will imply that 1 J 1 and hence 
j s( &)I is a power of 2. We saw in the proof of Lemma 4 that if ~1, w E I and 
vg = w, then g E N(<X, u)), and so Jlr((Y, u)) C N((X, u>), and as 6 is 
a Frobenius group, N((Y, u))J C M((X, u))‘. If j J / is not even, then 
N((Y, a))” contains a Frobenius group of odd order, which must lie in the 
Frobenius complement of J’((X, u))I, RAA. Thus Vi $ %‘(Dj/D&, but 
then by considering the list of subgroups of GL(2, r), we find that 
< Ui , U”, v)~~JD~-~ cannot have twice odd order, MA. We obtain a similar 
contradiction’ if q 1 j S(Dl)] by interchanging 7Ji and U*. 
Finally we deal with case (iv). If ] O(H,,)j = p, then the result follows 
from Lemmas 11 and 14. Otherwise we have 
where the Ri are Sylow subgroups, and p Y 1 R, j. Let U0 = 0,(&a) and 
Ui = U,,(R, x a.. x R,) for 1 < i < k. Then / P( U,)] is a power of 2 by 
Lemma 14, and for y E; 9( U,)-{a}, JV( Ui),, s(U~) is dihedral of twice odd order. 
Q," C ~(W&,)), an d so Vc( iYE) # 1 for all i, and the proof now proceeds 
precisely as in cases (i)A and (ii). 
LEMMA 16. Case (i)B occurs. 
Prooj. Assume not, let /3 E $r=((u)-(oI), and let z, be any regular involution 
in H(,,, . We claim that v E %(0(&J), which as we saw before yields a 
contradiction. We can find points p = ,%r , ,%a ,..., ,Rlc = y, such that each 
/3$ E s(ti)-(~}, y is maximal, O(J&J C O(H& for 1 < i < K, and k is 
maximal subject to these conditions. Then define &9) = k. If cp(@ = 1, then 
/3 is maximal, and as 1 9(0(&J)\ . IS a p ower of 2, the claim follows easily from 
Lemmas 12 and 14. If &3) = k, then we assume inductively that the claim is 
valid for all y with cp(y) < k. Let M = 0(&J. If 8 E I-(a>, and w is 
a regular involution in JV(M)~$~), then either pi(%) < (p(p), in which c,ase 
w E %‘(O(H~,)), or / JV(M)$(~) / = 2. In either case w ‘E %(O(JV(M)~(“))), 
and by Lemma 2.12, the regular involutions in N(M)q(M) generate a 2:gkoup. 
Thus #“(M) E O&V-(M)%(M) ), and as V&l&) # 1, this implies v E V(M). 
Let /? be a fixed point in *((~)--(a} such that %‘&O(N,,)) _C %?(a). We may 
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assume that p is maximal. Let K be any subgroup of H, with I*(K)] > 2. 
We wish to show that, JV(K)“(~) is transitive. As H, has twice odd order, it is 
clearly sufficient to assume K _C O(H,). For any y E g(K)4ol), K is charac- 
teristic in H,, , and so there is an involution interchanging 01 and y in M(K), 
and the result follows. 
LEMMA 17. 1 ‘iR,(u)12 Z 1 C I. 
Proof. Let B = O,(C), where rr = {q: q prime, qf I Hep I>. Let 
1 C B, C *** C B, = B be a maximal series such that each Bi 9 H, . We 
claim that for 1 < i < k, B,/Bi-l is either cyclic and centralized by He0 , 
or 1 Bi/Bi-, j = q” for some prime q, where O(H,,) acts semiregularly on 
B,/B,.&l), and / %‘(u) n B,/BiW1 / = q. Let B* = Bj/BjFl , and assume 
that the claim is valid for all factors B,IB,-, with i <,j. B* is an elementary 
abelian q-group for some prime q. Let B* = Dl x ..* x D, , where 
Dl = ~P(O(H~), and WLJ is irreducible on each Di for i > 1. Lemma 16 
implies u E V(D,). If u fi xes Di for some i > 1, then as O(H,,) $6 W(D,),. u can 
neither invert nor centralize Di . If u interchanges Di and Di* , then 
I V,&)l B I Di I. As I ~&)I < q, th ere are three possibilities: (i) B* = D, 
is cyclic; (ii) B* = D,; and (iii) B* = D, x D, , where I D, / = q and u 
interchanges D, and D, . In case (i) the claim is valid for B*. In case (ii), 
1.8 implies / D, I = q2, and so in cases (ii) and (iii) we have I B* I = q2, 
H$ is irreducible and 1 %‘ef(~)j = q. Suppose there exists x E O(H,,) with 
%?‘s*(x) # 1. As (x) a H,, , HaB CM&‘&x)) and so x E V(B*). Let 
D = ‘Z(X) n Bi and E = G?(X) n Bjpl. Then 1 D/E j = q2, H$’ is irreducible, 
and by inductive hypothesis, u E V(E). Th e set of elements of D inverted by u 
form a subgroup of order q, which is therefore normal in D. As E is a Frobenius 
complement, O,(D) is nilpotent of class at most 2, and so L+(O,(D)) has 
exponent q, and as U(U) n Ql(O,(D)) is cyclic, we have I sZ,(O,(D))l = 42. 
Now .A’-((x>)~(~) satisfies the hypotheses but not the conclusion of 
Theorem 6.1, with Ql(O,(D))g(~) in place of Q, contradicting the minimality 
of H. This establishes the claim, and in particular, I %s(z1)12 > 1 B I. 
For subgroups K of H, , we define R = KBIB. Suppose the prime 
q 1 I Wf% and let B = C,, C C, C .** C C, = O,,,(C) be a maximal series, 
where each Ci a H, . Let O(H,,) = Y x 2, where YE Syl,(O(H,s)) and 
suppose first that 2 # 1. We claim that c is cyclic and centralized by HWB. 
If c is cyclic for 1 < j < k, then Aut(?$ is abelian, and so Y x 2 2 C(c), 
-. 
and by Lemma 16, u E V(c). Thus it suffices to prove that C, 1s cyclic, so we 
choose j minimal such that 2;;. is not cyclic, and we assume that the series C, 
is chosen to minimalize I Cj [. We show first that q is elementary abelian. If 
not, then G # 1, and I C,/C,, I > q, so u # %?(Ci/Cj-,). Thus if u inverts x 
with x EC, we have <x) g <x, C,-J and so x E U(G), and thus 
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C,-l = z(q). Thus G has dass 2, and by minimality of j, c = $2,(c) is -- 
extra-special. Then as %?q(u) is cyclic, u inverts C,/C+, , and so 2 G U(c) -- 
and Y C %(C!JC+,). As Y is cyclic, we have j %‘$Y)/ > 4, contradicting 
Lemma 16. Thus c is elementary abelian. First suppose j %+-(Y)j = Q* 
Lemma 16 implies H,, C %‘(%?$Y)), and so ?* inverts ??$+-(Y), and 
Y x 2 C %‘(i?&$Y)). As Y is cyclic, this implies j Cj j = @. As we saw 
above, u ~9?(%?s(Z)). Thus the elements of @,$Z) inverted by u form a 
normal subgroup of order 4 in U,(Z). As %7(u) n ccl(Z) is a Frobenius 
complement, and 4 f 1 B 1, Q?(U) n Ucl(Z) has a normal subgroup of order 4, 
and so %“c,(Z) has a normal elementary abelian Sylow q-subgroup of order q2, 
and we easily check that JV(Z)~(~) is a smaller counterexample to Theorem 6.1 
than H, and this contradiction establishes the claim. 
Next suppose Z = 1. We claim that G = D x E, where D, E are cyclic, 
1 D / 3 j E 1, u E V(D), u inverts E, and if E # 1 then Y $ g(Ql(E)). (This 
last property is an immediate consequence of Lemma 16.) Let U E Syl,(C,) 
with Y C JV( U). Th en it suffices to prove the equivalent properties for U. 
Let 1 C U, C .** C U, 7 U be a maximal series such that UHmp _C A’“( UJ 
for all i. Then 1 lJ,/U,-l I = q for all i. We may choose the series such that 
for some m, U, = V,(B). Th en U, a H, . If U, is not cyclic, then by 
[8, p. 3031, H, has an elementary abelian noncyclic normal q-subgroup Y. 
By Lemma 16, 1 G?:y(Y)I = Q and 1 V j = 4”. If Y* C Y with ] Y/Y* j = 4, 
then Y* c V(V), and JV(Y*)~(~*) is a counterexample to Theorem 6.1 
satisfying Lemma l(iii), contradicting Lemma 13. Thus U, is cyclic, and by 
Lemma 16 we have u E g(U,). Assume inductively that U;,, = DieI x .t!& 
( j < l), where Dj-, and Ejwl have the relevant properties. If u E V( UJU& 
then Dj = VU,(u) is cyclic with / DjlDjsl 1 = 4, and as E,-% is the set of 
elements of Uj which are inverted by U, we have Ejsl 4 Uj , and so 
[Uj ) Ui] 2 Ej, . Then as Y g %‘($21(E+1)), we have [ lJf, U,] = 1 and 
Uj = Dj x Ej, . Thus we suppose that u inverts UJ UjMl . Let x E Uj-U;, , 
where u. inverts x. If (xq) = Ej, , then (x) a U, and so Vi = Djel x {x). 
By Lemma 16, Y g 9+2,(x)), an d so we must have 1 Dj, j > / x I. Thus we 
assume (XP} # Ejvl, and so Ej-1 # 1. AS UE%?( U,), SZ,(E&$%T(B), and 
so there is a factor B,IB,-, of B with Q,(EjJ g V(BJB,-,), and by what 
was proved above, this implies that B,/B,-, has order r2 for some prime Y. 
From the structure of GL(2, r), we deduce that there exists 1 f x E Uj such 
that x E %(&/&.,) and u inverts x, and therefore (x) n Eiml = 1 and so 
j x j = 4. Then %‘,(B$/B,,) = (x) x A, where A c Djel, and .&(U,) = 
(x, Gr( U,-J) has order ra: As Y 2 JV(Q,( UjJ>, and Y C Jlr((x, Gn,(Dj-.i))), 
Lemma 16 is necessarily contradicted. This establishes the claim. 
We conclude that ‘Fit(C) = Vi x *.. x V, , where the Vi are Sylow 
subgrou@, and either the Vi are all cyclic, or a = 1 and Vi = D x E with 
the above-mentioned properties. In any case, we have 1 %‘pittCl(U)j’ 3 
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] Fit(c)/. Suppose u $ %‘(C/Fit(e)). Th en f or some prime r, there exists an 
r-element x E c-Fit(c), where u inverts x. x does not centralize Vi for all i, so 
we assume x $ %‘( V,). As (u, x) V1 is dihedral, Vi is not cyclic, and so a = 1 
and Q,(V,) has order qa for some prime q. As (u, x, Y)Ql(Vl) C GL(2, q) and 
You is a nontrivial g-group, we must have p = r, and then x E O&~/Fit(~)), 
RAA. Thus u E %(c/Fit(C)), and by 1.9 we have 1 U,(U))~~ 3 [ C 1. 
HJC is dihedral of order 2m, where m is odd and m j p & 1. Thus 
I w&)l < I c I P G I ~&)l”P. 
As u fixes all orbits of O(&), we have 
i.e., 
2n+m - 1 < (2” - 1) 1 U,(u)] p. 032) 
Let a be the multiplicative order of 2 modulo ] %?c(u)l. As U,(U) is a 
Frobenius complement in the groups Q and go, we have a 1 m and a / n. 
Let (u, X) g V E Syl,(H). Then V is transitive, and 6 is isomorphic to the 
group %‘c(~) acting on the elementary abelian group V/(u, A’). We have 
I %&)I < 2” - 1, and so if m > 2a, (E2) yields 2n+2a - 1 < (2” - 1)(2” - 1)2, 
which is false. Thus m = a, and so G?c(e) acts irreducibly on V/(d, X). If 
p IQ” - 1)/l ~&>I, then 2 n+a - 1 > (2” - 1)(2” - 1) > (2% - 1)p 1 %&)I, 
contradicting (E2), and so p f (2” - 1)/l g,-(u)\. Suppose pb I\ ) gc(~)l. Then 
as u $ g(Q), we havep6+l 1 1 C 1, and sopb+l j 2*+a - 1, whereasp”+r Y 2a - 1. 
Thus p 1 (a + a)/~, and so n > (p - 1)~. As 0(&J # 1, we must have 
p > 3, and so n > 4a. 
As <X, u) is not strongly closed in V with respect to H, there exists an 
involution v E V-(X, u) with vg E (X, EC> for some g. As V, = (u), v must 
be regular, and so v $ uH, As n > 4a, Lemma 2.6 gives ) V,,,,,(v)] 2 22a+1. 
We have Z(V) C (X, u) n V(v), and as Vc(zl) _C Jlr(~??Y(v)), we have 
] 5( V)l > 2”. Let U E Syl,(V(v)) with (%?cx,eL1(v), v) _C 77. As vg e (X, u), 
there is a Sylow 2-subgroup lJ* of U(v) with the property that for any y e Y, 
there exists w E U,,* n IF, and V&W) E Syl,(%?(w)). Thus the same is true 
for U, and in particular there exists u* E U, n uH, and a conjugate (X*, u*> 2. 
%?u(u*), where X* N X, (X, u) # <X*, u*> and u # u*. If 8(V) or 
(X*, u*) = 1, then as ./ .U 1 G 2a+n+1, we have f ZT(V)l = 2” and 
U = S?(V)(X*, u*). But then U !Z V(‘%?o,,,(v) n (X*, a*)), and so 
2~ = I S(U)1 2 I V,,,&) n (X*, %*>I 2 2a+l, 
RAA. Thus there is an involution w E s(V) n (X*, u*> C <X*, u*) n 
<X, ti> n V(v), and w E HtorV) , where y E S(U) n F(u*). Then w E Q(uu*), 
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and j uu* 1 is odd and divides p & 1. As V C U(w), and q(w), C U(w),, , 
%‘(:(w) has a cyclic 2-complement, and by Lemma 2.8 it is solvable. 
Let l(jZ,d.-.~Z, =U(w) b e a chief series for ‘6’(w) and suppose I 
is maximal such that 1 2,/Z,-, j is odd. We choose the series to maximdize E, 
and then clearly Z,/ZC-, is self-centralizing in U(w)/Z,-, . As ! Z,/Z,-, \ is 
odd, and a Hall 2-complement of V(w) is cyclic and inverted by U, V(W)/Z~-, 
is dihedral. Let Z E Syl,(Z,-,). As u # Z, Z is regular, and using the Frattini 
argument, M(Z) has a subgroup W such that W/Z is dihedral of order 2r*, 
where Y is an odd prime. We may assume V C W and (uu*) = O(W,,). 
Suppose there exists 1 f Z* C Z with Z* a W and 9?&~) C J(Z*). Then 
A’-(Z*) I (%c(~)~~>, h h w ic contains a noncyclic p-group acting semiregularly 
on Z*. Thus no such Z* exists. In particular, as V&u) C J’(d(Y)), we 
cannot have %“(I’) =: 9’(Z), and so there exists z E 3(2)-S’(V). Thus 
z&%‘(u) and 1 %&)j = / V i/2 = 2+a. As V,(U) acts irreducibly on 
V/(X, u), we can find zr , 2% ,. . . , za in V n #c(U) which form a basis of V 
modulo (Y, u). Then / 9?Cx,,>(xJ\ = 2” for all i, and so 
If x E V-Z, then x = EC,, where x1 E Z, and as x E %7(x,) and z $ V(u), we 
cannot -have x E 3’(V). Th us S(V) C Z. Let L = O(Wa,,). As L $ Y(R) 
(recall R = U,(u)), L fixes at most one point of every orbit of R, and so 
Thus 
/ ~tv) n z((Z, u*>)l d i +W u, u*>)l < (2% - 1)/p + 1 < 2+’ 
(as p >, 5), and hence 
Now F = V/X is elementary abelian, and F = (X, ,..., X,, U} (bars denote 
images in V/X), where Z = (< ,..., X,> and 3(Z) = (< ,..., G> (for some 
2 < b < a), Let A be an abelian subgroup of V of maximal order. Then 
-- 
cIearly 3( I’) = X C A. Suppose A $2. Then A = (w,u, ws ,..., G>, where 
each c E Z. If wi E 3(Z), then wi E V(q), and so wi E g(u) and then g = 1. 
Thus we may assume that <K ,..., i$n~Z> = 1,butthenifXCBwith 
B = (x, )..., sg ,K )...) ?iQ, then B is abelian with \ B j > j A /, RAA. Thus 
if for groups G we define 
f(G) = (A : A C G, A abelian, 1 A j maximal>, 
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then A v> = Y(z), and as $(G) char G, we have $(V) CJ W and ‘%7&t) C
This contradiction completes the proof of Theorem 6.1 and of the main 
theorem. 
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